विनाशक—(1) a whale-fishing, whaling (2) n a whale-fisher, a whaler
विस्तार—a wet drenched, stand-still, motionless (inc) dim about to be extinguished
वितल—n darkness, gloom cataract of the eye, blindness वितल नाश करे—ν to dispel or disperse darkness or gloom वितल-गर्भ—n the dark interior वितलाबंधन—a beset or overcast with darkness वितलावरूप—a veiled in darkness वितलावर—a covered with darkness
वित्यार—n ọ a seventy-three
वित्याष, वित्यास, वित्याल—poet corruptions of तुरा
वित्याधिक—poet corrupt of कुंवर
वित्यापद, वित्यापद—n the art or power of becoming invisible a screen, (fig) an obstruction
वित्यार—n reproof, rebuke, reprimand, neglect slight, reproach, censure, blame वित्यार करे—ν to reprove, to rebuke to take to task to reprimand to censure, to reproach, to blame (rare) to neglect or slight
वित्यापद—var of वित्यापद
वित्यार—a reproved rebuked taken to task reprimanded, censured, reproached, blamed, neglected slighted screened off वित्यारसह, (coll) वित्यारसह—n ọ a ninety-three
वित्याय, (rej) वित्याय—n ọ a eighty-three
वित्या—n (of playing-cards) the card with three marked on it वित्यादि, (dial) वित्यादि, (dial) वित्यादि—a irascible, hot-tempered वित्याभोज—coll corrupt of तिघ
वित्याभोज—obs poet corrupt of तिघ
वित्यावर—n disappearance, exit passing away (of great persons) death वित्यावर करे—ν to disappear to vanish, to pass away, to die वित्यावर—termination, vanished, passed away, (of great persons) passed out of the world, dead fem वित्यावर—वित्यावर
वित्यावर—n oblique zigzag, mazy (वित्यावर (वस), tortuous (वित्यावर पथ), squint (वित्यावर घटी), sub-human, lower than human beings (वित्यावर अहात), वित्यावर कृप्त—transverse vibration वित्यावर—slanting rays वित्यावर—n squint-eyed वित्यावर—a transverse wave. वित्यावर—a (bot) decussate, वित्यावर—n distillation वित्यावर—adv obliquely, transversely crookedly, awry वित्यावर—n (mech) oblique impact.
वित्यावरति—(1) a moving obliquely or tortuously or awry (2) n oblique movement वित्याबुध—n any of the sub-human creatures (such as birds, beasts, insects etc)
वितल—(1) n sesame til, a very small blotch on the body (usu a birth-mark), a very small corn or its value (भोग कवी), an iota [एक तिल परिमाण] (2) a not even an iota, least (विल ठिय नाहि) तिलाकजन—n act of performing one's sraddha (स्राद्ध) ceremony only by offering handful of til and an iota of gold तिलाख, तिलाक—n oil-cake of sesame तिललेख, तिलफल—n a sweetmeat or toffee made of powdered til तिलक आम करे—(३) to exaggerate beyond measure, to make a mountain of a mole-hill तिलक (किन्तु)—little by little तिलक-तुलसी—n til and basil (these are considered holy by Hindus, and one holds them in one's hand whilst taking a vow or offers them to a deity etc as a mark of complete submission) तिल-तोल—n til oil तिलाहर, तिलार, तिलिर—(1) n even an iota (2) a even an iota of slightest (३) adv, even to the slightest amount or measure or degree, at all (तिलाहर विद्रोह कर), even for a moment (तिलामास अपेक्षा कर), तिलेज तिलेज—same as तिलेज तिलेज तिलेज—(1) n a sectarian mark painted or impressed on the forehead, an ornament (वृतार्क तिलेज) (2) a serving as an ornament, em'ellishing (वृतार्क) तिलेज काट—n to paint or print a sectarian mark (on one's body generally on the forehead) तिलेज-पट्थर, (dial) तिलेज-वस्त्र—corruptions of तिलेजसेव तिलेज पट्र—same as तिलेज काट तिलेज-माट, तिलेजकटिक—n the holy clay of the Ganges and other holy places with which sectarian marks are painted तिलेज-पट्र—n daily painting of sectarian marks on the eight places of the body by Vaishnavas तिलेज—n an innate mark resembling a sesame blossom on the body (असका तिलेज फलाठ) For words in तिलेज—, not given separately, see तिल
শিলকিত, শিলিকি—a painted or imprinted or decorated with a sectarian mark or marks fem শিলকিতি, শিলিকিনী

dhā—var of dhē
dhāṣṭra—n act of performing śraddha (শ্রদ্ধা) ceremony by offering handfuls of sesame and water (হ্রস্ব) complete abandonment or estrangement (শিলাঙ্গি শিলাঙ্গী শৃঙ্খল)

dhāila—v (ori & rare) to grow fatty or oily (সং) to grow audacious
dhālā—see dhē
dhāla—n a Hindu caste (originally dealing in oilseeds) a member of this caste
dhālā—n a kind of hard and roundish toffee (originally made of powdered sesame)
dhālā—m mixed with or made of sesame powder (শিলালা শিলালা) down right or incorrigible (শিলাল শিলাল—a downright or incorrigible scoundrel or rascal)
dhālā—(1) n even an iota even the slightest amount or measure or degree even the shortest duration even the fraction of a moment (2) a even in iota of slightest even of the shortest duration (3) adv even to the slightest amount or measure or degree, even for the fraction of a moment

dhālāma—n a mythological vīra woman of incomparable beauty whose different limbs were made by Vishvakarma (বিশ্বকর্মা) the heavenly artisan by taking bits from all that were most beautiful in the universe, (হ্রস্ব) a woman who is a paragon of beauty
dhālāsa—n water mixed with sesame, sesame in water
dhālā—v to stay or dwell, to continue to stay or dwell

dhālā—n the name of a star
dhāl—n linseed, blinis, adhāl—linseed

dhālā—var of dhālā

dhālā—a sharp or keen penetrating (শিলালা শিলালা, শিলালা শিলালা শিলালা) pointed (শিলালা শিলালা, শিলালা শিলালা, শিলালা শিলালা) intense (শিলালা শিলালা) strong (শিলালা শিলালা) shrill (শিলালা শিলালা) poignant, acute (শিলালা শিলালা), rude, pungent (শিলালা শিলালা) hot (শিলালা শিলালা) 

dhālā, dhālā—n sharpness, keenness, pointedness, intensity, strength, shrillness, acuteness, crudeness, pungency, hotness dhālā, dhālā—a sharp toothed, rodent dhālā, dhālā—a keen-sighted sharp-eyed dhālā, dhālā—to keep a sharp look-out or watch dhālā, dhālā—a sharp-edged dhālā, dhālā—a sharp-witted dhālā, dhālā—n steel dhālā, dhālā—a sharp-pointed

dhālā—n a Hindu caste (originally engaged in hunting), a member of this caste fem dhālā
dhālā—a strong, violent intense (শিলালা শৃঙ্খলা, শৃঙ্খলা শৃঙ্খলা) very swift (শিলালা শৃঙ্খলা) unbearable (শিলালা শৃঙ্খলা), rude, rough, harsh (শিলালা শৃঙ্খলা) very loud and usually angry (শিলালা শৃঙ্খলা) hard angry sharp (শিলালা শৃঙ্খলা) deadly fatal (শিলালা শৃঙ্খলা) severe (শিলালা শৃঙ্খলা) dhālā—n violence intensity excessive swiftness, unbearableness rudeness roughness, harshness excessive loudness usu mixed with anger harshness, tury, sharpness, deadliness

dhālā—coll corrump of dhālā
dhālā—n shore coast (of a sea), bank (of a river) margin edge border dhālā নামান—v to land (on the shore or bank) dhālā—n a going towards the shore coasting going towards the bank dhālā—n riparian coastal dhālā—n land on the bank or shore dhālā—n a attached or brought to the bank or shore dhālā, dhālā—n at or on or situated on the bank or shore dhālā, dhālā—n riparian dhālā, dhālā—n situated or on (1) a living on the shore. (2) n a shoreman dhālā—n an arrow a dart a shaft dhālā—v to shoot an arrow dhālā—v to shoot with an arrow to shoot an arrow dhālā—n an arrow-head dhālā, dhālā—n bow and arrow dhālā, dhālā—n an archer, a Bowman dhālā, dhālā—n darting speed dhālā, dhālā—adv as quickly as an arrow, dartingly dhālā, dhālā—v to dart dhālā, dhālā—adv on the shore ashore on the bank dhālā—a gone across, crossed, got over fem dhālā
dhālā—n a holy place, a place for pilgrimage, a river or a sea or a lake etc containing holy waters (শালীর) a landing-stair or a landing-place on the bank or the shore of a river or a sea etc containing holy waters (শালীর) a preceptor, a teacher, alma mater (শালীর), a title awar-
ded for scholarship in Sanskrit (কার্যকর)।

तीर्थकर—v to go on pilgrimage तीर्थकर करा।—(ह्ग) one who lives upon and waits expectantly for others’ favour (just like the crow) of a holy place who live upon the crumbs or leavings of offerings, given by pilgrims) तीर्थकर—n a holy place a place for pilgrimage तीर्थकर—n act of visiting a holy place, pilgrimage तीर्थकरता—n act of touring in holy places, pilgrimage peregrination तीर्थकरी—a & n one who lives permanently at a holy place fem तीर्थकरीली तीर्थवासी करा।—v to set out on a pilgrimage to pilgrimage तीर्थकरी—(1) a pilgrim, spiritual (2) n a pilgrim, a pilgrim(e) fem तीर्थकरीली।

तीर्थकर, तीर्थकर—n a Jain author of scriptures a Jain lawgiver a Jain or Buddhist monk who has attained spiritual perfection।

रु'—nt expressing a sound which is uttered to call a dog।

रु'—poet & obs form of रु'।

रु'—pro a (poet & obs) thy thine yours।

रु'—pro (used in familiar or affectionate or disrespectful or solemn address) thou।

रु'—var of रु।

रु—n mulberry रु'पात्रा—n mulberry leaf रु'स्त्राकारा—n mulberry-worm।

रु'रु—n copper-sulphate blue vitriol।

रु'—var of रु।

रु—n occult method of charming enchantment रुक बरा।—a magical incantation of enchantment रुक बरा।—v to cast a spell over (a person with a view to harming him), to put a spell on।

रु—n occult methods and incantations of enchantment।

रु—n an arrow without a barb (used in training of archery), a blunt arrow, (thet) the last line of a four-lined stanza, part of a kirtan (कौंटा) song।

रुक, रुकड़—a clever smart, artful skilful adroit, expert, experienced।

रुक—a high, elevated, highest most elevated, (astral) ascending रुक्री—a (astral) ascending, ascendant, high, elevated highest, most elevated।

रुक—n insignificant, scanty, contemptible, despicable banal, trivial, trifling, unsubstantial रुक पर।—v to treat with contempt or neglect to despise, to disregard to ignore, to attach no importance to।

रुकक्का—n insignificance scantiness, worthlessness, contemptibility contempt despicability, banality triflingness, unsubstantiality।

रुकतात्त्विका, रुकतात्त्विकाश्रम—n contemptuous or neglectful treatment neglect, contempt disregard रुकतात्त्विका कर।—v to disregard, to ignore, to look down upon to hold in light esteem to slight रुक विश्वा।—a trivial matter।

रुक—pro a (poet & obs) thy, thine your yours।

रुकड़—v to snub to rebuff to retort to talk big, to boast to vaunt पुरुक्कुला।—pt adv snubbing with a rebuff or retort, boastfully।

रुकड़—v (obs) to break, to split (ढोंग)।

रुक्क—n mouth (of beasts) snout (of hogs etc) beak (of birds) lip।

रुक—var of रु।

रुकतात्त्विका, रुकट—variants of रुकतात्त्विका and रुकट respectively।

रुक, रुकच—n copper sulphate, blue vitriol।

रुकतात्त्विका—n an eye-salve or collyrium prepared from copper sulphate।

रुक, रुकच—n a protuberant belly, the belly।

रुकच—n a pot-bellied।

रुकचार—n a tailor।

रुकचार—n a violent storm, a tempest, high waves caused by a tempest।

रुकचार—n a very fast-going train।

रुकचार—v to become sunken or hollowed or shrivelled (गैल रुकचार) to form a depression (ईसार बालम रुकचार)।


_var of турок
турок₂_—(1) a immediate or prompt (турок
абаза) (2) adv immediately or promptly
турок—n act of trumping or ruffling, a trump-card a trump турок къар—v
to trump to ruff
турок—n an iron frame into which the hands and the feet of a criminal were formerly put to keep him motionless as a punishment, stocks (с) a pillory турок
щиха—v to confine or lock in the aforesaid iron frame or stocks (с) to set in the pillory to pillory, to scold or reproach severely
турр, туррк, туррк—(1) n a Turk, Turks, the Turkish language (2) a Turkish туррк-нацй—n a wild dance by turning round and round a whirling dance, (фиг) a fretfully troublesome state
туррл,—n poet & colt corrupt of туррлн and туррл
туррл₂—n a weighing machine, a balance a pair of scales, act of weighing or balancing (турл къар) туррл къар—v to weigh, to balance the weight of to compare туррлн —n a scale-pan
туррлк—n (phys) a balancer
tуррллапп—n a terrible or tumultuous brawl, a great hubbub or commotion, rampage (с) on the rampage
туррлт—(1) n a made of cotton-pulp (туррлт къар) (2) n a kind of paper made of cotton-pulp (туррлт лъеакс пукчий)
tуррлтл—int expressing (delightful) softness over-softness туррлтл—a (delightfully) soft excessively soft
туррлн—n comparison, similarity, an equal (бишебе дабир турлн най) туррлн къар—v to compare to liken туррлнллук—a comparative туррлнллук—n an incomparable, beyond compare, peerless
tуррллн—n a comparable
туррлл—n basil
tуррл₂—n (poet) an equal (шаршллс натюдхан туррлн)
tуррл₂—n cotton туррл-паш—n the cotton-plant
туррл₂₇—n a weighing machine a balance, a pair of scales (astro) the Libra, a measure of weight of gold and silver (~400 къетин or about 145 ounces) туррлл₂₇—n, a beam of balance a weighing machine, a pair of scales туррллн—n charitable gift
of gold or silver or anything else up to the weight of the person of the donor কৃপাশ্রয়—n the sun বুলার্কণি—(1) a one who weighs or carries on a trade (2) n a weighing man a weighman a trader কৃপাশ্রয়—n a measure of weight, act of weighing in the balance সুবিধা—n a weighing machine সুষ্ঠাৰ্য্যেন—n (astrl) the Libra
কুলা—n to raise, to lift, to bring forward into consideration or notice to raise (এদিগত কুলা) to rouse, to awake (দূষিত লোকের কুলা) to call to mind to cause to rise in view, to call up (নাম কুলা), to admit into or promote (জাগতে কুলা পৌক কুলা) to exalt or elevate (অগ্নিক লোকের কুলা), to pluck to pick to pull (শাক কুলা পৌক কুলা), to extract (ঈর্দ কুলা), to uproot (পার্ণ পৌক কুলা) to embroider (রাজ পৌক কুলা) to collect to raise (চাকু কুলা) to remove to expunge to wipe out to obliterate (শাক কুলা) to make keener to raise (সাঁতে কুলা) to adapt (গাছের হার কুলা) to create or make to raise to spread (জাগতে কুলা অগ্নিক কুলা), to make (ফিকে কুলা) to take (কোচের কুলা) to construct to build (কাঁচের কুলা) to erect or erect (স্তুটেকের কুলা) to cause to board to help one board (কাঁচের পার্ণকের কুলা নিদন) to vomit to spew (চেলদীর হার কুলা) to set up, to fix (গাছের হার কুলা) to put away esp in an orderly manner (বিজ্ঞান কুলা), to abolish or close (দোকান কুলা), to cause to enter (নাম কুলা) to mention or refer (নাম কুলা পৌক কুলা) to propose formally before a meeting to move (আইনসহ পৌক কুলা) to take off to detach (চাঁদ কুলা) to paint, to engrave, to mould (পার্ণ কুলা) চাঁদ কুলা—n to fly (ফিকে কুলা) to make a motion picture of, to film (বাণী কুলা) to call to mind হায় কুলা—n to yawn (গায় হায় কুলা) to assault, to attack (চাঁদ কুলা গায় হায় কুলা) (fis) to flourish, to prosper (fis) to face to brave to oppose, to rise in opposition or in revolt (দোকান কুলা) to praise to the skies
কুলা—n to cause to raise or lift, to cause to bring forward into consideration or notice, to cause to rouse or wake, to cause to call up, to cause to be admitted into or promoted, to cause to pluck or pick or pull to cause to extract or uproot, to cause to embroil, to cause to collect or raise, to cause to remove or expunge or wipe out or obliterate, to cause to make keener, to cause to adapt, to cause to create or make to cause to take, to cause to construct or build, to cause to erect or evict, to cause to set up or fix, to cause to put away esp in an orderly manner to cause to mention or refer to cause to move (as a proposal or bill), to cause to take off or detach to cause to paint or engrave or mould
কুলি, কুলিকা—n a paint-brush a hair-pencil
কুলিলিত—a compared likened weighed কুলিলি—coll corrup of কুলি
কুলিলা—a comparable, similar, like identical equal (math & sc) equivalent কুলাতলা—n comparability, similarity likeness, identity equality equivalence equivalency কুলালাতলা—n water-equivalent কুলালাতলাতলা—n an evenly balanced contest কুলালাতলা—a equal in strength equally strong কুলালাতলা—(1) a of equal measure or weight (2) n an equal measure or weight কুলালাতলা—a of equal value or worth equal কুলালাতলা—a of the same class or kind similar কুলালাতলা—(1) n similar appearance or shape (2) a similar in appearance or shape কুলালাতলা—n equivalent.
কুলালাতলা—n husk, chaff, bran কুলালাতলা—n to winnow husk
c
কুলালাতলা—n to gratify to satisfy, to please, to appease to propitiate, to flatter to adulate to glaze
কুলালাতলা—n a fire made with husk or chaff (this fire is not easily extinguished), (fig) inextinguishable (but not blazing) fire of affliction, an insolable affliction
c
কুলালাতলা—n snow, frost ice (1) a cold or ice-cold (কুলালাতলা) কুলালাতলা—v to snow কুলালাতলা—n a minute particle or crystal of snow, (inc) frost কুলালাতলা—n camphor the snow কুলালাতলা—n a snow-capped, snow-capt কুলালাতলা—n the Himalayas (as it is always snow-capped) কুলালাতলা—n snowstorm a blizzard কুলালাতলা—n snow-white whitened with snow কুলালাতলা—n a snow fall কুলালাতলা—n a snowfall কুলালাতলা—n a snow-covered কুলালাতলা—n snow-covered a snow-covered কুলালাতলা—n snow-field
কুলিলিত—a gratified satisfied, pleased, appeased, propitiated, contented কুলিলিত—v to gratify, to satisfy to please, to appease, to propitiate, to content কুলিলিত
straw, grassy বারান্দা, বন্দী—a destitute
of plants and vegetation, and
গাছ—a herbivorous
গাছ—n a sheet made of straw to sit
upon, a mat
গাছ—a third ২টীয় বায়িক—a third
man or person, a neutral or disinterested
man ৩টীয় বুল—(anthr) cube root তৃতীয়—
(1) a fem of তৃতীয় (2) n the third lunar
day, (gr) the third case-ending তৃতীয়—third
or instrumental case-ending
গাছ—a gratified, satisfied, satiated, highly
pleased fem তৃতীয় তৃতীয়—v to
gratify to satisfy, to please
গাছ—a horn sounded in war a bugle-
horn
গাছ—(1) adv quickly swiftly promptly
hastily soon (2) a quick, swift prompt
hasty, early গাছার—n an express letter
গাছ—n a horn sounded in war a bugle-
horn, (fig) fanfare তৃতীয়র—, তৃতীয়াঁর তৃতীয়র—
fanfare blare (of trumpets or horns)
পুকুর—n cotton
পুকুর-কাম্বল—n same as পুকুর-কাম্বল—
carding bow
পুকুর, পুকুর—alt spellings of পুকুর পুকুর—
-alt spell of পুকুর
পুকুর—n act or state of keeping mum
refusal to speak, silence reticence তৃতীয়
—a keeping mum silent reticent
পুকুর কাটা বা হওয়া—v to keep one's
mouth shut to keep mum, to keep quiet
to remain silent
পুকুর—n grass, straw, herb any monoo-
cotyledonous plant of the Gramineae
family (পাহাড়ি) পুকুর—n a culm a haulm পুকুর—
—n a hut made of straw পুকুর—n a
grassy field a meadow, a pasture পুকুর—
—n a same as পুকুর পুকুর—n act of
considering as contemptible or insignificant
as a straw, act of slighting পুকুর কাটা—
v not to care a straw for to slight পুকুর—
—n a monocotyledonous tree (such as
the coconut, the palm the date etc) পুকুর
পাইয়ে—n, paddy that grows in waste
land without cultivation পুকুর—(1) a straw-
like (2) adv like a straw পুকুর পুকুর—
a herbivorous পুকুর—n a full of grass or
between his knees an elder (তেল্পাদী কাঙ্ক্ষী নিয়ে) তেলেমোর—a (in sculpture) thrice plastered esp with clay (তেলপাদান—n a junction of the mouths of three streams (loos) a junction of three streams তেলপিণা—(1) a triple-veined, three-veined (2) n a species of plant (তেলানী—a triennial happening every three years তেলাহি—a measuring three cubits)

তেলেরী—var of তেলেরী

তেলেরী—n of a twenty-three তেলেরী—(1) n the twenty-third day of a month (2) a (of the days of a month) twenty-third
tেলেকুল—n a young plant that shoots up from the root of a banana tree
tেলেকুল—n the pod of a variety of pigon-per
tেলকুলোঁ, তেলকুলোঁ—a crooked, curved
tেলকুটান—n to make or become crooked to curve
tেলমিন—n a Hindu caste (engaged in fishing) a member of this caste
tেল—pro (obs) they
tেল, তেল—adj & con (obs) because of that on account of that
tেলতুল—n tamarind তেলতুলে—a shaped like a pod of tamarind (তেলতুলে বিচুক), as dark-coloured as a ripe tamarind seed (তিলেলে নন্দী) very sour knaviash (তেলতুলে মোক)

তেলোঁড়—n obstinate disobedient impertinent brazen-faced, harmless wicked (তেলোঁড়মি—n obstinacy disobedience, impertiemtence shamelessness wickedness তেলোঁড়মি কয়—n to become obstinate or disobedient to show impertinent, to behave shamelessly or wickedly
tেল, (pop) তেল—(1) n light, glow radiation shine, lustre heat, glory splendour power strength might force, energy, vigour valour, prowess spiritedness manliness semen, (coll) haughtiness or anger (অত্তেল তেল মোলসামি), (rare) spirit, wine (বা বিরচ তেল বাঁধার) (2) a (coll) booming (তেল বাহার) তেলেকুলোঁ—(1) n an accumulation of (spiritual) lustre (2) a (loos) having such lustre, full of lustre, with a nimbus of glory (তেলেকুলোঁ ধনী)

তেলোঁড়—see তেলোঁড়

তেলকুল—n act of marrying for the third time, one married as the third wife or husband
tেলকুল, (coll) তেলকুলান, (dial) তেলকুলন—n cassia leaf (?)

tেলকা—see তেলকা

তেলকা—n a bridegroom who has married twice before a man who has married for the third time (তেলকা—a (of a bridegroom or a husband) one who has taken two wives before the present one
tেলকা—n invigorating stimulating, strong, forceful, inspiring, encouraging
tেলকাব্রিনা—a radioactive তেলকাব্রিনা—n radioactivity
tেলকাবানী, তেলকাবিনী—a glorious, lustrous, radiant, shining vigorous, valorous, powerful mighty forceful, spirited fem
tেলকাবিনী, তেলকাবিনী—n gloriousness, lustrousness radiation, vigourousness vigour valorousness, valour, powerfulness mightiness forcefulness spiritedness
tেলকাবিনী, তেলকাবিনী, তেলকাবিনী—see তেলকা

tেলকান—v (poct) to forsake, to abandon, to give p to forgo to relinquish pr 3rd per তেলকান প্রিয়তেলকাবুঁ, তেলকান—

tেলকান—n trade and commerce money-lending business usury তেলকান-রিটার্ন, (rej) তেলকান—(1) n money-lending business usury (2) a relating to money-lending business commercial
tেলকান—n a very strong or hot (তেলকান রোগ, তেলকান লক্ষ) haughty or angry or spirited (তেলকান কথা)

tেলিন—n showing a rise in prices booming তেলিনমি—n (coll) boom and slump (comm) fluctuation of prices, upward and downward movement of prices, rise and fall in prices
tেলিন—a spirited, vigorous (তেলিন কথা); strong powerful (তেলিন অনুপ)

tেলিনমি—a extremely spirited or valorous or vigorous or powerful
tেলিনমি—n pregnant with spiritedness or power or vigour or valour or force or heat, charged with power or energy.

tেলিনমি—n a luminous, radiating, shining, lustrous, bright glorious spirited fem তেলিনমি

তেলোক্ষুদ্র, তেলোক্ষুদ্র—(1) n a man or being having a luminous or shining or lust-
rous appearance lustre or power personified (2) a having a luminous or shining or lustrous appearance

বেঙ্গলীন—a spiritless, lacking in vigour, weak, lacking in lustre or glow or brightness, dim or dull fem বেঙ্গলীনা

বেঙ্গলীন—var of বেঙ্গলী

ব্যঞ্জন—pop corrupt of ব্যঞ্জন

ব্যঞ্জন, ব্যঞ্জন, ব্যঞ্জন—variants of ব্যঞ্জন

ব্যঞ্জন—var of ব্যঞ্জন

ব্যঞ্জন—var of ব্যঞ্জন

ব্যঞ্জন—adv chasing offensively (ছড়া বাঞ্ছিত) threatening loudly (ছড়া মায়ের বাঞ্ছিত) forcefully (ছড়া বল মায়ের) ছড়ার ছড়া, ছড়ার মধ্যে—adv chasing speedily chasing and threatening quickly or headstrongly and forcefully

ব্যঞ্জন—n & a forty-three

ব্যঞ্জন—pop var of বিষাণ

ব্যঞ্জন—n & a thirty-three

ব্যঞ্জন—var of ব্যঞ্জন

ব্যঞ্জন—pro (obs) he or she ব্যঞ্জনকে—pro (dial & vul) him or her ব্যঞ্জনর—pro (dial & vul) his her or hers pl ব্যঞ্জনদের—their theirs

ব্যঞ্জন—(1) n a desolate and extensive field or wilderness (2) a desolate and extensive (ব্যঞ্জনশ্রেণ)

ব্যঞ্জন—dial corrupt ot বিষাণ

ব্যঞ্জন—a (obs) suchlike like such ব্যঞ্জন—adv & con (poet & obs) like that, in that way or manner so

ব্যঞ্জন—(1) a like that suchlike, such (2) adv also con (also con) like that in that or such way or manner, so ব্যঞ্জন—(1) a (also con) just like that, exactly similar (2) adv & con just in that way or manner, just so ব্যঞ্জন—(1) a (also con) just like that, just like that, similar exactly similar, fitting (2) adv at once forthwith (3) con so such

ব্যঞ্জন—poet corrupt of যাঞ্জন

ব্যঞ্জন—n & a a thirteen ব্যঞ্জন—(1) n the thirteenth day of a month (2) a (of the days of a month) thirteenth

(ব্যঞ্জন), ব্যঞ্জন, (poet) ব্যঞ্জন—a away askance crooked, oblique (ব্যঞ্জন চাঁদনি)

ব্যঞ্জন—an oblique or crooked line, an oblique stroke

ব্যঞ্জন—n tarpaulin

ব্যঞ্জন—coll corrupt of ব্যঞ্জন

ব্যঞ্জন—coll corrupt of ব্যঞ্জন

ব্যঞ্জন—n (arith & alg) addition

ব্যঞ্জন—n (arith & alg) addition

ব্যঞ্জন—n scolding and threats, bullying and abuses ব্যঞ্জনেরি কর—v to scold and threaten to bully and abuse

ব্যঞ্জন—a haughty angry, furious intending to attack or fight bellicose inclined to fighting, aggressive

ব্যঞ্জন—n a kind of tree-leaf used as writing material in place of paper

ব্যঞ্জন—n oil, fat (চাটাইয়া রেল ভেল), a lubricant (চটাটাটাটা রেল) (sarcas & sl) strength power courage vanity, audacity (চাটাটা সড় বেল বেল) ভেল ভেলা—v to oil to lubricate, to flatter, to butter up, to glide (চিনের চর্যার ভেল বোধ) (fug) to oil one's own machine to mind one's own business to go about one's own business পায় ভেল ভেলা—(fig) to flatter servilely ভেল পড়া—v to infuse charm into oil by incantation ভেল মাথা—v to smear or massage or rub one's own body with oil ভেল মাথা—v to rub or smear with oil, to lubricate to smear or massage another's body with oil to flatter or to fawn on servilely ভেলে ভেলা ভলিয়া পড়ি—to fly out fretfully to flare up in anger, to blaze with anger or indignation ভেলে—n an oil-mill ভেলে ভলিয়া—a as glossy as oil, so profusely smeared with oil as to look glossy ভেলেচিটা, ভেলেচিটা—a thickly soiled (as dregs of oil), sticky and dirty ভেলেচিটা—a oily smooth slippery

ব্যঞ্জন—n a short loin-cloth worn when one smears his body with oil (ব্যঞ্জন পড়া—n charmed oil (used for curing diseases)

ব্যঞ্জন—a oily, lubricious, greasy, smooth glossy, slippery, bals (ভেল মাথা)

ব্যঞ্জন—n a bale head, a head (thoroughly) smeared with oil (ভেল মাথা ভেল ভেলা—lit) to rub oil on a head that is already well-oiled or sleek (fig) to carry coals to Newcastle

ব্যঞ্জন, (coll) ভেলুচুলচুল—n a species of creeping plant, its fruit

ব্যঞ্জন—v to grow fatty or adipose, to smear with oil, to season by smearing with oil and then sunning (sl & sarcas) to grow powerful or audacious, (sl) to flatter or to fawn on servilely ভেলুচুলচুল—n fatty or adipose state, act of growing fatty or adipose, act of smearing with oil, act of seasoning by smearing with oil and subsequently sunning, (sl & sarcas) power or audacity, (sl) servile flattery

ব্যঞ্জন—n the cockroach, the oil-beetle


telasi, telasī—n a Hindu caste (manufacturing and selling oil) a member of this caste, an oilman fem. telasīni, telisīni
telasi, telisī—(1) n a South Indian language (2) a of Andhra and Telangana
telasī—(1) a of Andhra and Telangana (2) n an Indian sepoys in the employ of the East India Company in the early days of its activity
telasa—n a set of nonsensical words or phrases uttered prefatory before singing a song telasa ṭiśa—v to utter the aforesaid words (fig.) to indulge in a long irrelevant discourse before coming to the actual subject-matter

telasī—see telasi
telasān—(1) n any snack or other food fried in oil (2) a fried in oil (fig.) vs dark brown as a snack fried in oil
sunburnt

telasa₁—n the crown of the head the pate
telasa₂—n the palm (of the hand) the sole (of the foot)
telasa₃—n & a sixty-three
telasa₄—n coll form of ṭuṣa

telasā—(1) n the third day of a month (2) a (of the days of a month) third
telasai—n (mus.) a system of striking an instrument of percussion thrice consecutively
telasai₁—n one-third
telasai₂—a threefold, having three strands or folds

telasā—n sharpness, keenness pointedness, intensity strength shrillness acuteness, rudeness pungency, hotness
telasā—adv & con at that time, then just then
telasa & con like that, such, suchlike
telasai & con like that, just like that, so

telasā—(1) a relating to light or radiation or luminosity, made of metal, metalised (2) n a metal utensil (esp one used for household purposes) telasā—n household metal utensils and allied articles
telasā—(1) n a section of the Yajurveda (2) a of this section
telasā, telasāri, telasāri (coll.) telasāri, telasā—(1) n act of making or building or creating etc., manufacture, construction, production creation etc., preparation, training (2) a made manufactured, built, constructed, produced, created etc., ready or ripe (ṭaṣa ṭaṣa) ready-made (ṭaṣa ṭaṣa)
trained, got up (ṭaṣa ṭaṣa) of age major competent (facet or sarcas) over-smart, precocious and wicked (ṭaṣa ṭaṣa) टैयारी करा—v to make to build or construct to found (जस टैयारी करा) to manufacture to produce to create (सृष्टि करा टैयारी करा) to draw up (नक्षा टैयारी करा), to compose (युष्म युष्म छड़ टैयारी करा) to contrive or devise or invent (प्रयोग टैयारी करा) to make ready (युष्म युष्म छड़ टैयारी करा) to prepare (प्रयोग टैयारी करा) to train or educate (जस टैयारी करा)

telān—n oil lubricant, fat (see also telasā) telasāk, telasākī—n oil-cake telasāk—n an oilman, an oil-manufacturer telasāk—n an oil-gland telasāk—n an oil-press an oil-press telasān—n an oil-press an oil-press telasā—n an oil-press an oil-press

telasa—a native of this district
telasa—a oily, greasy, unctuous, smeared or anointed with oil telasa—n a receptacle for oil

telasa—a alt. spell of ṭaṣa

telasā—n a fold (as of cloth) telasa—v to fold
telasā—(1) pro (nom.) you, thou (ṭaṣa उन्मत कान्न) (2) pro a you, thy (ṭaṣa नाहि अयि) telasa—pro (accus & dat.) you thee (कत परकषण तेलासि)
telasā—n the seed of the hollyhock (used in poultices) telasa—v to poultice with the seed of the hollyhock
telasā—pro (accus & dat.) thee

For words in telasi, not given separately, see telasī
pro a your yours
poet & obs. corrup of তোমার
water তোমার—n cloud তোমার—n advent of rains, the rainy season
তোমার পাহাড়ি, তোমার মহা—n a sea, an ocean
dereference, dependence, fear care তোমার, তোমার পাহাড়ি—n to treat with deference, to depend upon to be afraid of তোমার না করা—a not to care
diversion of mind, entertainment gratification, flattery adulation, glozing, act of looking after carefully, careful attendance, care comfort তোমার করa—v to amuse, to arrange for mental diversion, to entertain, to gratify, to flatter to adulate to fawn on to gloze to look after carefully, to attend to or upon carefully to arrange for one's comfort তোমার করা–v to keep or nurse in comfort to keep m good humour
to grope (usu with one's hand) to adulate or ajole
towel
pass form of তুই
a large portmanteau usually made of steel a trunk
the main gate (usu decorated), a portal gate তোমারপথ—n the door of a portal তোমারপথ—n a gateway
pl of তুই
t a var of তোমার

talak—variants of তোমার
act of weighing
act of raising or lifting etc (see তুলা)
talpad—(1) n violent movement or commotion violent agitation, a terrible brawl or disturbance (2) a violently moved or agitated ransacked fishes, তোমার পান্থ a violent act to ransack, to fish
pop var of তুলা
tal—n a measure of weight (=160 grains)
tal (see তুলা)—(1) n a rate in kind collected by the owner of a market from trade, i.e. তোল (2) a set apart or in reserve (তোলা পাখায়) raised (ঠাকুর তোলা বিশ্বাস), constructed, built (তালতোলা তালচার, set apart for special or festive occasions (তোলা কাটা) lifted and carried from a river or pond etc (তোলা কাটা), plucked,
culled (চুললা কুলা), churned (যাখন চুললা ধুল), painted engraved moulded (পন চুললা), portable (চুললা উদেন) (fig) stored in memory (বস কথা চুললা আপে)।

চুললারণ—n cogitation discussion
চুললারণ কর—v to cogitate to discuss
চুললারণকড়ি—var of চুললারণকড়ি।
চুলোটক—a weighed, compared
চুলোটক, চুললারণকড়ি—(1) n a kind of dixie with a convex bottom, sullenness, glumness angry mood (2) a sullen glum, angry (চুললারণকড়ি ধুল)
চুলোপ্রি—a that which is to be weighed or compared weighable comparable
চুলোক—n a thin mattress for lying upon
চুলোন—n valuable things or belongings, valuables পশ্চাদনামনু—n a room in which the valuables of a house are stored
চুলোন—n satisifaction on gratification propitiation contentment pleasure delight
চুলোন—(1) n act of satisfying or gratifying or propitiating or pleasing act of flattering or indulgence conciliating (chiefly in comp) a satisfying or gratifying or propitiat ing or pleasing or conciliatory object (2) a (in comp) satisfying gratifying propitiatory pleasing delightful adulatory conciliatory
চুলোন কর—v to try to please or flatter or conciliate
চুলোন-নিঃস্তি—n the policy of conciliation or appeasement of conciliatory—a one who can be or is to be satisfied or gratified or propitiated or pleased or conciliated
চুলোনপ্রি—a pop var of চুলোন
couting the names of tenants with the amounts of their holdings and rents thereof
চুলোন—n fantare,
চুলোন—n weight act of weighing a weighing machine a balance (fig) comparison চুলোন—v to weigh, to compare 
চুলোন—n act of weighing or comparing
চুলোনকি—a comparative চুলোনকি—n (mech) weight চুলোনকি—n a weighing machine
চুলোনমত—n a painter
চুলোনমত—(1) n a weighter, a weighman
(2) a gravimetric
চুলোনমত—sfx indicating ability state propensity etc -ness, -ity, -ality, -ability, -ty etc.
চুলণ—n skin epc. dermis cuticle epidermis hide bark, rind পুক্ত—n complexion (পুক্ত), the organ of touch পুক্ত—n circumcision পুক্তকর—v to circumcise পুক্ত—n epidermal system
চুলণ—v relating to you your yours
চুলণ—n accelerating চুলণ—n acceleration পুক্‌চিন—n hodo graph চুলণ-কর—n effective once চুলণ—a harrying hastening
চুলণ—n haste hurry quickness ব্রাহ্ম কর—v to make haste to hurry, to be quick চুলণকি—a hurried quickened, accelerated 
চুলখিত কর—v to expedite to hasten
চুলণমন্ত্রী—n an urgent slip ব্রাহ্ম—a hastily hurriedly quickly
চুলণকি—a hastened quickened accelerated hurried quick swift prompt পরিকল্পিত, পরিকল্পনা—a quick-moving, swift, fast-going
চুলণমন্ত্রী—n a carpenter an appellation of মাধুকার (মাধুকার)
চুলণমন্ত্রী—n carpentry
চুলণ—a relating to skin dermal, cuticular tactual
চুলণ—a like you চুলণমন্ত্রী—n the sun (usu personified)
চুলণ—a given up, abandoned, forsaken relinquished cast out, annoyed চুলণ—v to annoy চুলণকি, (coll) चुलणकि, (coll) চুলণকি—a annoyed extremely vexed irritated badgered
চুলণ—a act of giving up, abandonment, act of forsaking, relinquishment, act of casting out, act of leaving
চুলণ—n same as চুলোন
a that which or one who is being given up or abandoned or forsaken or cast out

act of giving up (গাস্যাইক্ল, প্রাচোত্তম), abandonment, act of forsaking desertion, act of leaving (পরিত্যাগ, সর্বপ্রত্যাহার), relinquishment, resignation (পরিত্যাগ, কর্মপ্রত্যাহার), act of casting or casting off (শোক, কৌশল-কাঙ্ক্ষ), renunciation, sacrifice, act of giving away in charity or benevolence, disavowal (পরিত্যাগ), divorce (প্রাচোত্তম), act of disowning (প্রাচোত্তম) জাগ্রত্ব করান (রো) to give up to abandon to forsake to desert to leave to relinquish to resign to cast off to renounce to sacrifice to give away in charity or benevolence to disavow to divorce to disown (জাগ্রত্ব) a deed of relinquishment (as of a right interest etc.), a bill of divestiture (জাগ্রত্ব) self-denial, self-abnegation জাগ্রত্বকরণ (রো) to deny oneself to renounce one's interests (জাগ্রত্ব) (a) a self-denying self-abnegating, renouncing one's interests or pleasures (b) a self-denier or self-abnegator, a renouncee of self-interests or pleasures

a that which or one who is to be or can be given up or abandoned or forsaken or deserted or left or cast off or sacrificed or given away or disavowed or divorced or disowned, that which is to be or can be relinquished or resigned or renounced (জাগ্রত্ব) a son disowned and disinherited by his father (জাগ্রত্ব) to disown or disinherit a son, to cut off with a shilling

in the state of being abashed or ashamed

shame (জাগ্রত্ব) a stricken with shame

ashamed shamed abashed (fem জাগ্রত্ব) lead, run, zinc

three, a trio or triad (a) a three triple threefold, tripli- (জাগ্রত্ব) a fifty-three fem (জাগ্রত্ব) a sixty-three fem (জাগ্রত্ব) a seventy-three fem (জাগ্রত্ব) a eighty-three fem (জাগ্রত্ব) a ninety-three fem (জাগ্রত্ব) a one hundred fem (জাগ্রত্ব) a one thousand fem (জাগ্রত্ব) a one hundred thousand fem (জাগ্রত্ব) a one million fem (জাগ্রত্ব) a one billion fem (জাগ্রত্ব) a one trillion fem (জাগ্রত্ব)
shout for help to be saved or delivered or rescued or relieved or protected

(1) n three (2) a act in comp three tri- तीनकत्र—n the past the present and future, these three ages collectively, all times तीनकत्र—a acquainted with all the three ages past present and future omniscient, all-knowing तीनकत्री—a one who or that which sees all three ages past, present and future all-seeing तीनकत्री—same as तीनकत्र त्रिष्युल—n the three families or family lines of one’s father, mother and in-law त्रिकूट—n a three-peaked mountain of the Deccan त्रिक्षु—a (bot) triandrous त्रिकोण—(l) a triangular (2) n a triangle त्रिकोणमिति—n trigonometry त्रिकोण—n a set square त्रिकोण—a (bot) tri-locular त्रिकोण—a trisected त्रिकोण—n trisection त्रिकोण—n a confluence of three streams (esp that of the Ganges the Jumna and the Sarawatee at Allahabad) तिरंगा—a (phys) three-way तिरंगा—(1) n the three characteristic primal qualities of man and other creatures namely सारक and द्रव; (2) a having the foresaid qualities trebled, three times, multiplied by three तिरंगा—(1) n an appellation of Goddess Durga (दुर्गा) तिरंगा—n having the three characteristic primal qualities namely सारक and द्रव, fem तिरंगास्क—तिरंगा—a trebled तिरंगा—a (arith & alg) cubic (geom) having three dimensions solid तिरंगा—n a three-wheeled car or carriage, a tricycle तिरंगा—a forty-three, तिरंगा—n a forty three तिरंगा—n the three worlds collectively, namely heaven earth and the underworld or Hades, the universe तिरंगा—n a three-stringed harp तिरंगा—n a triad, a tripler, (phys) three तिरंगा—(1) n (of buildings) three-storied, (of ships, omnibuses etc) three-decked (2) n the second floor, the third deck तिरंगा—n the three kinds of affliction spiritual material and supernatural तिरंगा—a three-stringed (सुर खी) तिरंगा—n morbidity of the three humours of the body bile blood and phlegm तिरंगा—a caused by or arising from or relating to the morbidity of the three humours of the body तिरंगा—adv in or from three ways in or to or from three directions तिरंगा—(bot) triangular तिरंगा—n a river with three streams a three-pronged river a river with three streams called the Mandakini that flows in heaven, the Alakananda that flows on earth and the Bhogwati that flows in the underworld a collection or confluence of three streams तिरंगति—n a ninety-three तिरंगति—a ninety-third तिरंगति—(l) a three-eyed (2) n an appellation of Shiva (शिव) तिरंगति—(inc but pop) तिरंगति—(1) n a fem of तिरंगति—(2) n an appellation of Goddess Durga (दुर्गा) तिरंगति—n God Shiva (शिव), Brahma (ब्रह्म) Vishnu (विष्णु) and Shiva (शिव) these three divine manifestations taken collectively, the presiding deity of hemp तिरंगति—a same as तिरंगति तिरंगति—a तिरंगति, तिरंगति—a तिरंगति—a tripartite तिरंगति—n a fifty-three तिरंगति—n a fifty-third तिरंगति—a fifty-third तिरंगति—n the three kinds of sins mortals sins punishable sins and venial sins तिरंगति—n the name of the Buddhist scripture तिरंगति—n a kind of Bengali and Sanskrit metre of poetry, a tripod, a teapot तिरंगति—(1) n a three-leaved, trilobate तिरंगति—(2) n a trefoil a leaf of the bel (बेल) tree तिरंगति—n an appellation of the river Ganges as it flows in heaven on earth and in the underworld simultaneously तिरंगति—n (math) a tripod तिरंगति—n a kind of Bengali and Sanskrit metre of poetry, a tripod, a teapot तिरंगति—(1) n a three-leaved, trilobate तिरंगति—(2) n a trefoil a kind of flower tree तिरंगति—(1) a three-legged three-footed measuring three human feet तिरंगति—n three-quarter (तिरंगति पुकु) तिरंगति—(2) n an incarnation of Vishnu (विष्णु) (see वायमनवत्त) तिरंगति—n three kinds of sins mortals sins punishable sins and venial sins तिरंगति—n the name of the Buddhist scripture तिरंगति—n a kind of Bengali and Sanskrit metre of poetry, a tripod, a teapot तिरंगति—n a kind of Bengali and Sanskrit metre of poetry, a tripod, a teapot तिरंगति—n a kind of Bengali and Sanskrit metre of poetry, a tripod, a teapot
tricolour — a tricoloured flag, a tricolour
triparti— a dyed or painted
in three colours tricoloured
three Muskul or wrinkles
of the belly or the throat
a triennial
Rik (रिक), Sama (सामा)
and Yajus (यजु) these three Vedas
— a river with three
channels the river Ganges as
flows in heaven under the name of Man-
dakini on earth under the name of
Alakananda and in the underworld
under the name of Bhogawati,
the confluence of three rivers or streams
the confluence of the Ganges, the Jumna and
the Saraswati at Allahabad
— a brahmin conversant with the
three Vedas namely, the Rik (रिक)
Sama (साम) and the Yajus (यजु) which
— a bent or crooked in three
courts of the body
— an appellation of Krishna
he piped his flute standing,
— a ludicrously ugly person who cannot keep his
— a triangle a triangular
— heaven earth and the
underworld or Hades these three
— the whole universe
— reputed or famed all
over the three worlds, having universal
reputation or fame
— a one who or that which has conquered or can
conquer the three worlds namely heaven,
earth and the underworld
— a (geom) having three
dimensions solid (arith & alg) cubic
— the Hindu trinity Brahma
Vishnu and Shiva (शिव) (chiefly
— a group of three persons or friends
— a trio
— (1) n night (2) a consisting of or divided
into three parts (विनय-गाथानि)
— a trivalent n Buddha, Buddhism
and the Buddhist monastery these three
— considered holy by Buddhists
(chiefly
— three precious persons
— three consecutive nights and the
two days in between them, three nights,
a feast or fast continuing for this period
— same as त्रिलोक, (rare) त्रिलोकी — same as त्रिभुज, — n three powers (2) a tripartite
— (bot) tri-chasum, त्रिचक्ष, त्रिभुजी
— a three headed three-veined n a
trident त्रिपुल, त्रिमुखी— (1) a armed
with or holding a trident (2) n an appellation
of Shiva (शिव) त्रिपुली, त्रिपुलविहारी—
(1) a ferm of त्रिपुली and त्रिपुलविहारी respectively
(2) गणपती त्रिविंशती— (1) a sixty-three
— a sixty-third ferm त्रिविंशती त्रिसंहार—
same as त्रिभुज त्रिभुजा— n an oath thrice
repeated or affirmed त्रिसंहार— same as
— त्रिभुज त्रिनिधि— the three
— never to come
too near to keep well away from त्रिसंहार, (pop) त्रिसंहार— same as त्रिभुजा
— a thirtieth, thirty ferm त्रिसंहार— a
thirtieth ferm त्रिसंहारी—
— the loins three a three-headed
— त्रिपुल— n the satrum
— threeeness trinity threefold state
or condition
— a god, an immortal त्रिपुल, त्रिपुलक्ष, त्रिपुलानि— (according to Hindus) a
celestial courtesan or prostitute त्रिपुलपति— त्रिपुल इश्न (इश्न) king of the gods
— an enemy of gods a demon
— त्रिध िन (इश्न) heaven (which is the abode
of gods and goddesses)
— the sky त्रिध िन इश्न (इश्न)
the lord of heaven, an appellation of इश्न
— इश्न Shiva (शिव) and Vishnu (विष्णु)
— (1) n tarpaulin (2) a thrice
— त्रिपुलक्ष, त्रिपुलानि— an appellation of
Shiva (शिव) who killed the demon Tripur
— त्रिध— n or a thirty
— a mythological king who was
accommodated after his death in the
— (fig) a man
— who catches at the shadow and loses the

For words in त्रि, not given separately, see त्रि
substance a man who can have recourse to neither of two alternatives

কান্দিন—n a shortcoming, a deficiency, a defect, harm a failing a lapse an offence a fault।
কৃষ্ণমণ্ডিত—n failings and errors.
কৃষ্ণমণ্ডিত—a free from defects flawless faultless perfect, impeccable.

ব্যাঘ্য—n the second age of the world according to Hindus.

ব্যাঘ্যকালি—a of or relating to the three ages past present and future of or relating to all times or ages eternal.

ব্যাঘ্যকালি—n an aggregate or collection or union or synthesis of the three primal characteristic qualities of man, namely সৃষ্টি, শাসন, or knowledge জ্ঞান, or action and শাসন, or ignorance.

ব্যাঘ্যকালি—a continuing for three years or occurring every third year triennial.

ব্যাঘ্যকালি—(1) a continuing for three months or occurring or being published every third month, trimonthly quarterly, relating to three months (2) a periodical published every third month a quarterly.

ব্যাঘ্যকালি—n (ar.th) the rule of three.

ব্যাঘ্যকালি—(i) a of the province of Tailanga (2) a native of Tailanga, the language of Tailanga, Telugu.

ব্যাঘ্যকালি—n heaven earth and the underworld these three worlds collectively the universe creation.

ব্যাঘ্য—n the third part or share three parts or shares.

ব্যাঘ্য—(1) n the holy letter ও (==+ ৎ ও) (2) a containing ও consisting of three letters ও এ ও ন the final knowledge.

ব্যাঘ্য—a consisting of three acts, three-act.

ব্যাঘ্যকালি—a measuring three fingers.

ব্যাঘ্যকালি—n a name of Shiva.

ব্যাঘ্যকালি—a triangular.

ব্যাঘ্যকালি—n a conjunction of three lunar days in one calendar day.

ঝর—n the seventeenth letter of the Bengali alphabet.

ঝর—a stupefied or dumbfounded or motionless confounded or amazed or flabbergasted.

ঝর—n the bottom (of rivers, ponds, lakes etc.), limit (of sorrow, misery etc.), a shelter ভি না পাওয়া—to be out of depth.

ঝর্ডঘর—int expressing vast expanse of any liquid.

ঝর্ঢঘর—alt spell of ঝর্ঢঘর.

ঝর্ঢঘর—v (owing to having) to be run down or exhausted to be out of breath, to pant, to come to a stop in a state of exhaustion. ঝর্ঢঘর—a stopped on account of exhaustion.

ঝর্ঢঘর—int expressing the sound of spitting phlegm.

ঝর্ঢঘর—int expressing clayness or splashed state.

ঝর্ঢঘর—n stickiness.

ঝর্ঢঘর—n a raw wound exposed to view (often filled with morbid matter).

ঝর্ঢঘর—n compact, liminess.

ঝর্ঢঘর—a clayey, sticky, viscid, viscous exposed to view and often containing morbid matter.

ঝর্ঢঘর—int expressing embarrassment stammering with perplexity.

ঝর্ঢঘর—v to come to a stop suddenly, be taken aback.

ঝর্ধন্ধন্ধন—adv stopping at every step.

ঝর্ধন্ধন্ধন—int expressing dreadful depth.

ঝর্ধন্ধন্ধন—n silence and darkness.

ঝর্ধন্ধন্ধন—n filled with rain or overcast with cloud.

ঝর্ধন্ধন্ধন—n filled with dreadful uncertainty or suspense.

ঝর্ধন্ধন্ধন—n a dreadfully deep and dark, dreadfully still, swollen with morbid humour or passion or glumness filled with rain or overcast with cloud, filled with dreadful uncertainty or suspense.

ঝর্ধন্ধন্ধন—n a layer, a stratum a tier.

ঝর্ধন্ধন্ধন—adv in layers or strata or tiers.

ঝর্ধন্ধন্ধন—int expressing violent trembling or shaking
করা—ν to tremble or quake violently
বাহ্যিক—n violent trembling or quaking

বাহ্যিক—a & adv trembling violently esp with fear

বস্বর্ণ—alt spell of বস্ত্র
ধন—poet. & dial corrupt of ধন
বস্বর্ণ—int expressing lax fleshiness or flabbiness বস্বর্ণ করা—ν (usu of lax flesh of a flabby person) to hang loosely ধনৈল—a flabby or flabby but lax

ধনৈল, ধনৈলা, (rej) ধনৈলা, (coll) ধনৈলা—n a bag, a sack a pounch, (anat) a bladder
ধনৈল—n a cluster a bunch ধনৈলা—in bunches or clusters, clustering
বস্বর্ণ—alt spell of বস্বর্ণ
বস্বর্ণ—int expressing moistness or wetness and looseness বস্বর্ণ করা—ν to be moist and loose ধনৈল—a moist or wet and loose

বাহ্যিক—int comp a place (হেঁ এথে)
বাহ্যিক—int comp a manner or way or means or kind (অহ্রন্ত, সর্বভাবে)

বাহী—var of বাহী
বাহীক, (coll) বাহীকা, বাহীকা—a & adv
in lump

ধাকা—n a tier, a layer, a group
ধাকা—n a tiered stacked in layers one above another, stratified kept in separate groups

ধাকাধাকি—n determination of the periphery, boundary etc of land cadastral survey

ধাকা—ν to live to dwell (চাইনাচাইন ধাকা) to stay, to be at (বাহ ধাকা) to remain, to be in (পালিয়া ধাকা), to pass time (কান ধাকা), to have (হাওর ধাকা), to be in possession (টাকা চিকার ধাকা না), to exist (ঈর চিকার আহার ও ধাকিবেন), to last, esp permanently (এ ধাকা পলায়ন না), to be alive (ধাকা ধাকা তোমার আহার রইলে না), to be present (আচি সেনান ধাকাতে এটা উঠত না), to be saved or preserved (এ ধাকা প্রাণীকে না), to be maintained or observed or kept (বাহ ধাকা), to remain unimpaired or intact (আচি ধাকা, ধাকা ধাকা), to be retained (আচি ধাকা), to lag behind, to straggle (সন্তান ধাকা না), to be involved, to take part in (আচি চিকার ধাকা না) to be accustomed to (সে সকল চাইনাচাইন ধাকা), to continue (চাইনাচাইন ধাকা), to associate with, to accompany (সন্তান রাশের সঙ্গ ধাকা), (vul) to have illicit connection with, to be left off or out, (ন ধাকা ধাকাবাহী—dial. corrupt of বাহী
পি, পি—n (dial) a small heap or pile or bunch or cluster
পৃ—milder var of পৃ
পৃথকুটী—a unmarried though advanced in years fem পৃথকুটী পৃথকুটী লেরক—an old bachelor পৃথকুটী (or পৃথকুটী) মেয়ে—an old maid or spinster
পৃথকুটী—a very old, decrepit fem পৃথকুটী
পৃথকুটী—v to fall flat on one’s face (পৃথকুটী পড়া)
পৃথকুটী—sec var of পৃথকুটী
পৃথকুটী—coll var of পৃথকুটী
পৃথকুটী—var of পৃথকুটী
পৃথকুটী—var of পৃথকুটী
পৃথকি—v of পৃথকি
পৃথকুটী—a pounded, smashed, bruised mauled পৃথকুটী করা—v to crush to a pulp পৃথকুটী, পৃথকুটী—(1) v to pound to smash to bruise to make soft and shapeless by repeated pounding to maul (2) a pounded smashed bruised mauled
পৃথকুটী—prep from (বাদি থেকে তার কাছ থেকে) since (দেই সময় থেকে), than of to (রামে থেকে পান রাখে)
পৃথকুটী—coll corrup পৃথকুটী
পৃথকুটী—a flat snub পৃথকুটী নাক—a snub-nose পৃথকুটী করা, পৃথকুটী—v to fitten
পৃথকুটী—having a large roundish water-container made of a coconut-shell (পৃথকুটী হঁকার)
পৃথকুটী—alt spell of পৃথকুটী
পৃথকুটী—alt spell of পৃথকুটী
পৃথকুটী—(1) v to place to put, to keep, to lay down, to deposit (2) a placed put, kept laid down deposited পৃথকুটী—v to cause to place or put or keep or lay down or deposit
পৃথকুটী—a smashed, rendered toothless or blunt (পৃথকুটী করা) পৃথকুটী করে পদাঙ্গুলি—v ( unfit ) to render powerless, to take the venom out of to extract the fang of, to discomfit
পৃথকুটী—(1) n the chin (পৃথকুটী ভেজে দেখা)
পৃথকুটী—(2) a having a chin heavy and blunt (পৃথকুটী
পৃথকুটী পৃথকুটী করা—( unfit ) to put an end to one’s tall talk, to put out of countenance to discomfit, to humble one’s pride, to make one lick the dust.
পৃথকুটী—(1) n a nett amount, an aggregate, a total, a lump, an instalment, an item (থেকে পৃথকুটী), a bundle, a bunch (2) a nett, lump, total (পৃথকুটী লাফ, পৃথকুটী টক)
ঢোকা—(1) a one who or that which bites or stung (2) n a large gnat, the gaddly
ঢাঁচার—n the act of biting or stinging, a bite or sting ঢাঁঁচার—ν (obs & poet) bit or stung.
ঢাঁকা—nu (usu poet) to bite or sting
ঢাঁকার—ν to cause to bite or sting, to bite or sting
ঢাঁড়া—a bitten, stung.
ঢাঁঢাঁড়া—fem of ঢাঁড়া
ঢাঁঢাঁড়া—n a tooth (esp a large or sharp one) ঢাঁঢাঁড়া—n a claw or prong or fang (as of a crab or a lobster), a large (and usu sharp) tooth (as of a dog or a fox), a sting (as of a mosquito or a gaddly) ঢাঁঢাঁড়া—n. a bite or 'n sting ঢাঁঢাঁড়া—n a wild boar
ঢাঁঢাঁড়া—a having a claw or prong or fang or tooth or sting, clawed pronged, fanged, toothed, stinged
ঢাঁঢাঁড়া—abbr of ঢাঁঢাঁড়া
ঢাঁঢাঁড়া—n a soft and deep mass of mud, a pool of soft and deep mud quagmire, slough (ঢাঁঢাঁড়া পাড়া) ঢাঁঢাঁড়া—ν (fsg.) to run into a great danger suddenly
ঢাঁঢাঁড়া—n paste-board for book-binding, weaver's comblike implement for separating warp-threads and bringing weft into proper position, weaver's reed or sley
ঢাঁঢাঁড়া—(1) a expert, skilful, adroit, clever, competent (2) n (myth) the name of a divine being entrusted formerly with the charge of creation of earthy beings the father of Sati (নাৰী), the wife of Shiva (িন্দ্র)
ঢাঁঢাঁড়া—fem of ঢাঁঢাঁড়া—n expertness, skill, adroitness cleverness, competency ঢাঁঢাঁড়া—n Sati (নাৰী) the wife of Shiva (িন্দ্র) ঢাঁঢাঁড়া—n (myth) a religious feast held by Daksha (ফাঁকা) in which Shiva (িন্দ্র) was not invited and was publicly abused or censured and Sati (নাৰী), the wife of Shiva, unable to stand this died of grief when Shiva came with his followers to the feast, spoilt it and killed Daksha, (fsg.) tremendous turmoil, utter confusion, pandemonium
ঢাঁঢাঁড়া—(1) n the south, the right hand side, the right (2) a. 'southern, south, antarctic, dexter, right (ছিল্য সুচুৰ), favourable pleased, graceful (ছিল্য ছুপ), (rhet.) a gallant who can love several wo-

ঢাঁঢাঁড়া—n the eighteenth consonant of the Bengali alphabet
ঢাঁঢাঁড়া—coll corrupt of ঢাঁঢাঁড়া—ν (fsg.) to be drowned beyond hope of rescue in an abyss (of danger), to be utterly ruined.
ঢাঁঢাঁড়া—sfx. indicating, one who or that which gives (ধীকৃত, বসন্ত)
ঢাঁঢাঁড়া—n curdled milk curd ঢাঁঢাঁড়া—n, to curdle milk, to keep milk in such a way that it will congeal or freeze into curd ঢাঁঢাঁড়া—n milk curdled with sugar, sweet curdলাহুন ঢাঁঢাঁড়া—recently curdled milk, fresh curd. ঢাঁঢাঁড়া—n (lit.) with curd on the palm of one's hand and on the plate, one still complains that it is not enough, (fsg.) there is more than enough, yet complaining of scarcity, (cp) want is unlimited and insatiable.
men equally at the same time विषयकालिक - a winter solstice विषयकालिक, शिष्या-काली - a manifestation of goddess Kali (कली) विषय-पक्षम - (1) n of a south-west (2) a south-western विषय-पूर्व - (1) n of a south-east (2) a south-eastern. विसंगेन - the South Pole विसंगेन - the Antarctic विसंगेन - the right hand (हृद) the principal support or helper, one's right-hand man विसंगेन वापर - the affair or business of taking one's meal, eating

विशिष्ट - n the presiding tiger-deity of the Sunderbans

विषय - (1) n a fee or gift given to a priest or a brahmin or a teacher etc., the south (विषयप्रवर) (विषयप्रवर) a mistress who still retains her attachment towards her former lover (2) a southern, south

विषय-काली - see विषय

विशंसा - n the mythological southern mountain, the Malayal the Antarctic Mountain

विशंसा -一般的 a system of Tantric (विशंसा) rituals विशंसा - a & n one who follows this system

विशंसा - n termination of a religious function by paying the priest his fees विशंसा करा - न to conclude or terminate a religious function by paying the priest his fees

विशंसा - n the Deccan

विशंसा - (1) a moving or winding clockwise, clockwise dextral (2) n the Deccan

विशंसा - n the south wind, the vernal breeze

विशंसा - n the winter solstice विशंसा - (1) a southern, south

विशंसा - n occupation, possession, hold, control, right to hold or possess, mastery, knowledge, skill, aptitude (दियांतर देश) विशंसा करा - न to occupy (अन्याला दोष विशंसा करा), to take possession of (प्रक्रिया देश विशंसा करा), to appropriate to oneself (से आत्मा देश विशंसा करा) विशंसा - करा - न to have right to hold or possess (कार्यक्रम विशंसा करा), to have possession, to have hold or control (पता देश विशंसा करा), to have mastery or knowledge or skill or aptitude (साधन देश विशंसा करा) विशंसा करा - न to be in occupation or possession or control विशंसा - (1) n a one who is in occupation or possession, occupying, (2) n an occupant, an occupier, a possessor विशंसा - a dispossessed विशंसा - n a deed or title of possession or occupancy विशंसा, विशंसा - a relating to occupancy or occupation or possession occupied, held विशंसा, विशंसा - same as विशंसा विशंसा - right by occupancy, possessory right

विशंसा - coll & poet corrup of विषय

विशंसा - a southern south

विशंसा - n a kind of war-drum or kettle-drum

विशंसा - n a raised streak on the skin caused by lashing a wale विशंसा रूपा - व य to be marked with a wale विशंसा बेला - न to wale

विशंसा - int expressing burning sensation, inflammation or extensive openness of a wound (विशंसा बार) विशंसा, विशंसा - n burning sensation, inflammation विशंसा - a giving a burning sensation burning, inflammatory, extensively open

विशंसा - poet corrup of विशंसा

विशंसा - alt spell of विशंसा

विशंसा - a burnt, scorched, parched, singed, roasted, very hot or red hot (विशंसा रूपा), (हृद) extremely afflicted or distressed (विशंसा रूपा), (हृद) unfortunate, unlucky, ill-fated (विशंसा रूपा), (हृद) tarnished with shame or disrepute, disgraced (विशंसा रूपा), (हृद) unkind, ungraceful (विशंसा रूपा) विशंसा - (1) n fem an ominous or ill-omened lunar day (विशंसा) (2) न (chiefly poet) to burn, to scorch, to parch , to singe, to roast to make very hot, to heat, (हृद) to afflict, to distress, (हृद) to annoy, to badger, to torment. विशंसा - (1) n same as विशंसा (न) (2) a same as विशंसा (न) विशंसा - a having a heart in deep and bitter grief विशंसा - (1) n a remaining as residue after burning (2) n residue after burning

विशंसा - n a crowd, a swarm, wrestling, a wrestling bout विशंसा - न to form into a crowd, to crowd, to swarm

विशंसा - a refractory, wayward; wicked, choleric, (dero) uncontrollable.

विशंसा - a strong, hard, steady, stiff, firm, strong, sharp (विशंसा देश), stronger, harder.

For words in विषय, not given separately, see विषय.
stiffer (বৃন্ধের চেয়ে জ্বল) able, competent
(কাজে জ্বল)
বড়কা, বড়কিন্নর—variants of বড়কা and
বড়কিন্নর respectively
বড়কা—int expressing the noise of a
horse’s trot—adv (poet) trotting(ly)
বড়কাল—dual var of বড়কা
বড়কা—n a thick cord, a rope, a hawser
বড়কালি—n ropes and cords, cordage
বড়কালি—n rope-dancing rope-walking
funambulation acrobatics, acrobatism
বড়কালি—n a rope-dancer, a rope-
walker a funambulist, an acrobat
বড়কালি—v to funambulate, to perform or
exhibit acrobatic feats
বড়কা—int expressing a banging or
slamming or booming or loud thudding
noise—v to shut the door with a bang, to slam the
doors
বড়কা—n a cord a string a halter (কাটাৎ দড়ি)
বড়কা—n a fillet (কুলেকুল দড়ি)
বড়কা—v to snap a string to get loose
from bonds or bondage, to escape from
captivity or control (লিট লেগে লেগে)
v (lit) to
give a piece of string, to put a halter round
one’s neck, to hang (হঁকাতা) to twist
ropes and cords to make ropes and
v (lit) a piece of cord and a pitch-
er, equipments for committing suicide
(one may drown oneself by tying a pitcher
full of water to one’s neck with a piece of
cord) (হঁকাতা দড়ি-লেগে ডাঁটা)
(রিলুন্ড সলাম)
—v to drown oneself
(হঁকাতা দড়ি-লেগে)
(v) to hang yourself
(হঁকাতা পেলাঙ দড়ি)
—to be reduced to a skeleton or be
emaciated through worries and anxieties
(হঁকাতা দড়ি-লেগে)
—a got loosened from bonds or
bondage (হঁকাতা দড়ি-লেগে)
strings and ropes
cordage
বড়কালি—n a measure of time (=24 min-
utes) বড়কালি—at every moment, every
now and then, frequently, often repeated-
ly adv in a short time, in a trice, in a
moment, in a jiffy
বড়কালি—n a rod a mace, a club a staff, a
stick, a pole, a sceptre, a pestle, a mallet,
a churning stick, a maulstick, a ramrod, a
rudder, anything resembling a rod, a mea-
sure of length (=4 cubits) punishment
penalty, a sentence (বিবিজ), a fine (কলkses)
কলkses), a loss (হাসাসো চাকা প্র)
government
or statesmanship, any form or policy of
government (সামাজিকভাবে) a war or battle,
an army or column (মার্জিক) কোডকালি—n
one who is empowered to punish a pun-
isher, a governor or ruler a judge fem
tেকালি—n the god of death or
Yama (দেহ) in the guise of a crow, jackdaw,
a raven কোডকালি—n acceptance of or sub-
mission to punishment, act of taking to
asceticism কোডকালি—v to accept
punishment to submit to punishment to
to kiss the rod, to take to asceticism to
renounce the world কোডকালি—n a bar mag-
net
tেকালি—n an inflicter of punishment,
a scourger fem কোডকালি—
tেকালি—n infliction of punishment an award of a sen-
tence of punishment কোডকালি—v to punish to
sentence to punishment, to award a sentence
of punishment কোডকালি—n (1) a king , a ruler
or governor, a name of Yama (দেহ) the
god of death and punisher of sinners (2) a
sceptred armed with or bearing a staff
tেকালি—n (1) a armed with or bearing a
staff, sceptred (2) n a king an ascetic
বড়কালি—n act of punishing, infliction of
punishment punishment কোডকালি—n a
commander-in-chief, an army commander,
one empowered to punish, a punisher, a
scourger কোডকালি—n principles of govern-
ment, political economy, politics prin-
ciples regulating punishment penal system
কোডকালি—n a punishable fem কোডকালি
পালি—same as কোডকালি
কোডকালি—n a gatekeeper,
a porter (fem porteress, portress) a janitor
(fem janitrix janitress) কোডকালি—same
as কোডকালি fem কোডকালি
কোডকালি—n award or determination of punishment,
the penal code কোডকালি—n the penal
code, the criminal or penal procedure, a
criminal or penal law কোডকালি—n all sorts
of punishments ranging from the most
lenient ones to capital punishment
কোডকালি—n one who has the absolute
power of punishing, a king, an absolute
ruler or master, a judge কোডকালি—n
punishable কোডকালি—adv. by way of
punishment, as a penalty.
বড়কালি—(1) int expressing prostration
to pay homage or to show reverence (2) n

For words in ব্, not given separately, see ব্
lying prostrate in worship or respect (3) a prostrate in worship or respect পুজোত করা
—v to prostrate oneself in worship or respect (to or before) প্রদর্শন করা—v to lie prostrate in worship or respect পুজোত নেপথ্য
—I bow down to your or his or her heels a facetious expression to call a person a beast and get rid of him or her

ধাতুকক্ষন—n hitting or striking with a stick, beating up or belabouring with a rod

ধাতুকক্ষন—n a subject to punishment, liable to be punished, sentenced to punishment subject to government or rule

ধাতুকক্ষন—n a holy or sacrificial thread measuring 4 consults in length

ধাতুকক্ষন—n a punuished, sentenced to a punishment, subjected to financial loss or fine

ধাতুকক্ষন—n a armed with or bearing a staff sceptred (2) a n a king an ascetic. Yama (সা) the god of death and punisher of sinners

ধাতুকক্ষন—n same as ধাতুকক্ষন

ধাতুকক্ষন—n a given, awarded, conferred, bestowed, paid (১) n fem of ধাতুকক্ষন (২) n a fem given in marriage, betrothed ধাতুকক্ষন—n an adopted son ধাতুকক্ষন, ধাতুকক্ষন, ধাতুকক্ষন—n committing the offence of taking back what has been given away by oneself ধাতুকক্ষন—n act of taking back what has been given by oneself, the offence of doing this

ধাতুকক্ষন—n a curative medicine for ringworm (২) a curative of ringworm

ধাতুকক্ষন—n a pail containing camphor (২) n a pail containing camphor

ধাতুকক্ষন—n a ritual of feeding a Hindu bride in the small hours previous to the wedding day ধাতুকক্ষন—n act of churning milk into butter or act of churning curd into whey ধাতুকক্ষন—n churning milk into butter or to churn curd into whey ধাতুকক্ষন—n a churning rod or stick ধাতুকক্ষন—n butter or cream

ধাতুকক্ষন—n same as ধাতুকক্ষন

ধাতুকক্ষন—n (myth.) a son or descendant of Danu (দানু), a demon (demons were tradi-
inflammation (ঁধকা পশুম করা) স্বপ্ন, স্বপ্ন—n importance and power

কাজন, কাজ—n an office, a secretariat, official papers, files, registers, records etc (কাজরী গোষ্ঠী), definite charge, portfolio (কাজ্যবাহী), কাজ্যবাহী—n a record room কাজবাহী, কাজবাহী—a without portfolio (কাজবাহী জন), কাজরী, কাজজ—n a record keeper an office-boy in charge of official files, stamps etc and postage, a book-binder

ফাকন—n an instalment a time, an item a section, a paragraph a clause a division condition state, affair (ফাক বঙ্গী ফাক) ফাকন ফাকন—by instalments, again and again ফাকন ফাকন (ফাকন ফাকন) to kill, (vul) to do for to undo or ruin or discomfort utterly

ফাকাওয়ারী—a counted or given or arranged etc instalment by instalment or item by item (inc) piecemeal

ফাকার—n a military or police officer holding a rank equivalent to that of a corporal

ফাক্‌—adv item ফাক্‌—by instalments, item by item

ফাসন, ফাসন—variants of ফাসন

ফাসন—n the height of power prosperity and prestige pomp and splendour

ফাসন—n rule, control control or repression of senses continence (ফাসন)

ফাসন—int expressing a light thudding or banging noise ফাসন—int expressing repeated light thudding or banging noise

ফাসন—adv with repeated thuds

ফাসন—n respiration, breathing breath (ফাসন তোলন), a spell of catching the breath (ফাসন তোলন), the breath of life life breath (ফাসন তোলন), a forceful puff (লোগাই ফাসন), a spell or act of winding a machine (ফাসন তোলন) (chiefly dial) a winding key (ফাসন তোলন কোলাহল সৃষ্টি ফাসন তোলন), a bluff a fib a hoax a bam (ফাসন তোলন), mild heat (ফাসন তোলন সাদা), a variety of highly seasoned thick curry (ফাসন তোলন)

ফাসন অট্টহাসন—v to catch the breath, to have difficulty in breathing, to cause difficulty in breathing, to be suffocated or choked, to suffocate or choke ফাসন অট্টহাসন—v to recover freedom of breathing, to take breath ফাসন অট্টহাসন—breathtaking, breathing-space, breathing-time, a breather ফাসন অট্টহাসন—v to wind (as a watch), to hoax, to bamboozle to have a hard spell of smoking (ফাসন অট্টহাসন) ফাসন অট্টহাসন—v to choke (ফাসন) to feel extremely oppressed at heart when forced not to speak out or express something ফাসন—v to be cut of breath to be breathless, to die, (of clocks etc) to require fresh winding ফাসন—v to catch one's breath ফাসন অট্টহাসন—v to cause to catch one's breath to suffocate to choke ফাসন অট্টহাসন—v to be suffocated or choked ফাসন অট্টহাসন—v to put out of breath to take one's breath, to make one breath one's last ফাসন অট্টহাসন—v to be out of breath to breathe one's last ফাসন অট্টহাসন—v to hold one's breath ফাসন অট্টহাসন—v to take breath, to have a respite ফাসন অট্টহাসন—same as ফাসন অট্টহাসন একপ্রকার—adv at all একপ্রকার—adv at one's breath, quickly at a stretch একপ্রকার—adv in full swing in full speed, in a downright manner thoroughly একপ্রকার—a that which puts one out of breath, excessive (একপ্রকার প্রকার)

ফাসন—n a sudden blast or flash or burst a gust, a spell

ফাসন—n a fire-engine the fire-brigade, (dial) a pressure pump for raising water and other fluids ফাসন—n the fire-brigade

ফাসন—a coming in a sudden blast or flash or burst gusty gustful (ফাসন বাঁধালি), unforeseen or unexpected (ফাসন বাঁধালি)

ফাসন—sec ফাসন

ফাসন—n a raised mound of earth for target practice

ফাসন—n subduing quelling (ফাসন) restraint repression (ফাসন) suppression coercion (ফাসন) removal or abatement check subsidence (ফাসন) ফাসন—v to subdue, to quell to restrain, to repress, to suppress, to coerce, to remove or abate to check ফাসন—n the policy of coercion or repression ফাসন—a subduable, restrainable repressible suppressible, coercible, removable or abatable, mitigable

ফাসন—n a fibber a braggart a bamboozler a hoaxer ফাসন—n braggart, bamboozling, a hoax, a fib, a bamboozler

ফাসন—a of n one who subdues or restrains or represses or suppresses or coerces or checks or removes or abates or causes to subside fem ফাসন—n suffocation or spasm caused by surfeit
(1) to be subdued or restrained or repressed or suppressed or coerced, (of diseases etc.) to be removed or abated or mitigated, to subside, (of a place etc.) to sink to a lower level, to become dejected or depressed or downcast (দৃষ্টান্তের সাথে সে নতুন করাই) (2) a depressed sunk, downcast মদন—(1) v to subdue to restrain, to repress, to suppress, to coerce, to remove, to abate, to mitigate to depress, to deject (2) a depressed sunk

দমন—a subdued, quelled, put down restrained repressed, suppressed, coerced removed abated mitigated, subsided depressed sunk to a lower level, dejected discouraged

দন্ত—Same as দন্তন্ত

দন্তন্ত—alt spell of দন্তন্ত

দন্তন্ত, দন্তন্তী—n a husband and a wife, a male and a female creature a couple

দন্তন্ত—n rennet, curdler

দন্ত—n vanity conceit pride, boast, brag, vaunt, tall talk, arrogance haughtiness দন্তন্ত—v to boast to brag to vaunt to talk tall or big, to challenge

দন্তন্ত—a conceited, vainglorious proud boastful, bragging arrogant haughty

দন্তন্ত—n a boastful utterance a brag, braggart's arrogant haughtiness

দন্তন্ত—n the thunderbolt

দন্তন্ত—n kindness, charity, compassion, tenderness, pity, mercy, favour, benignity, grace (rare) benevolence bounty দন্তন্ত—v to be kind to be charitable towards to look at someone in (or with) compassion, to pity, to take pity on, to treat mercifully, to favour, to be gracious towards দন্তন্ত—kindly

দন্তন্ত—n an object of pity, a miserable or despicable man দন্তন্ত—n (fig) an ocean of kindness or compassion an extremely kind or compassionate man দন্তন্ত, দন্তন্ত—n, moved or stricken with kindness or compassion or mercy, kind, compassionate, merciful দন্তন্ত—a kind, charitable, compassionate tender-hearted, merciful, gracious, benignant, (rare) benevolent bountiful fem দন্তন্ত, দন্তন্ত—n pity and love, compassion and affection দন্তন্ত—a melted or softened with kindness or compassion or mercy fem

দন্তন্ত, দন্তন্ত—a having one's heart softened with kindness or compassion or mercy, kind-hearted fem দন্তন্ত, দন্তন্ত—same as দন্তন্ত, দন্তন্ত—a kind or charitable or compassionate or tender-hearted or merciful or gracious or benignant or benevolent or bountiful (by nature), practising kindness or charity or benevolence fem দন্তন্ত, দন্তন্ত, দন্তন্ত—a unkind uncharitable, uncompasionate pitiless merciless ungracious fem দন্তন্ত, দন্তন্ত, দন্তন্ত—v to feel compassion or pity for

দন্তন্ত—(1) a beloved dear (2) n a lover, a husband দন্তন্ত—(1) a fem of দন্তন্ত (2) n lady-love, a wife

দন্তন্ত—alt spell of দন্তন্ত

দন্তন্ত—(1) n hole, a pit a crevice (of a mountain), fear, dread terror, a quake, a shake, a stream an exudation (2) adv a little, slightly

দন্তন্ত—n price rate a price quoted, a quotation value, worth দন্তন্ত—v to bargain, to haggle or haggle to chaffer দন্তন্ত—v to quote (a price) দন্তন্ত—v to agree about terms

দন্তন্ত—n price rate a price quoted, a quotation value, worth দন্তন্ত—v to agree about terms

দন্তন্ত—n, sub-lease under-lease a sub-leased holding দন্তন্ত—n a sub-lessee an under-lessee

দন্তন্ত—n bargain, bargaining chaffering or haggling or haggling দন্তন্ত—v to chaffer, to haggle or haggle

দন্তন্ত—n necessity, need requirement, use দন্তন্ত—n necessity, need requirement, use দন্তন্ত—what is your requirement দন্তন্ত—what is your requirement? দন্তন্ত, দন্তন্ত—what do you want? what is your business? দন্তন্ত—what do you want? what do you want him? what do you want to do with him? দন্তন্ত—how does it concern you? দন্তন্ত—a necessary, useful, important (দন্তন্ত, দন্তন্ত) দন্তন্ত—a necessary, useful, important (দন্তন্ত, দন্তন্ত)

দন্তন্ত—it is none of your business or concern দন্তন্ত—according to necessity, as and when necessary

দন্তন্ত—n a petition, an application,
রাজার—

নমন—court-regulations protocol পরিচার গহন—a courtier

মরিলিত—a that which has been melted and is oozing or flowing in a stream পরিলিত গাঁথ—adv in an incessant stream in continuous flow

মঠন—a Mohammedan ascetic or friar, a fakir a kind of sweetness

ব্যাপ্তে—n a mat (used in walling up build-

নাম—n monthly wages or salary

নামন—poet corruptions of নামন

নামাহ—a spacious, roomy (নামাহ আশ্রয়), generous liberal (রাজা হাত দান দিন রাজা যোগ) unrestrained (রাজা গলা), নামাহ যুগ

পুত্র—a loud or full-throated voice পুত্র মধু—outspoken utterance outspokenness

ফরিদ—n haggling or haggling, chaffing ফরিদ করা—v to haggle, to chaffer

ফরিদ—alt spell of ফরিদ ২

ফরিদ—a poor penurious indigent lacking deficient wretched fem ফরিদ

ফরিতনা—n poverty penury, indigence lack, deficiency wretchedness ফরিতনাধরণ—n the poor conceived as God personified the beggar class ফরিতনাধরণ—n a poorhouse a workhouse.

ফরিতনত—a impoverished reduced to poverty

ফরিতন—n a sea, an ocean a bay a river (usu a large one)

ফরিতন—n a durrie

ফরিতন—n a cave, a gorge a ravine, a
glen

ফরুন—prep for because of owing to due to on account of for the sake of

ফরুন—n an appellation of reverence and obeisance to a Mohammedan saint

ফরুনীয়—n a porter (fem porteress port-

ফরুনীয়—n a janitor (fem janitress), a doorkeeper, a gate-keeper, a gateman ফরুন—n a porter’s lodge ফরুনীয়—n the office or duty of a porter

ফরুন—alt spell of ফরুন

ফরুন—alt spell of ফরুন

ফরুন—n the frog, the cloud

ফরুন—n vanity, conceit pride, boasting

ফরুন যুদ্ধ । vanity, conceit pride, boasting, vaunt, arrogance, haughtiness, daring, challenge ফরুন করা—v to be proud of to take pride in, to boast, to vaunt, to dare, to challenge ফরুন করা, ফরুন ভালো—v to humble one’s pride ফরুনন্দন—n ruin or destruction of pride, conquest or quelling
of pride or vanity—a one who or (rarely) that which humbles one's pride or vanity—a vain, conceited proud boastful, humpitous, arrogant haughty daring—proud or arrogant or overbearing or still-necked utterance

—n mirror a looking-glass
—n a lade—n a small lade a spoon
—a generic name for different species of small grass—n a made of grass—n a Jack-straw—n a grass mat for sitting upon

—one who sells—n a sale in observer an onlooker a spectator (loos) a member of an audience an auditor (loos) a visitor

—n act of seeing or noticing or viewing observation meeting interview—n a visit or visitation act of seeing or visiting in order to pay homage—knowledge or experience—in eye sight the faculty of seeing vision perception—philosophy—science—a mirror, a looking-glass

—to see to behold to notice to espied to view to look to observe, to meet to interview, to pay a visit to visit to see or visit in order to pay homage to experience, to perceive
—to put in in appearance to come into view, to grant an interview, to give audience to meet—n to be granted an interview to be given an audience to meet, to catch sight of
—at first sight—n a capable of seeing—n a consideration of outward show or beauty—n a good-looking—n a visitor, a caller—n a one who has come to visit—n a fee or contribution paid on visiting a shrine etc , a physician's fee, the price of a ticket of a cinema, theatre circus exhibition match athletic bout etc

—one who exhibits or displays or exposes—n an exhibitor, a display an exposier—fem—n a shown exhibited displayed

—one who or (chiefly used as a prefix) seeing perceiving—knowing, conversant versed—n scrutinizing—n a leaf (n申请) a petal (跳舞) a blade (跳舞) a cress or water cress (跳舞) a piece (跳舞) a petal a company a band, a body, a train a flock, a herd a swarm a gang a team a side, a party (跳舞) a faction, a clique (跳舞) a union (跳舞) an evil company (跳舞) a thing (跳舞) thickness (跳舞) a line (跳舞) a large in number, greater in number enjoying a majority—n small or smaller in number—n a team of players—n a gang of robbers—n a band or group of dancers—n a dancing party—n a political party—n an army of soldiers—n a kind of edible plant—n a separated or expelled from one's flock or party—n separation or expulsion from one's flock or party—n a separated from one's flock or party, (rare) moving alone, solitary, singular unusual queer, exceptional—n act of leaving or deserting one's party or flock (跳舞) one who has left his party, a defector, a deserter of his party, a turncoat, a rene-
gade, an apostate—

leader, a head-

man, a chief, a chieftain, a gangster—

change of party or side—

transfer from one club or team to another—

united into a body united, flocked or herded together (rare) gregarious—

in a body en masse unitedly, in a flock gregariously—

unite to unite in a group, to band together—

one's followers and forces—same as—

same as—

(bot) a corolla—

epipetalous—

unattached to any party (pol) non-party, independent—

(bot) apetalous—

to join a party or group to associate oneself with a body of like-minded people—

not expressing excessive softness—

excessively soft over-soft—

act of pressing or kneading (loos) act of trampling under foot act of trampling under foot to act of chastising, reprimand, subduing coercion quelling (2) a one who chastises or represses or subdues or coerces or quells—

a fem of (a) a
corporal—

press or knead, (loos) to trample under foot to tread over to chastise, to repress to subdue to coerce to quell—

to be trampled or crushed under foot to be subdued—

a lump—

press or knead, (loos) to trample under foot to tread over to chastise to repress to subdue to coerce to quell—

to tread over to trample under foot to tread over—

act of currying (a horse)

act of massaging (a human being), (fig) strenuous and continuous effort—

to curry, to massage, (fig) to make strenuous and continuous effort—

party-spirit partisanship factionalism fissiparism, formation of factions or cliques, (loos) diversion, dissidence—

to indulge in partisanship or factionalism or fissiparism, to form factions or cliques, (loos) to dissent—

pressed or kneaded, (loos) trampled under foot, trodden, chastised, repressed, coerced, quelled—

a deed, a document, an evidential document, a piece of evidence—

a relating to a party or community—

alt spell of—

a kind of reddish sugar made of dried molasses—

(1) n ten, (fig) the people, the public—

(2) a ten, many, several—

(1) n the tenth day of a month (2) a, (of the days of a month) tenth—

(1) n (arith) the place of tens a decade—

many words, much talking, many rude words much scolding—

the ten Hindu sacraments—

one who takes or has taken the ten Hindu sacraments—

ten kahans (kshatriya) many words, much talking, exaggeration, many rude words much scolding—

a table of numeration by multiple of ten—

(dial) a measure of kirtan (kshetra) songs—

ten times pluck a plot or intrigue or bad counsel by ten or many persons pluck the wall or danger—

even a very intelligent man may be disconcerted or cornered or pushed to the wall or endangered by the intrigue or bad counsel of the many—

a decahedron—

see—

see—

religion community obeying the doctrine of Shankaracharya—

an indoor game like dice played with cowries—

(also used as n) holding ten weapons esp in ten hands (an epithet of Goddess Durga)—

see—

a of ten kinds or varieties—

the ten Hindu sacraments—

a decagon—

(also used as n) ten-handed (an epithet of Goddess Durga)—

a tenth—

see—

kinds or varieties—

the ten Hindu sacraments—

Kalki (kshetra) the tenth and last incarnation of Vishnu (kshetra)—

decimal (decimal) (1) a (arith) decimal fraction—

decimal system of coinage—

—decimal system of coinage
day of a lunar fortnight. 

वर्षा—see मोहन 

वाण्डाती—same as वाण्डानाती 

वर्षा—n, one whose chariot can fly in all ten directions, Ramachandra's father (in the Ramayana) वर्षा—n of a thousand वर्षांक—n of a thousand myriads वर्षांक—a decennial वर्षांक—वर्षांक—

the decennial settlement (of land) वर्षांक—

a ten-necked वर्षांक—n, the tenth day of the lunar fortnight of the month of Jaistha (१० माह), the date of the descent of the Ganges upon earth on this date a bath in the Ganges relieves one of ten kinds of sin वर्षांक—(१) n ten cubits (२) a measuring ten cubits, (३) very much expanded or puffed up (वर्षा वृष्टि) वर्षांक—

a measuring ten cubits, (४) of cloth having the standard length (१० चौबटी) वर्षांक—n, tooth, bite वर्षांक—खच—n, a set or row of teeth वर्षा—n, state, condition (वर्षा), disposition (वर्षा दशा), a phase, a stage (वर्षा दशा), one of the ten phases of the human life, namely, volition, thought, memory, adoration, worry, delirium, madness, illness, in firmness, death (all collectively called वर्षा दशा) one of the ten stages of human life namely, staying in the womb, birth, infancy, childhood, adolescence and celibacy youth old age decrepitude, the last gasp and death (all stages collectively called वर्षांक), अर्थ (वर्षांक) the planetary influence on a person's life (शीर्षा वर्षांक), a Hindu obsequialrite observed on the tenth day of death, any of the ten forms of devotion or charity according to Vashnavas, namely, audition, glorification, recollection or enumeration of qualities and graces, worship, adoration, obeisance or genuflection, attendance or servitude friendship or attachment, self-sacrifice in love, and unification, (religious) trance or reverie (वर्षांक प्राप्त) वर्षांक प्राप्त—v to fall into a state, to run into a condition, to fall into a trance whilst singing or hearing kirtan (कृष्ण) songs वर्षांक—n, a ten-headed being, one of the names of Ravana of the Ramayana. वर्षांक—n, the ten incarnations of Vishnu (विष्णु), namely, the Fish, the Tortoise, the Hög, the Man-Lion (that is, half man and half lion), the Dwarf, Parashuram (or the Axe-man), Ram (the hero of the Ramayana), Balaram or Krishna or Krishna and Balaram together (characters of the Mahabharata), Buddha and Kalki (कल्कि) वर्षानुवर्तन—n, reversal of fortune, a change of fortune for the worse, a reverse, a set-back, misfortune, adversity वर्षानु—n, one whose chariot is drawn by ten horses, an appellation of the moon वर्षानुन्तत—n, ten performances (usu. by one devotee) of the horse-sacrifice वर्षानु—n, a tall and bulky, tall and hefty (व्यासी) चेहारी, (often) average वर्षानु—(१) n ten days, at a stretch, a feast or festival continuing for ten days (२) a lasting for ten days वर्षानु—n, a thin strip or shred or tattering of cloth usually rolled into a wick of a lamp, a wick thus made वर्षानु—n, a feast (held by non-Bengalins) on the day of immersion of the image of Goddess Durga (दुर्गा) वर्षानु—n, a bitten (षड्घाल), eaten (मौलक), stung (दंगान) वर्षानु—n, a summons, a warrant, a warrant of distress or arrest वर्षानु—(२) n, act of signing, a signature वर्षानु—२ to sign वर्षानु—२ a signed, (rare) intended to be signed, (rare) relating to signing वर्षानु—n zinc पत्ता चौवार—n zinc sheet वर्षानु—n, a glove, a gauntlet वर्षानु—n gloved gauntleted वर्षानु—(२) वर्षानु—n a document, a deed वर्षानु—(२) वर्षानु—n, a documentary evidence वर्षानु—n, a custom or practice, a usage, a convention, a rule वर्षानु—(२) a, in keeping with custom or convention, or rule, customary, conventional (२) adv. thoroughly, quite वर्षानु—n, discount, commission, brokerage वर्षानु—(२) n (in affection) a person (usu. a small boy or girl) as daring and uncontrollable as a robber, a rogue (२) a extremely naughty and dare-devil वर्षानु—२ वर्षानु—२ a, in keeping with custom or convention, or rule, customary, conventional (२) adv. thoroughly, quite वर्षानु—n, discount, commission, brokerage वर्षानु—(२) n (in affection) a person (usu. a small boy or girl) as daring and uncontrollable as a robber, a rogue (२) a extremely naughty and dare-devil वर्षानु—२ वर्षानु—२ a, in keeping with custom or convention, or rule, customary, conventional (२) adv. thoroughly, quite वर्षानु—n, discount, commission, brokerage वर्षानु—(२) n (in affection) a person (usu. a small boy or girl) as daring and uncontrollable as a robber, a rogue (२) a extremely naughty and dare-devil वर्षानु—२ वर्षानु—२ a, in keeping with custom or convention, or rule, customary, conventional (२) adv. thoroughly, quite वर्षानु—n, discount, commission, brokerage
বহন, বলাচি—n robbery, dacoity বহনকারি—v to commit robbery বহনকারী—n a band of robbers or gangsters, a gang of freebooters বহনপান—n dare-devilry, বহনপূর্ণ—n fear of robbers

বহে—n the unfathomable and whirling part of a river, lake, sea etc, a whirlpool an eddy a lake (usu a large and natural one) a deep pit an abyss (fig) a terrible danger

বহিই—v (poet & obs) burns or burn scorch or scorch afflicts or afflict.

বহি—(1) n act of burning (phys) combustion inflammation cremation (fg) anguish affliction (2) a that which or one who burns or scorches or inflames or cremates or afflicts (বিরতি কোনে বহি করা—v to burn, to scorch to inflame to cremate to afflict বহিতে—a that which is to be burned or cremated, combustible, inflammable

বহি বহি-বহি—n intimate friendship intimacy familiar association or relation familiarity বহি বহি করা—v to make free with, to mix familiarly with to cultivate

বহি—v (poet & obs) burned, scorched, afflicted

বহি—n the ten of playing cards বহি—v (fg) to hesitate, to vacillate to be in two minds বহি—v to burn or be burned, to scorch or be scorched, to inflame or be inflamed, (fg) to afflict or be afflicted

বহি—n curdled milk, curd

বহি—a that which has been or is being burned or scorched or inflamed or (fg) afflicted

বা—n a heavy knife or chopper with a haft বা-কাটী—a (chiefly of tobacco) chopped fine or minced with the aforesaid knife বা-ফুড়—মাখ—relationship as between a chopper and a pumpkin (fig) deadly enmity implacable antagonism

-বা—coll contr of বাস (বাস)

বা—fem of বা

বা—pop corrupt of বাই

বাই-বাই—almost obs form of বাই বাই-বাই—adv & int expressing state of burning furiously, bursting into a blaze বাই-বাই—dial corrupt of বাই

বাই-বাই—n a verandah, a gallery, a terrace,

বাইবাই—n (correl of বাইবাই) title, right, dues (বাইবাই)

বাইবাই, বাইবাই—n medicine, remedy বাইবাইয়েক—n a drug-store, a dispensary, a chemist's shop, a pharmacy বাইবাইয়েক—v to give or administer a medicine (fg) to take action for correction or to remedy a wrong

বাইবাই—n an invitation a feast বাইবাই বাইবাই—v to invite

বাইবাই—n an opportunity a chance (বাইবাই বাইবাই—a fluke, a fat bargain made in a fluke (বাইবাই মারা—v to make a fat bargain in a fluke

বাইবাই—(1) n an oar (of a boat), a rod for a bird to sit on, a perch (2) a standing (বাইবাই হওয়া—set upright) well-established (বাইবাই করা—v) well-established (কার্যালয় করা—v) waiting (বাইবাই) আর কার্যক্রম বাইবাই করিয়ে রাখা—halted (বাইবাই এখানে একজন পাগড়ি বাইবাই করা—brought or presented (সাধারণ করা) institution or filed (বাইবাই করা—brought to or reduced to অবস্থা করা—bাইবাই করা—v to cause to stand to set erect or upright to build up or establish firmly, to bring or present, to institute or file, to bring to or reduce to বাইবাই হওয়া—v to stand up, to stand erect or upright বাইবাই হওয়া—v to perch to roost,

বাইবাই—n the raven the jackdaw the rook

বাইবাই—n spine backbone, a claw (as of a crab or a lobster)

বাইবাই—n practice custom usage go (বাইবাই)

বাইবাই—(1) n to stand, to stand up, to wait (for) to await (কারণ করে ডাক দিয়ে থাকে না) to tarry (একটি বাইবাই—কাজটি সেরেমি) to stop, to halt (এখানে পাগড়ি পাগড়ি থাকে না), to collect (রাজ্য জন বাইবাই), to be well-established (কার্যালয় বাইবাই না), to end or terminate (বাইবাই হয়ে দাঁড়িয়ে তারাঁকেই তারার তারায় বাইবাই হয় এক্ষণে শেষ হয় বাইবাই) to come to be to become (কারণ হাত বাইবাই), to stand for (কারণ পক্ষে কোন বাইবাই) (2) a standing (বাইবাই অবস্থা), erect, upright (3) n act or manner or posture of standing, a standing or erect position

বাইবাই—n a species of large harmless snake

বাইবাই—n a punctuation mark serving the purpose of a full-stop (1) a beam of balance, a pair of scales

বাইবাই—alt spell of বাইবাই
a beam of balance, a pair of scales

an oarsman, a rower

a tooth, a tusk (as of an elephant or a hog), a fang (as of a serpent), (fig) strength or pride (of a pariah who is not allowed to cut teeth to have a tooth extracted, to extract a tooth, to be afflicted with toothache

v to gnash or grind one's teeth (esp in anger)

v to scold bawlingly and with grimaces to show one's teeth

v to have a tooth extracted

v to have a tooth loosened

v to have a tooth fallen away

same as tooth

lit to pierce with teeth to bite, (fig) to be able to understand or comprehend

v to make or have artificial teeth (or tooth), to fit with denture

same as tooth

v to humble one's pride or weaken one's strength

v to brush or cleanse one's teeth

v to eat dirt to eat the humble pie

the root of a tooth, the gum

chalk-like substance deposited on the teeth tarter (or plaque)

caries

same as tooth

a wisdom tooth

canine tooth (of man)

an incisor

an additional or extra tooth growing out of the root of another tooth

a subsidiary tooth

milk-tooth, milk dentation, a stomach-tooth

a curious tooth

an artificial tooth, a false tooth

a cheek-tooth, a molar tooth, a molar

fang

a toothache

state of having one's teeth clenched (esp in fear or convulsive fits)

lockjaw, trismus

v to have one's teeth clenched to be affected with lockjaw or trismus

difficult to pronounce or understand, breakjaw

dentifrice, a tooth-powder or toothpaste

not to value blessings till they are gone.

a twig used as a tooth-brush (also tooth-brush)
affected with a morbid or unfavourable impression

शाक्तः—var of शाक्तः

शापसिद्धान्—n an account or description of a land-holding and its tenant

शापरिवार्—n repair works (of a building etc.)

शापं—var of शापं

शापस्य—v to paint (ग्राह्य इविनाश शापस्य), to mark or tick (पत्रो शापस्य) to brand, to write or practise writing by tracing (अतिथि शापस्य), to fire, to bombard (वाणै शापस्य) शापस्य—v to cause to paint or mark or brand or write or fire or bombard

शाप—n an emotional shock or distress or affliction (अनं शापं पावतं), treachery or deception (शापाभावं) a specimen script for tracing to practise handwriting शापोऽ—v to practise handwriting by tracing on a specimen script शापाभावं—a one who harms or shocks treacherous शापाभावं—n act of harming or giving emotional shocks, treachery शापाभावं—a treacherous, deceitful, fraudulent शापाभावं—n treachery, deception, fraudulence शापाभावं करं—v to practise treachery or deception or fraud

शापिता—a bearing a darkish stain or spot of rottenness (शापिता शापिता, branded (शापिता शापिता), previously convicted (शापिता शापिता))

शापस्यं—n an affray, a fracas a riot, a row शापस्यं—v to be engaged in an affray or fracas to riot शापस्यं—a given to rioting or rowdyism, riotous or rowdy शापस्यं—n act or practice of making a riot rowdyism शापस्यं—n continuous riot and disturbances

शाप—var of शापङ्.

शापिता—n the chin, beard शापिता—see लोपण मुक्तिशापिता—n a goatee माफिता माफिता—n the pomegranate

कादकचा—(1) a that which is to be or can be given, charitable नागपं चिकित्साला—a charitable dispensary, धात्वक्ष्त नागपं चिकित्साला—a charitable institution, शापस्यं—a free school) (2) n (coll.) charity munificence (कृष्णवं चतुर्जस्वरूपं मूल्यरूपः) शापस्यं करं—v (coll.) to give (away) in charity

कादकचा—(1) a one who or that which gives away in charity or gives or pays or contributes or donates, munificent, charitable (2) n a giver, a payer, a contributor, a donor, a charitable or munificent man निवारक्ष—n (fig.) a person as bound lessly charitable as Karna of the Mahabharata

कादकचा—n charitableness munificence कादकचा—n a species of water-fowl, the gallinule

काद्य—n a heavy knife or chopper with a haft काद्य—a fem of काद्य काद्य—n ringworm काद्य—n a grudge शापस्यं—v to pay off old scores to quit scores with, to wreak vengeance

कादकच्छन्न—n a variety of superfine rice कादकच्छन्न—n a loan given as earnest money कादकच्छन्न—n a money-lender (usu a professional one) who lends money as earnest money कादकच्छन्न—n an Indian musical measure कादकच्छन्न—n an elder brother or cousin brother, (voc.) a (paternal or maternal) grandfather, (voc.) an older or senior man, (in affectionate address) a younger brother, a younger cousin (brother), a grandson, a younger or junior man कादकच्छन्न—n an employer or master as respectable as one's elder brother (dial.) an elder sister's or cousin's husband कादकच्छन्न—n a brahmin (as addressed by a non-brahmin) कादकच्छन्न—n a maternal (or also paternal) grandfather कादकच्छन्न—n a grandfather-in-law or grand-uncle-in-law काद्य—n (chiefly Mus.) a paternal grandmother काद्य—var of काद्य in affection.

कादकच्छन्न—n a religious sect obeying the liberal doctrine of Dadu कादकच्छन्न—n the frog fem कादकच्छन्न—का दकच्छन्न—alt spell of कादकच्छन्न—का दकच्छन्न—n (used as sfx) a container (कादकच्छन्न)

कादकच्छन्न—n act of giving, act of giving away, bestowal, award, charitable giving or distribution (कादकच्छन्न), act of giving in marriage (कादकच्छन्न), offering, sacrifice, dedication (कादकच्छन्न), contribution, a gift or a charitable gift (कादकच्छन्न), an offering, a sacrifice, a donation, a throw or cast (at dice etc.), a turn (for doing something) कादकच्छन्न—v to give, to give away, to give or distribute in charity, to donate, to contribute, to bestow, to confer, to award, to give in marriage, to offer, to sacrifice, to dedicate शापसिद्धान्, शापसिद्धान्—n practice of charity, act or an instance of charity शापसिद्धान्...
—a slow or unwilling to
give, not charitable, miserly, parsimonious, stingy, close-fisted, niggardly 
—"the virtue of charity"
—"charity and religious meditation"
—"a deed of gift"
—"one who is extremely (lit. heroically) bountiful"
—"a worthy of being given"
—"bountiful munificent charitable, generous"
—"bounty, munificent charity"
—"same as "
—"sixteen sets of gifts"
—"an article of gift (esp. one given to the bride or bridegroom"
—"an almshouse a charitable institution"
—"in a srotah ceremony"
—"same"
—"(engag)
—"(ng)"
—"will have a lazy servant"
—"hostile to gods (cp. a Titan, a demon, a monster, an evil spirit"
—"a giantess, a demoness"
—"a vanquisher of giants"
—"an appellation of goddess Durga"
—"lit."
—"an enemy of giants"
—"an appellation of Vishnu"
—"—a demoniacal"
—"devilish diabolical, gigantic"
—"—coll corrup of "
—"to be possessed by a devil or an evil spirit"
—"—a peal or grain a seed or stone or pipp (उपपिठ)"
—"any small granular or pea-shaped thing"
—"a necklace of pea-shaped beads, food"
—"to form into grains, granulate"
—"(1) a granular, pea-shaped (2)"
—"a kind of granular sweetmeat"
—"—food and drink"
—"—variants of "
—"—a bountiful, munificent generous charitable"
—"—a tollman at a ferry"
—"—(1) a worth giving, that which is to be given (2) a recipient of a gift, a gift"
—"—coll corrup of "
—"—one who is possessed by an evil spirit"
—"—one who has controlled one's sense-organs, continent, subdued, restrained, one who sustains the austerities of religious practices, controlled"
—"—a dental, made of tooth or ivory"
—"—contiuence, restraint, temperance"
—"—pride, vanity, haughtiness, authority, power, prowess, rage, passion"
—"—one who or that which causes to give"
—"—force or power, terrible authority or influence"
—"—act of causing to give"
—"—pressing pressure, trampling"
—"—var of "
—"—var of "
—"—act of bragging or fretting repeatedly, act of bustling or fussing or bullying with a show of authority, act of romping noisily —same as "
—"—to brag, to fret, to shake esp. by stamping with one's feet to fill with uproarious threats or noise to romp noisily —same as "
—"—a given punished"
—"—pressure control, restraint discipline, overbearing authority (राखा)
—"—a forest (वनस्पति) a forest-fire (वनगात्र), fire, heat"
—"—to bully, to rebuke, to threaten, to snub, to chase"
—"—act of bullying, rebuke, threat, snub act of chasing"
—"—burnt in a forest-fire"
—"—the heat of a forest-fire, a forest-fire"
—"—the fleshy part of the thigh (of a beast)"
—"—to press down (वापित) to suppress to curb to restrain (विभ्रोह, वापित), to cow, to massage, to curry (पानित)"
—"—to hold or keep in check"
—"—(the game of) chess, the queen (of chess)"
—"—to play chess"
—"—a chess-board "
—"—a chessman"
—"—var of "
—"—a forest-fire.
—"—a chess-player"
—"—see "
—"—n (the game of) chess, a chess-board and chessmen.

For words in ग-न, not given separately, see गा.\n
in an awkward predicament, to be compelled (to) किमा देखें—what necessity is there? तो ता की किमा देखे—what necessity do you have? भाई के काम—on account of one s life, for the sake of one s life

-साधक—a (used as a sfx) giving, causing etc -फुल (प्यारक)

-सज़ा—a faced with danger, endangered trouble-stricken, bound by obligation or duty or responsibility, encumbered, indebted, mortgaged

-निर्धारित—n underwriting

-निर्धारित—n underwriter

-नाइट्रांग—n an ancient code or book of laws on inheritance and patrimony written by Jimutabahana

-सेसन—n (law) sessions सेसन—n a sessions-court सेसन—n a sessions-judge सेसन ग्राहक का—n to commit to sessions

-किस्मा—n a claimant to an inheritance, an heir, a son, a sharer of one s patrimony, a kinsman नाइट्रांग—n fem a female claimant to inheritance, an heiress, a daughter, a female sharer of one s patrimony a kinswoman नाइट्रांग (2) a (in all genders) inherited obtained by inheritance

-साधारण—a responsible, indebted

-साधारण—fem of -साधारण

-साधारण—n see साधारण

-साधारण—a responsible liable, (used as a sfx) giving साधारण—n fem (used as a sfx) giving साधारण—n responsibility liability, charge or risk, (as a sfx) act of giving

-साधारण—a submitted or filed for consideration or trial साधारण का—n to submit or file or institute (for consideration or trial)

-साधारण—n to file or institute a suit

-साधारण—n (usu in comp) a wife साधारण—n act of taking a wife, marriage or wedding (of a man)

-साधारण—sfx implying furnished or embroidered with (विषय), causing or producing (बाहर), owning or possessing or having, (cp) or -er (विलास), superintending or controlling (बाहर), employed in, taking to (बाहर), भागाता—साधारण—sfx implying -ship (विषय, बाहर, भागाता)

-साधारण—n a son (2) a cleaving, splitting

-साधारण—var of श्रोतान

-साधारण—see साधारण
a snack prepared with fried and spiced pigeon-pea (and often with other things)

a brick-built or stone-built building, a corridor of a building, a brick-built or stone-built platform or room or hall built permanently (पुराना घर) 

a brick-built or stone-built house

a broker, a cambist, an agent, a commission agent, a go-between a tout, (sarcas) a supporter or helper (नाकोन एजेंट) 

brokerage, an agent's commission, brokerage, commission agency, the act or business of a go-between or a tout, (sarcas) support or help

the pomegranate

a fisherman, one belonging to the fishing caste

a son of Dasharatha (दशरथ) an appellation of Rama and his brothers as narrated in the Ramayana

-fem of अश्र

a servant, an attendant, a slave (सेवक), a fisherman by caste (सेवक), a Sudra (सूड़ा), a non-Aryan, a victim or a minion (अवर लोग) a humble man or a dependant (मना बालक प्रति तर्क करना) fem अवर बालक

a written bond of slavery 

servitude, slavery, state of being a victim, bondage dependence

ν to be slave of, to serve as a slave

the institution of ownership of slaves, slavery अवर बालक, अवर बालक

the bonds of slavery अवर बालक

emancipation or freedom from bondage अवर बालक

enslaved, in bondage अवर बालक-ν pl servants male and female man-servants and maid-servants अवर बालक-ν same as अवर बालक

slave-trade अवर बालक

slave mentality, servility अवर बालक

a slave of one's slave, a very humble servant or dependant अवर बालक

one's son born of his maid-servant, an illegitimate son अवर बालक, अवर बालक-ν profession of or service as a maid or maid-servant

(1) a born of a slave-girl (usu by her master) (2) a son of a slave-girl and (usu) her master

evacuation of the bowels, motion, purgation, faeces, stool, loose motion, diarrhoea

state of being a servant, serv-
vtitude, servility, act of considering oneself as the servant of one's god — n servitude, servility, service

वा, वाचति—inc var वा (see वा) when used as a surname of a Sudra (सूद्र) widow

वात—n burning, conflagration, combustion (गुलाम), cremation (शिथार), severe or scorching heat (बलवन गार), inflammation (रासों गार), affliction (सर्वाखी) वात—a burning, cremating, scorching, inflammatory, affecting distressing fem. वातिका वातिका-निश्चित—n power of burning, burning capacity वातिका—n cremation वात—n act of burning, cremation, act of scorching, inflammation, affliction वात—same as वात वातुच्च—n burning or cremation ground

वात—n inflammable, combustible, that which is fit to be burned वात पारद—combustible substance

वात—n burn, burn out, burn up or down, burn to ashes, burn, to burn, to pester

वात—n any one of the ten quarters of the globe, a point of the compass (उपश्रेष्ठ वात), a direction (उपश्रेष्ठ वात), an end or side (उपश्रेष्ठ वात), a part or portion (उपश्रेष्ठ वात), a region or quarters (जिके के उपश्रेष्ठ वात), an extremity or end or side (उपश्रेष्ठ वात), a party or side (उपश्रेष्ठ वात), विचार, विचार—n in all directions, everywhere विचार—n north-north-east, east, south-east, south, south-west, west, north-west, above under these ten quarters of the globe collectively विचार—n the horizon विचारित, विचाराल—n any one of the deities presiding over the ten quarters of the globe, (fig) a very powerful and prominent man विचार—n (astrol.) a day extremely unfavourable to a journey in a particular direction विचार—n (bot) orientation.

विचार—n azimuth

विचार—n any one of the female deities presiding over the ten quarters of the globe.

विचार—n the horizon विचारालाल, विचारालाल—n, extending or stretching to or as far as the horizon, extending or stretching endlessly.

विचार—n the distance or space between two points of the compass or two directions, another direction or another point of the compass विचार—adv to or in another direction or another point of the compass, beyond this direction or point of the compass, beyond the horizon, in or to another region विचार—n. the space or distance between two quarters of the globe, the sky विचार—adv beyond the horizon.

विचार—(1) a. one who has the quarters of the globe as his sole clothing, naked, nude (2) n an appellation of Shiva (विश्राम), quarters of the globe imagined as a loin-cloth विचार—(1) a fem of विचार—(2) n an appellation of Goddess Kali (विचार)

विचार—n and others et al, and such others, et cetera

विचार—(1) n (myth) any one of the eight celestial elephants guarding the quarters of the globe, (chiefly iron) a very erudite or prominent or capable man; a portentous idiot (2) a (chiefly iron) very erudite or vastly learned or prominent or capable (विचार प्रकट, विचार उत्तम, विचार ज्ञान)

विचार—n knowledge of ascertaining the points of the compass (fig) minimum knowledge, commonsense

विचार—n visualization or ascertaining of the points of the compass, experience, (act of giving) a general review or hints विचार—adv to visualize or ascertain a point of the compass, to experience to give a general review or hints विचार—n a compass, a mariner's compass विचार—(1) a capable of or engaged in visualizing or ascertaining the points of the compass, experienced, giving a general review or hints (2) n a compass, a mariner's compass

विचार—n all quarters or directions of the globe, all regions or places. विचार—n different quarters or directions of the globe, different regions or places. विचार—adv everywhere, far and near, far and wide विचार—n smeared (with), steeped (in), mixed (with) fem विचार

विचार—same as विचार}

विचार—n. the horizon विचार—same as विचार fem विचारा. विचारा, विचारालाल—same as विचारा.

विचार—n. conquest of (all the quarters) of the world (by armed invasion or by any
good quality such as learning, literary
talent etc.), world-conqueror
(1) a world conqueror (2) n a world-
conquerer

n all quarters, all regions or
places what is good and what is evil,
what is right and what is wrong
knowledge of ascertaining the
points of the compass, power of discrim-
nation between right and wrong, common-
sense, mental balance, composure or calm-
ness of mind (আত্মার বিচিত্রতাবুদ্ধি)

n (geog.) a cardinal point

a an error in ascer-
taining of right direction, failure in ascertaining the points of the compass
a one who has failed to ascer-
tain the right direction gone astray, one
who has failed to ascertain the points of the compass perplexed, puzzled, bewil-
dered.

(1) n (dial) length (আড়ালি) (2) a
( obs) long

a (chiefly poet) long, tall large
n a large and deep tank or pond.

n any one of the eight cele-
sial elements guarding the quarters of the
globe a famous Buddhist philosopher
(also পছন্দ নাগার্জুন), (sarcas) a stupid but
harsh critic

n ascertainment of the points of the compass, ascertainment of a particular or the right direc-
tion to ascertain the points of the compass, to ascertain the direction
n a compass, a mariner's

n the horizon

n same as বিচিত্রতাবুদ্ধি (see বিচিত্রতাবুদ্ধি)

n a glance or look an eye

n (myth.) the first mother of
dairyas (বিচিত্রতাবুদ্ধি) ন a son of
Diti (ফিল্ড), any of the mythological
demons hostile to gods

n desire for giving or contrib-
uting (esp in charity) a desire of

giving or contributing

fem (in affection) a grand-
mother or a grand-daughter

fem an elder sister or cousin
(sister), (in courteous or affectionate add-
ress) a lady, a woman, a girl, (in affection)
a grand-mother or grand-daughter

n (chiefly joc) a lady, a woman,
a girl (esp of the brahmin caste)

n a maternal (also paternal) grand-mother
or grand-aunt

n desire to see

n a desireous of seeing

n the second husband of a wo-
man married twice

n a day (in all senses), the time of
light from sunrise to sunset, twenty-four
hours from one sunrise to the next, a
sidereal day (astr & astrol) a lunar day,
daily working period or hours, a length
of time, a period (বিচিত্রতাবুদ্ধি), time of existence,
duration of life (কার বিচির,বিচির), an age or
a point of time (জীবন কাটে), time (বিচির
কাটে না), an auspicious or favourable
time (পথিস্থিতির গাম্ভীর্য বিচির
কাটের), same as
the sun বিচির, in solar time

n the sun's present
time or times (বিচির বাপ্ত, বিচির)

n (astrol) suitableness or auspiciousness of
a day for doing something.

n a conjunction of three lunar days in one
sidereal day

n same as

n pertaining to a day,
daily, diurnal বিচির পতাকা

(lit but rare) sacramental and other purifications
prescribed for the daily life, (pop & dero)
the routine drudgery or monotonous toil
of daily life

n (astrol) an

adv day by day, gradually, everyday
daily

n in broad daylight

n the sun's
to-day record of events, a diary

n a diarist

n a daily
journâl, a diary

n same as

n a day-labourer

n the sun's

n the time of light
from sunrise to sunset
daytime

n daily wage

n the act of
spending a day

n to spend

one's days, to pass one's time, to lead
a life, to spend a day

n (1) n day
and night

 adv at all hours of the day

and night, constantly always

close of a day, the evening

n an extremely daring

n an unexpected mishap

n to exaggerate beyond recogniti-
tell a downright lie  ফিসা—day by day, gradually  ফিসা—more pop var of  ফিসা— to be in sight of better days

দিনারাই, দিনায়ত, দিনায়তন—n close of a day the evening  ফিসাট্যে—adv at the end of the day, in the evening

দিনার—(1) a unable to see during daytime or in daylight day-blind (2) n an owl

দিনারাই—(1) n a Dane (2) a Danish

দিনায়তন—n the sun

দিনায়—n a day, the time from sunrise to sunset, twenty-four hours from one sunrise to the next, daytime  ফিসাত্যি, ফিসাসাত্যি—n close or end of the day, the evening  ফিসাসাত্যি—n daylight

দিনায়—(1) n daytime (2) a of adv of or in daytime (দিনায়) ফিসাট্যি—n the sun  ফিসাট্যি—a active during daytime  ফিসাসাত্যি—n sleep during daytime  ফিসাসাত্যি, (poet) ফিসাসাত্যি, ফিসাসাত্যি—adv day and night all the time always  ফিসায়—(1) a day-blind (2) n the owl  ফিসাসাত্যি—n close of the day the evening  ফিসাসাত্যি—n the sun  ফিসাসাত্যি—n noon-time rest or sleep sexual enjoyment in daytime  ফিসাসাত্যি—n daytime  ফিসাসাত্যি—n daylight

কেট কহার দিনায়তন—broad daylight  ফিসাসাত্যি—n a day-dream a brown study, a reverie (fg) a false fancy, a waking dream

দিনায়, দিনায়সি—coll corruptions of দিনায়

দিনায়—(1) a celestial heavenly divine supernal, miraculous delightful, pleasant beautiful (2) n an oath (3) adv quite (দিনায় ভাল হবে) well (দিনায় গান গাওয়া), excellently (দিনায় একেকে ট্যালি করা), দিনায় পাপ—v to swear to affirm solemnly  দিনায়-এওয়া—v to adjure আমার দিনায়—a form of asseveration upon my honour, upon my word দিনায় দিনায়—by God  লায়সি—a sweet-scented, having a divine odour  লায়সি—(1) a having supernal or transcendental vision, having insight, (rare) having beautiful eyes (2) n supernal or transcendental vision, insight, (rare) a beautiful eye  ফিসাত্যি—n supernal or transcendental or divine or spiritual knowledge or wisdom  ফিসাত্যি—a having supernal or transcendental vision, having insight  ফিসাসাত্যি—(1) a having supernal or transcendental vision, having insight
loss (to determine, ascertain devise or find out), to be nonplussed or bewildered — a failing to ascertain the points of the compass, failing to ascertain the right way (fig.) confused, nonplussed, bewildered confounded perplexed to the extreme

বিসনং (1) adv (ori) to or towards a point of the compass (2) n a point of the compass a quarter or side — বিসনং (1) n all quarters or sides (2) adv to or towards or in all quarters or sides everywhere

বিচনং (1) adj — dial corruptions of বিচন ন — coll corrup of বিচন

বিচন্ত, (coll) সিদ্ধ, a quire (of paper) — a pestle (হাতমাণ—ধান্ত)

লোধন — (1) a one who initiates esp. to a religious practice (2) n an initiator a preceptor a guru, a teacher

লোধনার — a worthy of being initiated fit for initiation

লোধন — n admission with rite (as to a religious practice or order a secret society etc.) initiation employment in service of some sacred cause (প্রাচীনতাগত লোধন) an instruction or teaching a sacrament an inspiration (দেবো) an instigation লোধন করা — v to initiate to convert (মূলসমাধানের লোধন) to baptize (ধৰ্ম্মধানে লোধন) to teach to indoctrinate (into a subject) to employ লোধন করাই, লোধন করা — v to be initiated to be converted to be baptized to be taught or indoctrinated to learn to be employed লোধন করাইর — n an initiator a guru or preceptor who has initiated লোধন দেন — n act of receiving initiation লোধন দেন করা — v to be initiated লোধন করা — n a mysterious formula that a person is taught at initiation

পরিশিষ্ট — a initiated converted (যুগন্ধরা পরিশিষ্ট) baptized (ধৰ্ম্মধানে লোধন, indoctrinated (প্রাচীনতাগত লোধন) পরিশিষ্ট করা — v to initiate, to convert, to baptize, to indoctrinate

লোধন — alt spell of লোধন

লোধন — alt spell of লোধন

লোধন — alt spell of লোধন

লোধন — n a ray, light, the name of a treatise on logic — n the sun

লোধন — n (Mos.) religion, faith — n the faith (esp. the Islamic Faith) and

the world লোধনবিশিষ্ট মালিক — God (or Allah) as the Lord of the (Islamic) faith and the world

লোধন — a extremely poor or needy, indigent, afflicted, distressed, humble, wretched miserable — a having a mind stricken with melancholy or sorrow, or with a sense of humiliation, humble in attitude — adv with a melancholy or sorrowful or humiliated mind, humbly — n extreme poverty or need, indigence, affliction distress, humbleness, wretchedness — a kind to the poor — adv extremely humble and poor, downtrodden — v indigent and distressed — n a refugee or helper or supporter of the poor, God — n a charitably disposed or sympathetic to the poor — n a friend of the poor, God — n humbleness, humbleness, modesty, affectation of humility or poverty — n a humble, modest affecting humility or poverty — n a refugee of the poor, God — n very humble and lowly.

লোধন — fem of লোধন

লোধন — n an ancient Arab gold coin a dinar

লোধন — n a lamp লোধনপুর্ণ — n the light-houses — n extinguishment of a lamp lights out, (loos) a blackout — n to put out a lamp to extinguish lights — n a multitude of lamps (usu. lighted ones) — n act of lighting a lamp — n to light a lamp — n a wick (of a lamp) — n a lamp-stand, a candlestick — n a row or set of lamps (usu. lighted ones) — n candle power — n a match-stick, a match — n the flame of a lamp

পরিশেষ — (1) a radiating, illuminating, illuminative, inflaming, enkindling, enlightening, inspiring, rousing, exciting, excitant, revealing, displaying, exhibiting, beautifying, embellishing — (2) n a lamp, a musical mode (পরিশেষনাটক)

পরিশেষ — (1) n radiation, illumination, act of inflaming, act of enkindling or lighting, enlightenment, act of inspiring or rousing excitation, revelation, display, exhibition, beautification, embellishment

For words in লোধন- not given separately see লোধন
(2) a same as লোক লোপ্তাঙ্গ—n (phys.) intensity of illumination লোপ্তাঙ্গ—n (phys.) illuminating power

লোপ্তাঙ্গ—n that which is to be illuminated or excited, illuminable, excitable

লোপ্তাঙ্গ—n the lighthouse

লোপ্তাঙ্গ—n a lampstand, a lamp

লোপ্তাঙ্গ—(1) n fem the day of the new-moon in the month of Kartika (কার্তিক), when Goddess Kali (কালী) is worshipped and the dwelling-houses of Hindus are illuminated with rows of lighted lamps (2) a fem furnished with a (lighted) lamp, lamped, illuminated radiating a masc

লোপ্তাঙ্গ—n a collection of (lighted) lamps the festival of লোপ্তাঙ্গ

লোপ্তাঙ্গ—n lamplight লোপ্তাঙ্গ—n illuminated with lamplight

লোপ্তাঙ্গ—(1) n fem moonlight, a lamp, a musical mode, a glossary or commentary (of a text) (2) a fem of লোপ্তাঙ্গ

লোপ্তাঙ্গ—n a lighted lamped, illuminated, enkindled, exhibited, displayed, revealed, brought to light, excited, roused fem

লোপ্তাঙ্গ—n a burning, shining, lighted, illuminated, radiant luminous, blazing, bright, lustrous, revealed brought to light, exhibited, dazzling, glaring (লোপ্তাঙ্গ) লোপ্তাঙ্গ—n a one whose fame has spread far and wide, widely famous or renowned

লোপ্তাঙ্গ—n blazing fire

লোপ্তাঙ্গ—n light, shine, radiance, glow, lustre, splendour, brilliance, brightness, high spirit beauty (লোপ্তাঙ্গ) লোপ্তাঙ্গ—n to shine to glow to radiate (লোপ্তাঙ্গ) a shining glowing radiant luminous, bright lustrous, brilliantly revealed, beautifying embellishing, glowing with high spirit fem (লোপ্তাঙ্গ) লোপ্তাঙ্গ—n (phys.) a photometer (লোপ্তাঙ্গ) n (phys.) photometry

লোপ্তাঙ্গ—n a worthy of being lighted or enkindled, illuminable, worthy of being revealed লোপ্তাঙ্গ—n a shining glowing, radiant, luminous, bright, lustrous, sparkling, resplendent in the state of being revealed revealed

লোপ্তাঙ্গ—a, shining, luminous radiant glowing, bright

লোপ্তাঙ্গ—n in the state of being given or distributed

লোপ্তাঙ্গ—a long (লোপ্তাঙ্গ) কেশ, লোপ্তাঙ্গ গুণ, tall (লোপ্তাঙ্গ) কেশ, much (লোপ্তাঙ্গ) গুণ, prolonged, long-continuing (লোপ্তাঙ্গ) কেশ, (লোপ্তাঙ্গ) কৃত্য, lengthy (লোপ্তাঙ্গ) কৃত্য, large (লোপ্তাঙ্গ) কৃত্য, deep (লোপ্তাঙ্গ) কৃত্য, (gr.) aspirate (লোপ্তাঙ্গ), (mus.) slow, protracted, sustained larynx কেশ—n to lengthen, to elongate (লোপ্তাঙ্গ) a tall-bodied, tall fem (লোপ্তাঙ্গ) কেশকন্যা—n a long time লোপ্তাঙ্গকাল—n (geol.) a longitudinal section (লোপ্তাঙ্গ) কাল—n (l) a long-tongued (2) n the snake (লোপ্তাঙ্গ) কাল—n long life লোপ্তাঙ্গকাল—n longevity লোপ্তাঙ্গকাল—n a long-lived fem (লোপ্তাঙ্গ) কালকারিণী—n a one who has practised religious austerities for a long time (লোপ্তাঙ্গ) কাল—n length, lengthness (লোপ্তাঙ্গ) কাল—n, a far-sighted prudent, wise (লোপ্তাঙ্গ) কালকারী—n (geol.) a long day, a long time (লোপ্তাঙ্গ) কাল—n a long-nosed (লোপ্তাঙ্গ) কাল—n a long or long-continuing sleep, (লোপ্তাঙ্গ) কাল—n a long way লোপ্তাঙ্গ—n a long way (লোপ্তাঙ্গ) কাল—n a lengthy word (লোপ্তাঙ্গ) (1) a long-legged (2) n the crane, the heron, the camel (লোপ্তাঙ্গ) কাল—n a long (লোপ্তাঙ্গ) কাল—n a long, a large (লোপ্তাঙ্গ) কাল—n a long and deep respiration a sigh (লোপ্তাঙ্গ) কাল—n to have a sigh to sigh (লোপ্তাঙ্গ) কাল—n to take a deep breath (লোপ্তাঙ্গ) কাল—n a dilatory procrastinating, slothful, sluggish (লোপ্তাঙ্গ) কাল—n dilatoriness procrastination, sloth sluggishness লোপ্তাঙ্গ—n to procrastinate (লোপ্তাঙ্গ) (1) n (gr.) a long or aspirate vowel a long note (2) a having a long note

লোপ্তাঙ্গকাল—n a tall, hefty, large

লোপ্তাঙ্গ—n a acuminate

লোপ্তাঙ্গ—n a large

লোপ্তাঙ্গ—n (pop) a long-lived.

লোপ্তাঙ্গ—n a large and deep pond or tank

লোপ্তাঙ্গ—n a split, cleft rent, broken, torn

লোপ্তাঙ্গ—n a few words, rough or harsh words, rebuke (লোপ্তাঙ্গ) কেশ—n to give out (a secret) (লোপ্তাঙ্গ) কেশ—n a (fig.)
bare-faced, brazen-faced, shameless উইল্ড—

n the father's family and the in-law's family (of a woman), the paternal and the maternal lines (of any person), (fig.) both alternatives উইল্ড পাইকাতা—(fig) to lose all means of aid or support উইল্ড—n both banks of a river, (fig.) earthly life and life after death, (fig.) both alternatives উইল্ড, উইল্ড (dial) উইল্ড—(1) n two pieces, two (2) a two pieces of two, split or torn or broken into two উইল্ড—a twice, double উইল্ড—(1) a having two thatched roofs (2) n such a hut উইল্ড হোস্ট লিশ—(fig) an eyesore উইল্ড হোস্ট লিশ বেদিকে গুই—wherever (my) eyes lead (me) to উইল্ড—(1) pro two (persons) (2) a two উইল্ড—pro of a both (1), উইল্ড, উইল্ড—(1) pro two (objects or things) (2) a two উইল্ড রাউন্ড—n a two o clock উইল্ড—n simultaneous pulls in two opposite directions oscillation, a dilemma উইল্ড নাগার্ত পাঠ—to be in a dilemma or quandary to be in a state of indecision উইল্ড কলা—a pertaining to or contested by both the opposite sides, bipartite উইল্ড কলা—(1) a two-storied, double-decked (2) n the first floor, the upper deck উইল্ড—(1) a two-stringed (2) n a double-stringed musical instrument উইল্ড—n both sides, two sides উইল্ডসী—a pertaining to or inclined to both the sides, two-sided, double-handed উইল্ডসী—(1) a double-barrelled (2) n a double-barrelled gun উইল্ড লোক পাইকাতা—(fig) to fall between two stools to serve God and Mammon simultaneously উইল্ড—n act or an instance of enfolding or taking round twice, two coils, a short stroll, a short leisurely walk উইল্ড—n a two-legged, biped উইল্ড—a (of a knife) having two blades, (of a tree) bearing fruit twice yearly উইল্ড—a split asunder into two উইল্ড—(dial) উইল্ড—(1) n two slices (2) a sliced or parted into two উইল্ড—(1) n two times (2) adv twice উইল্ড—(1) a speaking two languages (esp as one's mother tongue), bilingual (2) n an interpreter, a dohhash, (rare) a bilingual man উইল্ড—a of two minds, hesitating, vacillating, wavering উইল্ড—a two-faced, double-faced, two-way (উইল্ড পাইকাতা) উইল্ড—a detach, detachability, double-dealing, double-crossing উইল্ড—a double-dealer উইল্ড—a two handfuls of উইল্ড—a of clay images etc.) doubly plastered উইল্ড—n a two-anna bit or piece উইল্ড—a one of two, a few উইল্ড—a bi-coloured উইল্ড সাক্ত—adv of a both in the day-time and evening (or at night) উইল্ড—n a coarse cloth woven in double thread উইল্ড হাত এক—ν to unite (a bride and a bridegroom) in marriage, to cup one's palms উইল্ড—n a measuring two cubits উইল্ড তিন—(1) a (of a stroke) dealt with both hands (2) adv with both hands উইল্ড—(1) n of a two (2) a of pro both (উইল্ড বারাপ) উইল্ড—a one or two a few উইল্ড—n the spell of উইল্ড—n pfx signifying vile, wicked bad prohibited inauspicious distressing sorrowful etc উইল্ড—n sorrow affliction, grief distress suffering misery (উইল্ড পাক র) pain inflammation (কৌফোড়া) বড় দুঃখ দায়ের) regret (উইল্ড প্রকাশ করে) উইল্ড—ν to regret to rue, to sorrow, to grieve to suffer pain to take trouble (অনেক উইল্ড করে মাথায় করেছিল) to be in distress, to undergo misery (কৌফোড়া অনেক উইল্ড করেছিল) উইল্ড দেওয়া—ν to cause sorrow or regret to grieve, to afflict to distress, to pain, to give trouble উইল্ড পাওয়া না ভোগ করা—ν to be stricken with sorrow or grief or misery to be afflicted or distressed or pained, to be in trouble to suffer distress—ν to run into distress or trouble উইল্ডের কাহিনা—a woeful or pathetic tale উইল্ডের বিষয়—a matter of regret, a pity a painful affair উইল্ড—n distress and poverty, want and suffering or misery উইল্ড—n painfull manual labour, drudgery উইল্ড—n same as উইল্ড, উইল্ড—n (phil) pessimism উইল্ড—(1) a pessimistic (2) n a pessimist উইল্ড—n sharing the sorrow of another উইল্ড—n act of suffering pain or undergoing distress উইল্ড—n full of or abounding in sorrow or suffering উইল্ড নেচে—n act of relieving pain or distress, allaying or alleviation or mitigation of sorrow উইল্ড—n attainable through sorrow and suffering উইল্ড হিংসা—n one who patiently endures sorrow or suffering উইল্ড—n
an ocean of sorrow, a sea of distress, endless sorrow or suffering ḫवङ्ग, ḫवङ्गक—
a one who or that which relieves pain or sorrow or suffering fem ḫवङ्गा, ḫवङ्गिता

हवंगक—a past all sorrow or suffering, immune to sorrow or suffering

हवंग, हवंगक—a stricken with sorrow, rueful, afflicted, distressed, suffering fem हवंगा, हवंगिता

हवंग—a stricken with sorrow, rueful sorrowful, woeful, grieved sad, afflicted, suffering distressed, pained, regretful sorry fem हवंगा हवंगिता हवंगितित, हवंगितित्व—
a having a sorrowing or regretful mind or heart, pained at heart

हवंग—a stricken with sorrow or misery, woebegone afflicted distressed, miserable, suffering sad, poor, destitute fem हवंगा हवंगक—a sympathizer

हवंगक—n sad or sorrowful utterance

हवंगक—1) a unguernable indomitable, unruly, intractable or refractory, (loos) misgoverning tyrannous (2) n misgovernment, tyranny

हवंग—a misbehaved ill-natured, wicked depraved or vicious fem हवंगा हवंगक—n misbehaviour, bad nature, wickedness, depravity viciousness

हवंगक—n bad or evil news

हवंगक—n evil days, hard times

हवंग—a hard to bear or endure or suffer, severe unbearable, insufferable, intolerable हवंगक—unbearable or severe pain

हवंगक—a hard to accomplish, difficult, arduous hard to cure, incurable हवंगक—n state of being hard to accomplish incurability

हवंगक—n improper or overmuch daring or boldness overboldness हवंगसिक, हवंगक—a improperly or excessively bold or daring, warranting overboldness, overbold, over-daring dare-devil हवंगसिक—same as हवंगक

हवंग—a poor needy, indigent, wretched, miserable, distressed afflicted, woebegone

हवंगक—a distressed, afflicted, woebegone, (phys) unstable हवंगक—n distress, affliction, (phys) instability, unstable equilibrium

हवंगक—n difficult to touch

हवंगक—n a bad or distressing dream, an inauspicious dream, an awful or terrifying or oppressive dream, (loos) a nightmare

हवंगक (obs) हवंगक—n a quarrelsome, wrangling, militant, difficult to cope or contend with, unyielding, litigious, terrible, terribly wicked, rogush

हवंगक, हवंगक—pro (poet) both

हवंगक—see हवंग

हवंगक—n silk-cloth, linen, fine cloth, white cloth

हवंग, हवंगक, हवंगक—poet & dial corruptions of हवंग, हवंगक and हवंगक respectively

हवंगक—n milk juice (नारिकेल का दूध), latex (उटिका दूध) हवंगक, हवंगक—a produced from milk हवंगक श्रवी—a milk-product हवंगक, हवंगक—n a milk-pail, a milk-trough हवंगक—a living on one's mother's milk, suckling, (rare and often hum) living on milk (esp on cow's milk) हवंगक—n a child at the breast, a suckling हवंगक—n as white and soft as the froth of milk (cp) milk-white हवंगक—n a giving milk, milk वहङ्गक गाडी—n milk-cow हवंगक—n a milk-like milky हवंगक—n a milk-man a milk-seller हवंगक—n lactose

हवंगक—int expressing noise of heavy and hurried footsteps or of the rumbling of cloud, rapid and audible palpitation of the heart (esp caused by fright etc)

हवंग—milder form of हवंगक

हवंगक, हवंगक—alt spellings of हवंग and हवंगक

हवंग—var of हवंगк

हवंगक—pop var of हवंगक.

हवंगक—corrupt of हवंगक

हव—n milk, juice (नारिकेल का दूध), latex (गाजर का दूध) हव केवल गेह—same as हव हाना हव गेहे हव बांधो—n to drink milk, to draw the breast, to suck हव बांधो—n to cause to drink milk, to give suck (to), to suckle हव हांडि—n to wean (a baby from the habit of suckling or lactation) हव हाना हव गेहे, हव हिंदे गेहे—n, (the) milk has turned or turned sour or curdled हव होली—n to vomit or spew milk after drinking it (as by a child) हव होली—n to give or yield milk, to give suck (to), to suckle हव होली—n to milk हव होली—n an infant boy, a suckling हव होली—n an infant girl, a suckling हव होली—n a thin layer or film
that collects on boiled milk, milk-film
ব্যুক্তের সাথে বােলে বেঁটা—(fig) to console oneself with a base substitute to satisfy oneself with a glass of grog when the bottle of champagne is beyond one's reach
ব্যুক্ত-কলা দিয়ে কাল্পনিক পোশাক—(fig) to fatten one's mortal enemy, to nourish a viper in one's breast
ব্যুক্ত-রুটি—n milk-soop ব্যুক্ত-চলন যন্ত্র—n to get mixed or blended completely, (fig) to be compromised thoroughly
ব্যুক্ত-ঢাক, ব্যুক্ত-ঢাকঝড়—n a milk tooth, milk dentition ব্যুক্ত-মাহা বাঁকা—n to live in affluence, to enjoy loaves and fishes, to have one's bread buttered on both sides
ব্যুক্ত—n (mus) double quick measure, act of playing a musical instrument or singing doubly quick
ব্যুক্ত—a double twice
ব্যুক্তিবাদ—n the earth, the world, the universe ব্যুক্তিবাদী—a worldly; worldly-minded, self-seeking, having vested interest
ব্যুক্তিবাদী—n worldliness worldly-mindedness, act of seeking self-interest worldly life
ব্যুক্তী—pop var of ব্যুক্তা
ব্যুক্তিরি—n a large war-trumpet or kettle-drum of ancient India
ধর, ধরা, (dia) ধরার—n midday noon ধর রাত, ধর বাদ—midnight
ধর—int expressing a thudding noise ধরালাপ ধর, ধরাৰ—int expressing repeated thudding noise or romping
ধরাৰ—int expressing a baying or booming or thudding noise ধরাৰ করিয়া—with a thud পর, পরা—int expressing repeated baying or booming of thudding noise
ধরাৰ—ori but now obs form of ধরাৰ
ধরার—n a door, a gate ধরারী—n a door-keeper, a gatemane ধরারী হাজি—(lit) keeping or owning an elephant, (fig) exceptionally affluent or wealthy
ধরাৰ—int, fie, boo ধরাৰ নেওয়া—v to cry fie upon, to boo to hoot
ধরাৰ—a unfortunate, wretched, (only fem) neglected by one's husband ধরাৰারী—n a queen neglected by her royal hus-
band who is infatuated by his other wife or wives
ধরাচন—poet corrupt of ধরাচন,
ধরাচনকাম—n act of going across through great difficulty ধরাচনকাম, ধরাচনকামী, ধরাচনকামার—a very difficult to go across or through fem ধরাচনকাম, ধরাচনকামী, ধরাচনকামার
ধর্ত্যন—a very difficult to go across or through
ধর্ষণ—alt spell of ধর্ষণ
ধর্ষণ—(1) n ill luck, ill fate, misfortune (2) a ill-fated, unfortunate, unlucky ধর্ষণকর, ধর্ষণকরক—adv through misfortune as ill luck would have it
ধর্ষণকাম, ধর্ষণকাম—a difficult to obtain not easily available, not easily accessible difficult of access, difficult to comprehend or learn not easily knowable or cognizable, abstruse fem ধর্ষণকাম
ধর্ষণকাম—a hard-reading difficult or hard to read
ধর্ষণ—a unmanageably restless or naughty (ধর্ষণ পিঠ), romping and mischievous terrible awful (ধর্ষণ স্বত্ব) not easily subdued, very powerful and ferocious (ধর্ষণ শাস), extremely galling and hard to cure (ধর্ষণ যাত্রা) intolerably hot (ধর্ষণ নিবন্ধন, রােঠাব বীর্তি), severe (ধর্ষণ শাস), very strong (ধর্ষণ স্বত্ব), very steep, difficult to go through or across (ধর্ষণ পথ) very restless or billowy (ধর্ষণ স্বত্ব) difficultness that is difficult to control, romping and mischievous conduct or behaviour uncontrollable naughtiness
ধর্ষণনেব—a difficult to remove or efface, not easily delible ধর্ষণনেব কলঙ্ক—indelible stain or blemish or blot.
ধর্ষণম, ধর্ষণম্য—same as ধর্ষণকাম and ধর্ষণকাম
ধর্ষণকাহ—a difficult to bathe in difficult to enter, difficult of access, difficult to comprehend
ধর্ষণ—a fallen into a bad state, distressed, miserable, wretched, poverty-stricken, in straitened circumstances, indigent ধর্ষণ—bad or low state, distress, misery, wretchedness, poverty, indigence
ধর্ষণন—alt spell of ধর্ষণ
ধর্ষণভক্ষ—a difficult to take or accept or apprehend, difficult to comprehend or know or cognize, abstruse
ধর্ষণবিপদ—n an evil design or purpose. a sinister motive ধর্ষণবিপদ-মূলক—.
stemming from a sinister motive, ill-motivated.

हस्त्र—n a rammer for beating down earth etc, act of beating down with a rammer; (fig. & sarcas. or hum) a sound drubbing हस्त्र कर—n to beat down with a rammer, to drub soundly

हस्त्र—n a free of errors, correct, corrected amended (हस्त्र हस्त्र हस्त्र), well-arranged, orderly spruce (हस्त्र हस्त्र हस्त्र), in keeping (हस्त्र हस्त्र हस्त्र), levelled (हस्त्र हस्त्र हस्त्र), corrected by drubbing (हस्त्र हस्त्र हस्त्र) हस्त्र कर—n to correct, to amend, to arrange properly, to put in order, to level, to correct by drubbing

हराकाँक्षा—n unrealizable longing or desire, a cry for the moon, an ambition or aspiration. हराकाँक्षा, हराकाँक्षा—a having an unrealizable longing or desire audaciously or inordinately ambitious, ambitious fem हराकाँक्षिकी

हराक्ष, हराक्ष—n a difficult to attack, not easily invaded.

हराजन—(1) n desire for or interest in evil or difficult things, a wicked or difficult venture (2) a desirous of or interested in evil or difficult things indulging in or engaged in a wicked or difficult venture

हराचाथर—(1) a wicked, depraved, sinful, indulging in nasty or foul or abominable practices (2) n wickedness, depravity, sinfulness, a nasty or abominable practice a fem हराचाथरिणी

हरान्त्रा—n a sinful, depraved, wicked, rogueish or villainous tyrannous, oppressive

हरावर्ष—n a difficult to capture or subdue, unruly, turbulent.

हरावर्ष—n a difficult to cure हरावर्ष—n incurable disease

हरावर्ष—n a difficult to climb, having a very steep ascent

हराव—(1) n an evil design or purpose (2) a having an evil design or purpose, wicked, evil-minded

हराव—n the same as हराकाँक्षा

हराव—n a difficult to capture or subdue, turbulent, difficult to obtain or procure, not easily available or attainable, difficult to comprehend or cognize, hard to bear or suffer

हराव—n the two of playing-cards or dice, the deuce.

हराव—(1) n a sin, harm (2) a sinning, sinful, wicked.

हराव—rej spell of हराव

हराव—n harsh or rude words, revilement, filthy language, abuse.

हरावसाह, हरावसाह—a difficult to pronounce or utter, break-jaw, obscene, unspeakable हरावसाह श्लोक, हरावसाह श्लोक—a word hard to pronounce or utter, (sl) a jaw-breaker

हरावसाह—see हरावसाह

हराव—n difficult, hard, stiff, incapable of being solved by arguments, difficult to know or cognize or comprehend, abstruse हराव—n difficulty in understanding, stiffness, abstruseness

हरावसाह—int expressing palpitation of the heart caused esp. by fear, trembling हरावसाह—(1) int same as हरावसाह (2) a palpitating, trembling tremulous, frightened, fearful

हर—n a fort, a fortress, a castle a stronghold, a tower, a fortification हर—पति—same as हराव पति—n a rampart

हर—n stricken with adversity or danger, poverty-stricken, indigent, distressed afflicted, miserable wretched हर—n adversity, danger, poverty, indigence, distress affliction, misery, wretchedness, condemnation to hell, hell हरावसाहिनी—n (of) one who dispels distress misery etc हरावसाहिनी हरावसाहिनी

हर—(1) n an offensive smell, a bad odour (2) a ill-smelling, fetid, smelly stinking हर—n ill-smelling, fetid हर—विक, हरावसाह—see हर

हर—n a difficult of access or approach, not easily passable, difficult to know or cognize or comprehend

हर—n a staying within a fort.

हराव—n Goddess Durga also called Shakti (शक्ति) or Force the wife of Shiva (शिव)—she is the chief of female deities and a slayer of demons, and she presides over prosperity, victory, and fame of mankind

हराव—n kind of small bird

हरावसाहिकी, हरावसाहिकी—same as हरावसाह

हरावसाहिनी—n the worship of Goddess Durga (हरावसाह), the annual festival of worshipping Durga (it comes off in autumn)

हरावसाह—n a governor or captain or master or owner of a fort, a castellan हरावसाहिनी—n a castellan’s daughter
हर्जंक्त—same as हर्जपूज
हर्ज—n (astrl) a malicious or ill-boding star
हर्ज—a difficult to take or capture or know or comprehend
हर्ज—unlikely to happen, of rare occurrence
हर्जन—n a mishap, an accident (loos) a calamitous incident, a calamity
हर्जन—a wicked, villainous, rogish
हर्जन वाखा—n a wicked person, a villain a rogue
हर्जन—wickedness, villainy, ruggery
हर्ज—a difficult to conquer or subdue turbulent.
हर्ज—a difficult to know or learn or to cognize or comprehend abstruse
हर्ज, हर्जनीति हर्ज—a difficult to subdue or put down or tame, turbulent unruly
हर्जन—adversity, misery bad state, dilapidated state हर्जनीति हर्ज—stricken with adversity miserable wretched, fallen into a bad state, dilapidated
हर्जन—hard to subdue or tame, turbulent, unruly
हर्ज—n a difficult time hard or troublous times a time of danger evil days a time of adversity or distress, a day of foul weather हर्जनेर वाखा, हर्जनेर सहाया—a friend or patron in adversity
हर्जन—ill-luck, misfortune a mishap
हर्ज—a difficult to vanquish or capture or conquer, difficult to bear or suffer very powerful or turbulent
हर्जन—n disrepute ill fame, discredit a bad name notoriety
हर्जन, हर्जनीर—a difficult to prevent or check or resist
हर्जन्ल—n a bad sign, an ill omen
हर्जन्ल—a hard to look at difficult to be viewed
हर्जन—(1) a morally degenerated, indulging in malpractises, corrupted, perverted depraved wicked (2) n moral degeneration, a malpractice, a corruption, perversion wickedness
हर्जन्ला—n moral degeneration, a malpractice, a corruption perversion, wickedness हर्जपूज पराय—same as हर्जपूज (a)
हर्ज—(1) n rude or harsh words discourteous language or words, a reviling speech, revilement (2) u (given to) speaking rude or harsh words, (given to)
using discourteous language, (given to) reviling.
हर्जन—n an inauspicious year, a year of scarcity or famine or hardship, a bad or troublesome year
हर्जन—a weak, feeble (हर्जन वृहि), weakened debilitated fem हर्जनन हर्जन—v to weaken, to enfeebles, to debilitate हर्जन—a weak-minded, chicken-hearted imbecile हर्जन—v to grow or become weak to be enfeebled or debilitated
हर्जन—n weakness, feebleness, debility
हर्ज—a hard to carry or bear, heavy, hard to endure or suffer
हर्ज—a harsh-tongued, foul-mouthed, rudely outspoken
हर्जन—n harsh words, discourteous words or language revilement
हर्ज—a difficult to prevent or check or resist turbulent
हर्जन—n a desire hard to realize हर्जन—(pop) हर्जन—(1) a dressed in nasty or dirty cloth, shabbily dressed (2) n a mythological saint notorious for his quick temper and harsh words, a quick-tempered and harsh-tongued person; fire-eater हर्जन—n impolite, discourteous, haughty, arrogant, insolent, ill-mannered, unmannerly fem हर्जन हर्जन—n untamable, indolent, refractory;
हर्जन—n a disaster, a danger, a hazard a difficulty a trouble
हर्जन—a hard to endure or suffer, unendurable, unbearable insufferable
हर्ज—(1) n an evil or mischievous or harmful thought or design, evil-mindedness folly (2) n evil-minded foolish
हर्ज—a depraved, wicked, ill-natured, villainous rogish हर्ज—a depraved person a wicked or ill-natured person a villain a rogue, a scoundrel हर्ज—n depravity, wickedness villainy ruggery
हर्जन, हर्जन—n a hard to understand or comprehend or know or cognize, not easily intelligible
हर्जन—n rude demeanour or harsh treatment, misbehaviour हर्जन—v to treat (one) rudely or harshly, to misbehave (with),
हर्ज—n hard to eat, not easily eatable, unfit for eating
a unfortunate, ill-fated, estranged from the love of one's husband

hard to bear or carry, very heavy, hard to sustain or endure

unfortunate, ill-fated, wretched, miserable, fem মুখাৰ্ন

(1) n ill luck, sinister fate, misfortune (2) a unfortunate unlucky ill-fated, মুখাল্পক, মুখাল্পক—adv unfortunately, unluckily, as ill luck would have it.

a troublesome thought, worry, anxiety, misleading মুখাল্পক করা—ν to worry. মুখাল্পকবেল, মুখাল্পকাচিত—a worried, troubled with anxiety or misgiving

lit & obs) a time when alms is scarce, (pop) (a time of) scarcity, famine extreme want or shortage মুখাল্পকসীক্ষত—a famine-stricken মুখাল্পক আপাত—(বীর্য) মুখাল্পক—famine insurance fund

difficult to penetrate or enter or force one's way into, difficult to raid or conquer, difficult to comprehend

—n strong room

—n suffering distress trouble—same as মুখাল্পক

terrifically intoxicated, madden with intoxication, frenzied, difficult to subdue or resist, turbulent

(2) n—worried, stricken with anxiety or misgiving মুখাল্পকবেলমান—a worrying

—a inflexible, extremely stiff, rigid, extremely conservative, die-hard

—same as মুখাল্পক

—a very costly or dear, highly expensive মুখাল্পক অর্থেন্দা—dearness allowance মুখাল্পক নাড়া—n excessive costliness or dearness

—n having a dull memory, dull-witted, evil-minded, foolish

—n a time of instance of foul weather, a difficult time, hard times, a time of danger, a danger মুখাল্পকপূর্ণ—a full of foul weather মুখাল্পকপূর্ণ অবস্থা—a foul or stormy weather

(1) a hard to cope with in battle (2) n the name of the arch-villain of the Mahabharata, (fig) a rare villain

n an inauspicious omen, a bad sign or symptom (2) a having an inauspicious omen or sign, sinister, bearing on one's person an inauspicious mark, unlucky ill-fated fem a মুখাল্পক

—a difficult to discern or look at, almost invisible, hard to foresee

—n a hard to surmount or scale, insurmountable, impassable মুখাল্পক বাধা—insuperable barriers

—a difficult to obtain or procure or attain, rare scarce extremely costly or dear

—n an ear-drop or earring.

—n a slow jerking motion as of a palanquin or a horse trot মুখাল্পক চালন হলা—ν to trot, (of a person) to walk slowly with an air of self-importance and ease

—v to swing to rock to dangle, to oscillate

—ν to cause to swing or rock, to swing or rock or dangle or oscillate

—n a darling, a dear a minion, a darling child who is brought up with much affection and often spoilt by over-indulgence fem মুখাল্পক

—n a piece of small carpet esp one to sit upon

(1) n an instance or act of swinging or rocking (2) a one who or that which swings or rocks

—n one of a backward or depressed caste amongst the Hindus (usually employed as palanquin-carriers) fem মুখাল্পক

n an enemy, a foe, an adversary, a rogue a scoundrel a wicked or vile person (2) a monstrous terrible মুখাল্পক ভার—n enmity hostility, rogue-ry wickedness

—a difficult to traverse (দূরত্ব অঙ্কন), too austere to undergo or observe, extremely austere (দূরত্ব উত্তর)

(1) a characterless, having a vitiated character, wicked vile, corrupted, perverted, depraved (2) n a vitiated or wicked or corrupted or perverted or depraved character মুখাল্পকবিত্ত—n moral vitiation, wickedness, vulgarity, corruption, perversion, depravity

—a difficult to cure, without remedy

—same as মুখাল্পক

—n an attempt to accomplish an impossible task, a desperate attempt, an impossible or futile or unjustifiable attempt মুখাল্পকবিত্ত—a attempting to accomplish an impossible task, attempting des-
perately, making an impossible or futile or unjustifiable attempt

दुष्कर्म—a difficult to cut off or sever, difficult to tear off or separate

दुष्कर्म—rej spell of दुष्कर्म

प्रत्र—to blame, to impute fault to, to accuse

प्रत्र—a difficult to do or accomplish or execute, arduous uphill

प्रत्र, प्रत्राण—n a wicked act a misdeed, a mischief, a crime, a sin प्रत्र—a one who has committed a wicked act or a crime or a sin, given to wickedness evil-doing, mischievous, criminal, sinning, sinful

प्रत्राण—n an auspicious or unpromising time

प्रत्राण—n a base or dishonest or humble or lowly family or line

प्रत्राण—(1) n a wicked act, a misdeed a mischief, a crime a sin (2) a done wickedly or mischievously, done in grief प्रत्राण, प्रत्राण—n a one who has committed a wicked act or a crime or a sin, given to wickedness evil-doing, mischievous, criminal, sinning, sinful प्रत्राण—n a wicked act, a misdeed, a mischief, a crime, a sin, misfortune

प्रत्राण—same as प्रत्राण हठिक, हठिकाणिति—same as प्रत्राण

प्रत्राण—a faulty, defective (हक्त्राण, हक्त्राण), malignant, morbid, septic (हक्त्राण, हक्त्राण), fatal or dangerous (हक्त्राणि), vile, vicious, wicked, depraved or lax in morals (हक्त्राणि), bad, evil (हक्त्राणि), guilty (हक्त्राणि), malicious (हक्त्राणि), naughty (हक्त्राणि) fem हक्त्राणि हक्त्राणि—n an ulcer, a septic wound हक्त्राणि—n morbid or unwholesome appetite, false hunger हक्त्राणि—n (astrol) a malicious star हक्त्राणि—a ill-natured, bad-charactered, depraved or lax in morals, reprehensible, wicked हक्त्राणि, हक्त्राणि—a evil-minded, mischievous हक्त्राणि—n a malignant or morbid boil, a carbuncle हक्त्राणि—n naughtiness, mischievousness, a mischief कि हक्त्राणि समस्त—what mischief are you up to? हक्त्राणि—a wicked, roguish

प्रत्राण—a naughty, mischievous प्रत्राण—naughtiness, mischievousness, a mischief प्रत्राण—n to be naughty, to make a mischief, to play a mischievous trick

प्रत्राण—(rare) हक्त्राण—n hard to digest

प्रत्राण—n a wicked or evil disposition or inclination or desire.
length, (amount of) difference.

a act of seeing from a distance or act of seeing distant things, foresight, farsight, act of seeing into the future, prudence, (sc) television.

a far-seeing, farsighted, foresighted, seeing into the future, prudent.

n farsightedness, foresightedness, ability to see into the future.

v to treat contemptuously (like a cur).

n very distant or remote places.

n a long-range missile.

a far-extending, far-reaching, very long.

a lying or staying at a distance, far-off distant, remote.

a separated by a large margin or differing to a great extent.

n a state of lying or staying at a distance.

n remoteness.

n separation by a large margin.

n more or higher.

a a telescope.

a far-extending, far-reaching.

n a telephone.

a situated or located or lying or staying at a distance.

a remote.

adv at or to a distance.

a one who or that which is coming or has come from a distance.

n a remote or far-off place.

n remote or far distance.

n expulsion, removal, banishment.

act of driving out or away, act of turning out.

a expelled, removed, banished.

driven away or out turned out.

n act of being turned out or driven away.

n removal, ejection, expulsion.

a expelled, removed, ejected.

turned out, driven away or out turned out.

n television.

n grass.

n a blade of grass.

n grass-green.

a one who or that which blames or finds fault with, fault-finding, carping, cavilling.

n imputation of blame, fault-finding, carping, corruption, defilement, pollution.

n a (chiefly used as a suffix) blaming, fault-finding, carping, defiling, corrupting, polluting.

n a blamable, blameworthy, condemnable, reprehensible.

n same as.

n corrupted, polluted, defiled, vitiated, befouled, impure.

v to corrupt to pollute to defile, to vitiate, to befoul.

n the eye, sight, vision, knowledge, wisdom.

n visual angle.

v act of casting a glance, act of taking (slightest) notice of or paying (slightest) heed to.

v to cast a glance (at), to take (any) notice of to pay (any) heed to.

n visual axis.

n optics.

n durable, sound, strong, firm, steady, constant, strict, severe, unwavering, deep, unaltering, unflinching.

n categorical.

v to make strong or firm, to tighten to tauten, to make stronger or more firm.

n a having a well-built or strong body.

n a firm in mind, firm in determination, firm belief.

n firm belief.

n positive knowledge.

n conviction.

n durability, soundness, strength, firmness, steadiness, constancy, strictness, severity, unwaveringness, deepness.

adv firmly.

n a convinced, confident, firmly resolved, sanguine.

n a one who intends firmly to fulfill his promise or vow, firmly resolved or resolute.

n in determination.

n conviction.

n firm belief.

n strong faith, tightly fastened or closed, tightened, taut.

n a strong tie or bondage, tight fastening.

(1) a one who has clenched one's fist, (fig) tight-fisted, niggardly.

resolved determined.

n a clenched fist.

a firmly rooted, deep-rooted.

n determined, firmly resolved.

n a firm in one's promise or vow, firmly resolved.

adv in a firm tone, in an unaltering voice.

n act of making strong or stronger or firm or more firm, tightening or tautening, act of confirming, confirmation, act of establishing firmly, congelation.
instance, an exemplary person or thing

- a made strong or stronger, strengthened, made firm or more firm, tightened, confirmed, firmly established, congealed

- act of becoming strong or stronger or firm or more firm, act of being tightened or tautened, act of being confirmed, confirmation, act of being firmly established, act of being congealed, congelation

- that which has become strong, or stronger strengthened that which has become firm or more firm, that which has become tight or taut tightened or tautened, confirmed, firmly established, congealed

- a proud, arrogant haute, spirited, flaming blazing, scorching (পৃথ্বী নীরবণ), flared up (পৃথ্বী রোম)

- (1) n scenery, a sight, a spectacle, a view (পৃথিবীর রক্তে আমাদের প্রেম) (of a drama), a scene, a scene, a rare, worth seeing, spectacular, that which is to be enjoyed by seeing (পৃথিবী), visible, obvious, apparent (পৃথিবী প্রকাশ), a drama, a play (পৃথিবী), (pop) পৃথিবী—adv, apparently, manifestly, obviously, visibly (পৃথিবী), the visible horizon (পৃথিবীতে) a scene that is put up on a stage, scenery (পৃথিবীন) a that which is being seen, present to view (পৃথিবীতে) (a) dance (পৃথিবীতে) a visible and invisible

- seen, noticed, observed, visible, manifest (পৃথিবী, পৃথিবীতে) seen or noticed before or in the past (pop) পৃথিবী—adv, apparently, obviously, visibly, manifestly (পৃথিবীতে), (as if) visible (পৃথিবীতে) (phil) positivism (পৃথিবীতে) (1) a positivist (2) n a positivist

- seen and unseen, partly seen and partly unseen, revealed and unrevealed

- a precedent, an instance, an example, an illustration (rhet) a parallel (পৃথিবীতে) —v to show a precedent to cite an example, to exemplify, to illustrate (পৃথিবীতে) —n act of showing a precedent or citing an example, exemplification, illustration, act of setting an example (পৃথিবীতে), পৃথিবীতে অর্থ করা —v to make a precedent to set an example, to show or quote a precedent, to cite an example (পৃথিবীতে) a person or thing worthy of being cited as an example or
new-moon in the month of Kartika (কার্তিক) when Goddess Kali (কালী) is worshipped and the dwelling house of Hindus are illuminated with rows of lighted lamps চাষ্মা-পোকা—n a variety of Lepidoptera that are found in late autumn nights when they scorch themselves by fluttering about a burning substance a moth

চোল—n a younger brother of one’s husband, a brother-in-law দেহরস্য—n a daughter of one’s husband’s younger brother চোলপানা—n a son of one’s husband’s younger brother

চোরা—a large-toothed, tusked tusky, displaying one’s teeth (fig) insinuare o. forced (চোরা হাসি)

দেহ—dial corrupt of দিক;

দেহ—(1) v imperat see look behold (2) mт I say, mind, take care

দেহচক্র—(1) a seen, occurring before one’s eyes (2) adv before one’s eyes contemporaneously

দেহচন্দ্র—n act of seeing or looking or being held or viewing দেহচন্দ্র—a one who smiles at first sight, one who makes one smile in delight at first sight, (dero) one who always greets with a smile

দেহচন্দ্র—(1) v to see to behold to view to notice, to espy, to look at, to visit (চিত্রিতনাথ দেখতে যান) to experience directly (দেখে দেখ) to judge or consider (বিষয়ে দেখ) to examine (প্রতিষ্ঠান দেখা) to observe (যুগের গতি দেখা) to inspect (অভিযাতের ওপটিক দেখবে) to feel (নাড়ি দেখা) to attend on or nurse (অষ্ট দেখকের দেখা) to attend to to look after (জথিলের দেখা) to treat (একজনকে মেয়ে ভাবিয়ে দেখে) to witness (বিচারের দেখা দেখা) to search (চুক্তিকে দেখা) to come across to meet (পথে একটি পাগল দেখলাম) to read through (সীমার শেষ পাঠের দেখা) to think (চোরো হতে দেখেছি) to endeavour to try (হাতে দেখে কোন কি—এ সহিত বাচ্ছে না), to think over (চিত্রিতনাথের দেখা) to take to or follow (বিষয়ে পথ দেখা) to wait (আলো খানিকক্ষের দেখে—হতে দেখেছে) (2) a seen, beheld viewed noticed, espied, visited, experienced, examined, inspected, read. দেহচক্র—(1) n mutual seeing or meeting or visits (তাদের দেখতাহে নেই, সুনেদরের দেখছিল) an act of copying from another’s paper by adoption of unfair means (as by examiners) (2) adv. in imitation of (রূপের শেষার্থে হেলেও যা দরকার) দেখা—(1) v to cause to see, to show, to point out, to demonstrate, to exhibit, to display to cause to experience directly (দেখে দেখ) to cause to examine or inspect, to cause to feel, to cause to treat, to take (to) for enjoyment, to bear the expenses of (থাকবতো দেখান) দেখান্ত, দেখান্ত—a (chiefly used as sfx) ostentatiously formal showy ostentatious pretended affected দেখান্ত-না—n act of looking after, attendance supervision, direct experience (এ কী কিছু অনেক দেখান নাহি) examination or inspection (অনেক দেখান নাহি সাধনের সাথে সাথে সাধন কিনা) a visit esp for examination or negotiation (পাতিক দেখান-না সাধনের সাথে সাধন কিনা) meeting (জুরান দেখান নাহি) দেখান না করা—v to look after, to attend to or on to supervise, to examine or inspect to visit esp for examination or negotiation to meet or visit mutually দেখান-সাধন—n meeting or visits continuous or repeated visits, a visit for negotiation of a marriage দেখিতে কৃৎসন্ধী—ugly to look at, ugly-looking দেখিতে স্নান—beautiful to look at good-looking দেখিতে—in a twinkle very soon in an instant, (স্নান) winkingly

দেহ—(1) n and a half (of) দেহচক্র—(1) n and a half times (of)

দেহ—i n one and a half times (of)

দেহ, দেহেলি—a having a beard (esp a long one) (long) bearded

দেহান—a plentiful, abundant profuse, a lot of, innumerable immeasurable

দেহান্তমান—a very brightly flaming or blazing brilliantly shining, effulgent

দেহা—a stricken with ring-worm

দেহান—n miller, dura, jowar

দেহান—see দেহ

দেহীমাহর—n (Mus) the marriage portion or dower that a husband has to allot for his wife at wedding

দেহ—n a debt, an outstanding payment or bill, a liability, dues দেহ ধরা—v to borrow, to run into a debt দেহ ধরা—v to be indebted দেহ ধরা—v to repay a debt, to acquit oneself of debts দেহ ধরা-ধরা—over head and ears in debt দেহান ধরাধরি চূলি বিকান—(lit) to have to sell one’s hair in order to repay debts, (fig) to be on one’s last legs to pay off one’s debts দেহান, দেহান—(1) n a debtor, a borrower, (2) a indebted. দেহান-পাঙ্কা—n assets and liabilities

দেহে—a worth giving, given as a pre-
sent or offering as in a religious ceremony (সেবনা গৃহ নাম), given as a gift or present

সেবন—n God a male deity a god, (in respectful address) a king a master an elder, a father, a husband, a preceptor, a guru a teacher a brahmin, any person commanding respect, the chief or best man (সূত্র, সীমান্ত) সমাদার—n a having a god-like voice (মন্ত্র সমাদার) n fem a celestial female a daughter of heaven সমাদার—n a godly godlike, perfectly holy or beautiful সমাদার—n a divine mission, a task enjoined by God or a god religious worship সমাদার—n deodar সমাদার—n a temple, a shrine, the race of gods সমাদার—n divine grace সমাদার—n a natural lake or lagoon সমাদার—n the teacher of gods সমাদার—n a house of worship a temple, a shrine সমাদার—n or ন (having) a divinely pure or saintly character সমাদার—n any of the five celestial trees mandar (মান্দার), parijat (প্রজাত), santan (সন্তান) kalpabriksha (কল্প-ব্র্ক) and barchandan (বড়চাঁদন) সমাদার—n a goddess, a god a deity, (fig) an object of worship or deep reverence (সংস্কৃত সাধন) সমাদার—n a godly god-like 升, head divinity, godliness সমাদার—n an ascription of divinity apotheosis সমাদার—n a property endowed for defraying the cost of worshipping a deity সমাদার—n a god-gifted সমাদার—n a visit to pay homage to an idol, a pilgrimage to the seat of a god সমাদার—n deodar সমাদার—n a woman dedicated to the service of an idol of a particular temple সমাদার—n a even difficult for gods to obtain, rare even amongst gods (সংস্কৃত বাণী) সমাদার—n a heavenly messenger an angel n fem (সংস্কৃত বাণী) সমাদার—n a god of gods an appellation of Brahma (ব্রহ্ম) Vishnu (বিশ্বু) and Shiva (শিব) সমাদার—n pl. gods and brahmins (সংস্কৃত বাণী) সমাদার—n a hostile or immodial to gods, anti-God, godless atheistic (2) n any one of the mythological demons hostile to gods সমাদার—n millet, durra, jowar সমাদার—n bdellium সমাদার—n a sport in which Sanskrit is written সমাদার—n a godly, religious, devoted to gods সমাদার—n devotion to gods সমাদার—n the same as সমাদার সমাদার—n the celestial path, the sky, the firmament সমাদার—n a creature earmarked to be immolated at a holy sacrifice সমাদার—n the city of gods, Paradise, (fig) a very beautiful house or residence সমাদার—n a votary or worshipper of gods, a priest সমাদার—n worship of a deity, religious worship সমাদার—n a god-like, godly সমাদার—n an idol, an image of a deity, a holy image সমাদার—n the ceremony of establishing an idol at a particular place সমাদার—n a beloved of gods সমাদার—n the voice of God, a divine or heavenly voice, an oracle সমাদার—n a devoted to gods, pious সমাদার—n devotion to gods godliness, piety সমাদার—n the Sanskrit language সমাদার—n heaven paradise, the Himalayas, a place of pilgrimage, a holy place (fig) an extremely beautiful place সমাদার—n a fit to be enjoyed by gods fit for divine consumption সমাদার—n a temple, a shrine সমাদার—n a divine greatness or grandeur or glory or splendour সমাদার—n Aditi (অদিতিয়া) the first mother of gods সমাদার—n (of a country) nursed by rain সমাদার—n a celestial chariot or car a path which leads the wise to heaven, an aeroplane সমাদার—n a ghost a spirit a demigod সমাদার—n a celestial chariot or car, the chariot of the sun-god a path leading the wise to heaven, an aeroplane সমাদার—n Indra (ঈন্দ্র) the king of gods, (cp Zeus Jove Jupiter) সমাদার—n one who is both a god and a saint, a celestial saint সমাদার—n a priestly brahmin (2) n employed in priestly service সমাদার—n the abode of gods, heaven সমাদার—n a general surname used of brahmins সমাদার—n Vishwakarma (বিশ্বকর্ম) the celestial artisan and designer, (cp Vulcan) সমাদার—n the assembly of gods, the court of Indra (ঈন্দ্র) the king of gods সমাদার—n the army of gods, the wife of Kartikeya (কর্তিকেয) the commander of the army of gods সমাদার—n the commander of the army of gods সমাদার—n a property endowed for defraying the cost of worshipping a deity, a god’s property, (loos) a religious endowment

সেবন—n a younger brother of one’s husband, a brother-in-law

For words in সেবন, not given separately, see সেবন
বেশি—n (déro & sarcas) a god or a man
(‘বেশি বেশি’, তেমনি বেশি’—like man, like wife)

বেশিরা—n a celestial woman

বেশির—a godlike, divine, holy

বেশিরস্বর—n the supreme god the chief of gods, an appellation of Shiva (শিব), Vishnu (বিশ্বনাথ) and Brahma (ব্রহ্ম)

বেশিরন—n divine command a commandment divine inspiration

বেশিরন্ত—n a house of a god, a temple, a shrine

বেশির্গান—n a god’s weapon a divine or celestial weapon, the rainbow

বেশিরাধ্যন—same as বেশিরচার

বেশিরি—n. an enemy of gods, a mythological demon a rakhsa (রক্ষা)

বেশির্চার, বেশিরচার—n the worship of God or of a god, religious worship

বেশির্চার—same as বেশিরচার

বেশির্চারি—a protected or patronized by a god or gods under a god’s protection or care, in a god’s favour or good grace

বেশির্গন—n gods and mythological demons

বেশি—n a goddess, a female deity, Goddess Durga (দূর্গা) or Chandi (চাঁদী) (in respectful addresses and mention) a lady (মাধুরী সাধী)  বেশির্গন—n an ancient holy book narrating the glory of Goddess Chandi (চাঁদী)

বেশিরাধ্যন—n a portion of a holy book written by Markandeya (মর্কণ্ডেয়) the sage singing the glory of Goddess Chandi (চাঁদী)

বেশির—n the lord or king of gods, an appellation of Indra (ইন্দ্র)

বেশি—n the god of gods, an appellation of Shiva (শিব)

বেশির্চারি—a befitting a god right and proper for a god godly divine

বেশিরস্বর—vul corrupt of বেশি (see বেশ)

বেশির্গন—n a heavenly garden, (cp Eden, Paradise), a garden which is the seat of a deity, a holy garden

বেশির্গন—a godlike godly

বেশির্গন—n a votary or worshipper of a god or gods (2) a employed in religious worship

বেশির্গন—n worship of a god or gods, religious worship.

বেশি—n (inc & obs) a goddess, used as a surname affixed to the name of a (widowed Brahmin) lady

বেশির্গন—n self-conceit, vanity, amour-propre, haughtiness, arrogance বেশির্গন—v to be proud of, to give oneself airs বেশির্গন—v to express anger or haughtiness বেশির্গন—a vain, conceited, arrogant, haughty

বেশি—n that which is to be given or worth giving due, payable

বেশি—n see

বেশি চারন—vul contr of বেশি

বেশি চারন—n the cloud বেশির চারন—the roar or rumble of clouds

বেশি—vul contr of বেশি

বেশি—n the smile of a dreaming infant

বেশি—vul contr of বেশি

বেশি—n fem a votoress or female wor-shipper a nun a woman versed in mystic incantations

বেশির্গন, (inc) বেশির্গন—n a votary

বেশির্গন—n a wooden lampstand

বেশির্গন—n a drawer (as of a cabinet or a desk)

বেশির্গন (rej) বেশি—n delay বেশির্গন—v to be late to delay বেশির্গন—v to defer to procrastinate, to delay to cause to delay বেশি বহির্গন—v to be late to be delayed

বেশি—vul corrupt of বিল

বেশির্গন, বেশির্গন—vul corruptions of বিল (see বিল)

বেশি—n a country a land a state, a province (রাজ্য অর্থাৎ), motherland native land (কাজিরের শেষ অর্থাৎ) native village (জেলোট সব শেষ থেকে ষেটা এটা), a region (রাজ্যে), a place (পৌরসংস্থা), a part or portion (শেষে), a direction or quarter (অংশে), a musical mode (প্রকল্প)—n a particular place and a point of time or their nature or condition, a particular circumstance (প্রকল্প)—a conversant with the nature of a particular place and time or with that of different places and points of time (প্রকল্প) a particular place and a point of time and a person or their nature or condition. (প্রকল্প)}}

বেশি—n a country a land a state, a province (রাজ্য অর্থাৎ), motherland native land (কাজিরের শেষ অর্থাৎ) native village (জেলোট সব শেষ থেকে ষেটা এটা), a region (রাজ্যে), a place (পৌরসংস্থা), a part or portion (শেষে), a direction or quarter (অংশে), a musical mode (প্রকল্প)—n a particular place and a point of time or their nature or condition, a particular circumstance (প্রকল্প)—a conversant with the nature of a particular place and time or with that of different places and points of time (প্রকল্প) a particular place and a point of time and a person or their nature or condition. (প্রকল্প)}}

বেশি—n a country a land a state, a province (রাজ্য অর্থাৎ), motherland native land (কাজিরের শেষ অর্থাৎ) native village (জেলোট সব শেষ থেকে ষেটা এটা), a region (রাজ্যে), a place (পৌরসংস্থা), a part or portion (শেষে), a direction or quarter (অংশে), a musical mode (প্রকল্প)—n a particular place and a point of time or their nature or condition, a particular circumstance (প্রকল্প)—a conversant with the nature of a particular place and time or with that of different places and points of time (প্রকল্প) a particular place and a point of time and a person or their nature or condition. (প্রকল্প)}}
—n act of leaving a country or one's own country (esp for good), emigration or migration from one's native land.

নেশান —v to leave a country or one's own country (esp for good), to emigrate or migrate.

নেশাপালক —a (also n) emigrant, migrant

নেশাপালক —n one's native land and other countries, countries far and near, different countries.

নেশাপালক —n treason or treachery against one's own country or state.

নেশাপালক —a committing treason or treachery against one's own country or state.

নেশাপালক —n customs and practices peculiar to a country.

নেশাপালক —same as নেশাপালক.

নেশাপালক —a renowned throughout the country.

নেশাপালক —a beloved of one's countrymen.

নেশাপালক —n attachment to or love for one's motherland.

নেশাপালক —n a lover of one's motherland, a patriot.

নেশাপালক —n the friend of one's own country.

নেশাপালক —same as নেশাপালক.

নেশাপালক —n one's native land and foreign countries, home and abroad.

নেশাপালক —adv at home and abroad, all over the world.

নেশাপালক —n customs and conventions peculiar to a country.

নেশাপালক —n the partition of a country.

নেশাপালক —adv according to the change of countries, in different lands.

নেশাপালক —n travel in different lands, journeying from country to country, travel in different parts of a country.

নেশাপালক —v to travel in different countries or in different parts of a country.

নেশাপালক —n a country-wide.

নেশাপালক —adv all over the country.

নেশাপালক —n a country conceived or personified as the mother of its inhabitants, motherland.

নেশাপালক —n the leader of a country.

নেশাপালক —n the defence of a country.

নেশাপালক —n the ministry of defence.

নেশাপালক —n a servant of one's own motherland.

নেশাপালক —n service to one's motherland.

নেশাপালক —a situated or living in a country, (loos) of or concerning a country, internal, (loos) indigenous.

নেশাপালক —n welfare of a country.

নেশাপালক —a beneficial to a country, conducive to a country's welfare.

নেশাপালক —(1) n. avowed determination to do good to one's country. (2) a same as নেশাপালক.

নেশাপালক —a devoted to the welfare of one's country.

নেশাপালক —n desire of doing good to one's own country.

নেশাপালক —a desirous of doing good to one's own country.

নেশাপালক —coll corrupt of নিয়ন্ত্রিত.

নেশাপালক —n customs and practices peculiar to a country.

নেশাপালক —n act of identifying oneself with one's country.

নেশাপালক —n the ruler of a country or king.

নেশাপালক —n another country, a different country.

নেশাপালক —a distant land, (geog.) a longitude.

নেশাপালক —a gone to another country.

নেশাপালক —a gone to another country or a different country.

নেশাপালক —a gone from one's country, living and settled in a foreign country.

নেশাপালক —a (rare) gone to a foreign country, emigrant.

নেশাপালক —living or settled in a foreign country.

নেশাপালক —(1) a indigenous.

নেশাপালক —(2) n a musical mode.

নেশাপালক —an excellent variety of superfine linen cloth produced by the weavers of Bengal on handlooms.

নেশাপালক —manufactured in India (as opp to মিলান).

নেশাপালক —see মিলান.

নেশাপালক —a home product.

নেশাপালক —n a traveller, one who guides along the right path or shows the way to salvation.

নেশাপালক —a preceptor.

নেশাপালক —a concerning a particular country or home affairs.

নেশাপালক —n naturalization.

নেশাপালক —n an internal strife.

নেশাপালক —n trade.

নেশাপালক —n home affairs.

নেশাপালক —a civil war.

নেশাপালক —n a rustic, a co-villager, an upcountryman.

নেশাপালক —n a co-villager.

নেশাপালক —n a country cousin.

নেশাপালক —same as নেশাপালক.

নেশাপালক —n the body, physique, a corpse.

নেশাপালক —v (hg) to ruin one's health.

নেশাপালক —n the skin, (loos) a blood-cell.

নেশাপালক —n waste or decay.

নেশাপালক —n deterioration or break-down.

নেশাপালক —n care of the body or physique.

নেশাপালক —n physical exercise.

নেশাপালক —n a physical director.

নেশাপালক —n a physical director.

For words in নেশাপালক, not given separately, see নেশাপালক.
directress দেহলা, দেহলাই—(1) a born or produced out of a body, bodily (দেহলা)
(2) n a son n fem দেহলা—a daughter দেহলাই—n physiology anatomy the doctrine that the body is the seat of all truths 
দেহক্ষয়—a versed in physiology or anatomy or in the aforesaid doctrine 
দেহক্ষয়—n death act of giving up the ghost দেহক্ষয়কারী—v to die to give up the ghost 
দেহক্ষয়—n act of assuming a body, act of taking one's birth, incarnation, subsistence (আহারাদির বা) দেহক্ষয়কারী—v to assume a body to take one's birth to assume an incarnate body or to take one's birth as an incarnation, to subsist upon দেহক্ষয়কারী—a corporeal bodied incarnate দেহক্ষয়কারী—same as দেহক্ষয়কারী—v same as দেহক্ষয়কারী 
দেহক্ষয়কারী—n the body conceived as a cage for the spirit দেহক্ষয়কারী—n nourishment of the body দেহক্ষয়কারী—n an embodied living being, a creature দেহক্ষয়কারী—n the body conceived as an upright stick the body the frame of the body, the support and 
দেহক্ষয়কারী—n subsistence দেহক্ষয়কারী—n death দেহক্ষয়কারী—n to die to give up the ghost 
দেহক্ষয়কারী—n a bodyguard দেহক্ষয়কারী—n marrow 
দেহলা, দেহলা ন a terrace a gallery a veranda a door-sill a door-frame 
দেহলা—n (poet & obs) the body or life 
দেহলা—n a village countryside 
দেহলা—a rural, rustic 
দেহলা—a beyond the reach of the body, transcending the body transcendental not incorporeal, incorporeal 
দেহক্ষয়কারী—n the belief in the identity of the body and the soul, the belief that the body is the soul materialistic belief 
দেহক্ষয়কারী—n the doctrine of the identity of the body and the soul (that is body is the soul) materialism দেহক্ষয়কারী—(1) n identifying the body and the soul, materialistic (2) n a believer in the identity of the body and the soul a materialist 
দেহলা—n death দেহলা—n হওয়া—v to meet one's death to die 
দেহলা—n another body, rebirth, loos death দেহলা—(1) n the transmigration of soul metempsychosis, rebirth 
দেহলা—v to migrate into another body, to be born again (loos but pop) to die 
দেহক্ষয়কারী—n death দেহক্ষয়কারী—n death to meet one's death to die 
দেহলা—n obs var of দেহলা 
দেহলা—s imperfect give 
দেহলা—a corporeal bodied, material 
দেহলা—alt spell of দেহলা 
দেহলা—n a mythological demon hostile to gods a giant a monster, an ogre, a 
gigantic man দেহক্ষয়কারী—n the race of demons দেহক্ষয়কারী—(1) n (vitr) Shukracharya 
দেহক্ষয়কারী—n the guru or preceptor of demons দেহক্ষয়কারী—n a slayer of demons 
দেহক্ষয়কারী—n a king of demons 
দেহক্ষয়কারী—n (vitr) Diti দিতি (ভিতি) the first mother of demons দেহক্ষয়কারী—n an enemity of demons, a god an 
appellation of Vishnu দিতি (বিশ্ব) Shiva শিব, Indra ইন্দ্র or Krishna কৃষ্ণ 
দেহক্ষয়কারী—n a daily diurnal (1g) routine 
দেহক্ষয়কারী—(1) n a daily diurnal (2) n a daily newspaper, a daily দেহক্ষয়কারী—n 
daily allowance 
দেহক্ষয়কারী—n utter poverty or need indigence affliction distress, humbleness, wretchedness misery penury দেহক্ষয়কারী—n 
utter poverty indigent condition, afflicted or distressed or humble or wretched or miserable state 
দেহক্ষয়কারী—n a poverty-stricken indigent afflicted distressed wretched miserable penurious 
দেহক্ষয়কারী—n providence destiny luck fate a chance occurrence (2) n pertaining to or caused by gods divine, heavenly 
providential accidental miraculous 
দেহক্ষয়কারী—n rites performed to propitiate gods or deities a religious rite 
দেহক্ষয়কারী—n a providential incident, a chance occurrence a miraculous incident, an accident 
দেহক্ষয়কারী—(1) n prescient (2) n a diviner a prognosticator a soothsayer, a fortune teller an astrologer দেহক্ষয়কারী—n a mishap an accident 
দেহক্ষয়কারী—n a misfortune, an unforeseen calamity or adversity 
দেহক্ষয়কারী—n misfortune, ill fate, ill luck 
দেহক্ষয়কারী—adv through ill luck
heaven-sent treasure, a treasure found by chance a windfall, (loos) a hidden treasure श्रवणिक- a ordained by God, predestined, foreordained श्रवणिक- same as श्रवणिक, श्रवणिक- same as श्रवणिक, श्रवणिक- an oracle, a voice from heaven (conveying a divine message), the word of God a revelation, a prophecy श्रवणिक- iron of fate, antipathy of fortune, misfortune श्रवणिक- same as श्रवणिक, श्रवणिक- a obtained by chance, god-gifted श्रवणिक- divine power, god-gifted power श्रवणिक- a endowed with god-gifted power श्रवणिक- adv by chance, accidentally, suddenly, peradventure श्रवणिक- a divine command, a commandment a divine inspiration (loos) an oracle श्रवणिक- dependent on fate controlled by destiny, tatpurusha श्रवणिक- a received in the grace of God favoured by a god or gods श्रवणिक- grace of God, divine favour श्रवणिक- adv through the grace of God श्रवणिक- same as श्रवणिक श्रवणिक- a fem of श्रवणि श्रवणि- n length श्रवणि-श्रवणि- n linear expansion श्रवणि- a concerning a country or a province or a region or a locality, native, provincial, regional local concerning a part partial श्रवणिक- a corporeal (श्रवणिक अवस्था) bodily physical, corporal (श्रवणिक अवस्था) श्रवणि- a (chiefly used as प्रजा) two two fold, twice दोन्नत्र- a two-anna piece दोन्नत्र- a tongue of land between two rivers, a doab, (ori) a confluen of two rivers दोन्नत्र- a loamy दोन्नत्र अवस्था- logmy soil loam दोन्नत्र, (rej) दोन्नत्र- (1) a hybrid crossbred mongrel loamy (2) a, a hybrid a crossbreed, a mongrel दोन्नत्र- (1) a two times of double (2) adv twice, two times doubly दोन्नत्र, दोन्नत्र- a & adv only two together, in pair, having a companion or second दोन्नत्र- two sticks, two sticks striking against each other दोन्नत्र- same as दोन्नत्र (see ह) दोन्नत्र- u double-barrelled दोन्नत्र, दोन्नत्र- n a piece of large scarf worn loosely on the upper part of the body लोन्नत्र- same as दोन्नत्र (see ह) लोन्नत्र- same as दोन्नत्र (see ह) लोन्नत्र- same as दोन्नत्र (see ह) लोन्नत्र- same as दोन्नत्र (see ह) लोन्नत्र- same as दोन्नत्र (see ह) लोन्नत्र- same as दोन्नत्र (see ह) लोन्नत्र- a arranged into two folds, folded in two parts, double-folded, joined together lengthwise (गोलाका चायर) लोन्नत्र- नोडियाँ, लोन्नत्र- a highly seasoned dish of meat or fish prepared with too many onions doubly fried लोन्नत्र- same as दोन्नत्र (see ह) दोन्नत्र- same as दोन्नत्र (see ह) दोन्नत्र- same as दोन्नत्र (see ह) दोन्नत्र- (1) a doubly refined and granular (लोन्नत्र फिनि) (2) adv twice over (लोन्नत्र बाहर) लोन्नत्र- a doubly folded, folded in two plaited doubled लोन्नत्र- same as दोन्नत्र (see ह) दोन्नत्र- same as दोन्नत्र (see ह) दोन्नत्र- same as दोन्नत्र (see ह) दोन्नत्र- same as दोन्नत्र (see ह) दोन्नत्र- pop spell of दोन्नत्र दोन्नत्र- pop spell of लोन्नत्र दोन्नत्र- a bi-coloured दोन्नत्र दोन्नत्र, दोन्नत्र- शृङ्खला, दोन्नत्र- embroidered on both sides दोन्नत्र- a (of fish etc) partly decomposed or rotten, half-decomposed or half-rottten, (of soil) loamy दोन्नत्र- a a shawl woven in double plait, a double plaited shawl, any one of a pair of costly shawls दोन्नत्र, (rej) दोन्नत्र- same as दोन्नत्र (see ह) दोन्नत्र, दोन्नत्र, दोन्नत्र- same as दोन्नत्र (see ह) दोन्नत्र, दोन्नत्र, दोन्नत्र- n a kind of Hindi couplet current in the muharram age दोन्नत्र, दोन्नत्र- pro (poet) two or both दोन्नत्र, दोन्नत्र- possess pro of two or both दोन्नत्र- n a shop, goods for sale, merchandise (दोन्नत्र दोन्नत्र समान) दोन्नत्र कर- v to visit shops for the purpose of buying, to shop to set up a shop to start or open a shop to keep or run a shop, to open a shop for the day's work दोन्नत्र दोन्नत्र- v to set up a shop to start or open a shop, to open a shop for the day's work दोन्नत्र दोन्नत्र- v to close a shop for the day, to close down or wind up a shop, to shut up shop दोन्नत्र दोन्नत्र- v to set up or open a shop, to arrange goods for sale (as in a fair) दोन्नत्र वक्ता कर- same as दोन्नत्र
bly powerful or mighty (2) n the might of the hand, terrible might

वोर्मि—alt spell of वोर्मा

वोर्स—n a swing a dangling movement, oscillation, the Hindu feast of Krishna's (कृष्ण) swinging in a rocking cradle, when red powder is sprinkled at one another the holi (होली) festival वोर्स खाओ—v to swing to dangle, to oscillate वोर्स खाओ, वोर्स खेलो—v to give a push so as to cause to swing to cause to swing, to dangle, to oscillate वोर्स-खेलो-खाओ—n the principal feasts of Hindus such as the swinging feast of Krishna (कृष्ण) and the worship of Durga (दुर्गा) वोर्स—n act of swinging or dangling oscillation, a swing वोर्स-काल—n the period of oscillation वोर्स-स्मृति—n the plane of oscillation वोर्स—n a rocking cradle, a swing वोर्स-शक्ति—n the alter on which the rocking cradle of Krishna (कृष्ण) and his lady-love Radha (राधा) is set up वोर्स खाओ—n the feast of Krishna's (कृष्ण) swing when red powder is sprinkled at one another वोर्स—n a pendulum (as of a clock)

वोल्स—n a kind of food prepared by stuffing a पतली (a kitchen vegetable) with minced fish or mutton etc वोल्स—pop var of बुडल वोल्स—n a litter (esp a ceremonial one), an improvised cot to carry a corpse to the crematorium, a rocking cradle वोल्स-ई—n a kind of wrapper made of plaited cotton cloth वोल्स—pop var of बुडल वोल्स-माइन—a swinging dangling oscillating, vacillating, wavering, hesitating, wavering with suspicion वोल्स-हित्ती—a caused to swing or dangle or oscillate, hung, caused to vacillate or waver or hesitate वोल्स-हित्ती (1) a having a mind wavering with indecision (2) n a vacillating mind वोस—n a sin, a vice, a guilt, a crime, an offence, a bad practice or tendency (१ भाषण वर्ग) a weak point (esp. in one's character), a defect a demerit, morbid or derangement or weakness (चोटेदेर देश, मध्यपार देश रुकवो देश) a blemish, a flaw, a fault, a lapse (देश पापशाय) blame, calumny (देश गूढ़) sinister influence (देश गूढ़), inauspiciousness (वातावरण शैषा वृद्ध देश)

For words in बेल, not given separately, see देश
companion or attendant or associate or 
accomplice , seconding, accompanying, 
attending, associating

(1) a second ; another (of the 
days of a month) second (2) n 
( of a month) the second day

n a friend , (loos) a comrade

friendship

same as লেফাহ; লেফাহ-বর্ষাকালীন—n 
dairy development officer

one who or that which milks , 
(fig) one who exacts or extorts

n the peculiar longing of a preg-
nant woman an earnest desire or lon-
ging pregnancy লেফাহী—n a ceremony 
of giving an expectant mother delicacies or 
highly palatable food she longs to eat 

n a pregnant woman longing to 
have particular delicacies of food 

—n signs or symptoms of pregnancy

—n act of milking (fig) extortion, 
extortion exploitation লেফাহী—n a milk-
pail, a milk-can, a milk-trough লেফাহী—
a fit to be milked

—n a dairy farm, a dairy

—pop var of লেফাহ

—(1) mt meaning in the name of 
by upon (শিকারে লেফাহ—by God's 
Upon my honour), please 
(শিকারে লেফাহ—please Your Majesty) 
(2) n an appeal for justice or support 
(মাঝার লেফাহ) an oath (লেফাহী পাড়ি ভাল না) , a 
pretense or plea or excuse (লেফাহী লেফাহী—) 
a cause (গৃহী লেফাহী) swearing by a precedent 
(অনুমোদন লেফাহী) লেফাহী লেফাহী, লেফাহী পাড়ি 
—v to appeal to (for justice or support) , 
to put forward as a pretext , to swear , to 
swear by a precedent

—n any one of the members of a 
chorus song or choir, who repeats the 
burden or every line after the leader of the 
party (cp) a chorist , (sarcas) a second or 
a yes-man লেফাহী—n act of singing 
the burden of a chorus song after the leader . 
(sarcas) act of seconding or yes-manship

—a double, twice, woven in 
double threads or in plaited, doubly woven 
(লেফাহী সাগর), doubled (লেফাহী হাত), middle-
sized, of medium build, neither too thin 
or too fat, well-proportioned (লেফাহী 
লেফাহী)

—(1) a yielding milk, milk, one 
who milks (2) n a milker, a milkman

—same as লেফাহী
act of running a run, a spurt, a race, act of fleeing, flight (অন্তঃপুক্ত মানুষ) (sarcas) extent, limit (বিসর্গ লেখ), (sarcas) ability or strength (ও লোক কথা), এক চোখে—at a hasty run  চোখ করা—v to cause to run or race to run, to race to rush to harass by causing to move about repeatedly or constantly  চোখ ও চোখ, চোখ খান—v to start running, bolt, to spurt, to run off to take to one's heels, চোখ ও, চোখ খান—n act of romping a romp, boisterous and hard effort attended with repeated or constant hurried movements,  চোখের—n a runner, a racer who is proficient in running (esp. races)

act of running about act of romping or gadding boisterously and hard effort attended with repeated or constant hurried movements  চোখের লোকসচর করা—v to run about, to romp, to gad about to be engaged in a boisterous and hard effort attended with repeated or constant hurried movements

—v to run to cause to run, to run (কোডে চোখ)

চোখ—n office of a messenger or courier or envoy or ambassador or emissary for running office of a go-between, bawdry, pandernism

চোখার্ক—n a gateman, a doorkeeper, a janitor (fem a janitress) a porter (fem a porters or portress) a porter

oppression cruel treatment, tyranny, naughtiness, boisterous mischievousness  চোখার্ক করা—v to oppress, to treat cruelly to tyrannize to be naughty, to be boisterously mischievous

—n weakness, debility a weak point

চোখারাক—n worry, anxiety, concern, grief, dejection, depression, melancholia

চোখার্ক—n riches, wealth, treasure fortune (কলের), aid help favour, grace (শ্রেষ্ঠ চোখার্ক)  চোখার্ক—n a palatial residence full of riches  চোখা—n a rich, wealthy, affluent  চোখার্কার—n wealthiness, affluence, enjoyment of cakes and ale

—n a daughter's son, a grandson  চোখার্কী—n a daughter's daughter, a grand-daughter

—n a quarrel, a dispute, a conflict, a strife, a fight, a duel, a competition, rivalry a pair a couple, a pair of two opposite things (যুক্ত কার্যমার্গ), (gr) a copulative compound joining together two or more words of equal grammatical status (চাচ্যায়, পৃথ-মাতার) ব্যবহার করা—v to quarrel (with), to fight (with), to compete or rival or vie (with)  চাচ্যায়—a quarrelsome fond of fighting duels pugnacious  চাচ্যায়—n quarrelsomeness, pugnacity  চাচ্যায়—n a single combat, a duel চাচ্যায়—n a duellist চাচ্যায়—n (phil) transcending all feelings of conflict or opposition beyond controversy  চাচ্যায়—a quarrelling conflicting, fighting (with or against) duelling, competing, vying, rivaling

—n pro two, both two or both of a pair or couple

চাচ্যায়—n a forty-two চাচ্যায়—n a forty-two  চাচ্যায়—n a forty-second  চাচ্যায়—n a thirty-two  চাচ্যায়—n a thirty-second  চাচ্যায়—n a duodecennial

—n the third age of the world according to Hindu scriptures, the brazen age

চাচ্যায়—n a twenty-two  চাচ্যায়—n a twenty-two  চাচ্যায়—n a twenty-second  চাচ্যায়—n a dooryard, a gateway, a portico  চাচ্যায়—n the proximity of a gate or door doorway, doorstep, gateway, portal, entrance  চাচ্যায়—a door or gate or portal  চাচ্যায়—adv as the door or gate or portal  চাচ্যায়—n a doorkeeper, a gateman a janitor (fem a janitress) a porter (fem a porters or portress)  চাচ্যায়—a standing or lying or situated at the gate, (humbly) waiting or begging at another's gate, to supplicate, seeking help or alms from another (যুক্ত কার্যমার্গ)  চাচ্যায়—from door to door

For words in বাংলা, not given separately, see বাংলা
dihedral angle

- n. doubleness, doubling, reduplication, repetition

- (1) a bi-petalous

- (2) n. pigeon pea, dal

- a binocular

- a bimetallic

- n. 60 ninety-twofifty-second

- n. 60 ninety-second

- n. two-eyed, binocular

- n. 50 fifty-twoninety-second

- n. 50 fifty-second

- n. a biped

- n. two-footed, two-legged

- n. (alg.) binomial

- (a) binomial expression

- (2) n. a biped

- n. 50 fifty-second

- n. a biped

- n. 50 fifty-second

- n. a biped

- n. 50 fifty-second
hundred — a two-headed, bicephalous — a sixty-second — a seventy-two — a sixty-second fem — a seventy-two — a seventy-second fem — a isosceles triangle — a (bot.) bifilar

- n (gr.) a system of forming numerical compounds

(1) a twice-born having two births (once from mother's womb and then again through religious sacraments or from eggs etc.) regenerated (2) n (pop.) a brahmin, any oviparous creature such as a bird, an ant, a fish etc.

- f. fem — a second, another — (1) a fem — another, (of the days of a lunar fortnight) second (2) n a second day of a lunar fortnight — adv secondly in the second place

- adv. brahmin — the domestic or married life which is the second of the four stages of human life according to Hindu scriptures.

- adv. in two ways or directions etc. (2) n divided into two, partitioned (3) n hesitation wavering in the mind caused by indecision suspicion or doubt

- n to hesitate, to waver in the mind (rare) to divide into two (rare) to partition — act of dividing into two — act of partitioning (rare) hesitation — a divided into two partitioned

- n the elephant — a divided or split into two

- n the ceremony of a newly-wed bride's coming for the second time to her husband's house from her paternal abode

- a uttered or mentioned twice reduplicated repeated, (loos.) tautologic — act of uttering or mentioning twice, reduplication, repetition, (loos.) tautology, a word or saying repeated (loos.) objection (fem. [feminised Aryan]

- n a malicious person; an antagonist, an enemy

- a envied, maligned

- n an island; an isle

-islet — n a group of islands, an archipelago

- n the British Isles

- (1) n an islander, an isleman (rare) an isleman (2) a living in an island

- n another island, a different island, banishment of offenders beyond the seas, deportation, transportation, exile, an islander — v. to deport or transported or exiled

- a deported, transported

- n the tiger, the leopard, the cheetah

- n envy, malice; hatred, grudge

- n enmity, aversion; antipathy, dislike, hatred — v to envy, to malice, to grudge to be immical towards to be averse or antipathetic to to dislike — n act of envying or hating or grudging, act of being immical to, antagonism of being antipathetic to aversion

- a envying malicious, spiteful, grudging, immical, averse, antipathetic fem. f. dreaded

- a fit to be hated

- n duality, twoness

- a dyad (phys.) dualism (phys.) — (1) a (phil.) dualistic (2) n a dualist

- n dual government, duarchy

- n a duet (song), antiphony

- n (phil.) simultaneous diversity and unity of God and the Soul

- same as duality

- n duality, twoness, disagreement, difference, hesitation a suspicion or doubt

- n hesitation, vacillation, double-dealing, duplicity

- a relating to or living in an island

- an island insular relating to the tiger or cheetah, tigrine

- n one who is born in an island an appellation of Vyasa (f.) the author of the Mahabharata

- a relating to an island, insular

- a biennial

- n twofoldness, duality

- a (bot.) bifurcate

- n (of countries or lands) irrigated both by river-water and rain-water (and consequently abounding in crops)

For words in श्व- not given separately, see श्व
ব্র্যাচিওম——fem of ব্র্যাচিওম
ব্র্যাচিওম——a harder, stiffer, tougher, more firm, steadier
ব্র্যাচন——(1) a liquid fluid, liquefied, melted. (2) n (chem) a liquid solution, a solution গাঁলস্বতা——concentrated solution.
ব্র্যাচন করা——ν to liquefy, to melt, to dissolve, or solve ব্র্যাচন করা——ν to be liquefied or melted to liquefy or melt, to be dissolved, or solved ব্র্যাচন——n liquefaction, melting, (chem) dissolution or solution
ব্র্যাচনস্বতা——a disposed to be liquefied or melted, or dissolved liquefiable, (chem) soluble ব্র্যাচনস্বতা——n melting-point, ব্র্যাচনস্বতা——a liquefiable (chem) soluble ব্র্যাচনস্বতা——n solubility ব্র্যাচনস্বতা——same as ব্র্যাচন
ব্র্যাচিকৃত——a liquefied, melted, (chem) dissolved, or solved ব্র্যাচনস্বতা——n act of melting, act of being liquefied or dissolved, or solved ব্র্যাচিকৃত——a liquefied, melted, (chem) dissolved, or solved
ব্র্যাচন——n a thing a substance an article (phil & phys) matter ব্র্যাচনস্বতা——n property present in a thing or substance medicinal property of a thing or plant ব্র্যাচনস্বতা——(1) a produced of a material thing (2) n a collection of things ব্র্যাচনস্বতা——a product ব্র্যাচনস্বতা——a (gr) material ব্র্যাচনস্বতা——n pl things collectively
ব্র্যাচন——(1) a worth seeing or visiting (বিখ্যাত স্থান), worthy of reference (সহ প্রতিষ্ঠান স্থান), worthy of note, warranting attention remarkable, warranting consideration (2) int (erron) vide, see
ব্র্যাচন——(1) a one who sees or observes or witnesses or judges (2) n a seer, an observer an onlooker a witness, a judge a philosopher a seer of things to come
ব্র্যাচনচুত্তা——n grape ব্র্যাচনচুত্তা——a vineyard ব্র্যাচনচুত্তা——n grape ব্র্যাচনচুত্তা——a vineyard ব্র্যাচনচুত্তা——n grape-juice ব্র্যাচনচুত্তা——n a kind of medicinal liquor prepared from grape juice, vinum rubrum, (cp) wine ব্র্যাচনচুত্তা——n the vine ব্র্যাচনচুত্তারক্ষর——n grape sugar
ব্র্যাচনস্বতার্ক্ষর——n (geog) a longitude ব্র্যাচনস্বতার্ক্ষর——n longitudinal distance, distance east or west from the prime meridian
ব্র্যাচনচুত্তা——longest, extremest long
ব্র্যাচাল্মস——fem of ব্র্যাচাল্মস
ব্র্যাচাল্মস——a longer
ব্র্যাচন——n act of melting, liquefaction, dissolution or solution ব্র্যাচন——(1) a solvent, corrosive (2) n a solvent, an acid
of King Droopada (রুপাদ), রাজ্যে (রুপাদ) — a female cook of incomparable efficiency
যোধপুর—n five sons of Draupadi (রুপাদী) by five pandavas (they were প্রত্য-মাতৃবিশেষ, অতিকাম, অতিকামী, তাতিকাম and অতিকাসেন)

ধ—n the nineteenth letter of the Bengali alphabet
ধ্র—n stress, strain, impact, pressure of work, hard labour strain (রোগী সংস্কার এক ধ্র সহ্য না) manhandling or wear and tear (ঝরি ঝরি ধ্রল সহ্যের) disturbing or troublesome charge (যোজিনীকরণের ধ্রস্ব)
ধক্ষ—int expressing sudden blaze or glow (as of fire), sudden throbbing or jerk (হেঁথে ধক্ষ করে উল্টো) ধক্ষক্ষ—int expressing state of blazing or glowing by flashes or repeatedly, throbbing or palpitation ধক্ষনা—n to glow or blaze by flashes or repeatedly, to dazzle (হেঁশে ধক্ষনা করে হাতছে প্লপাতার না) to palpitate or throb greatly ধয়ন্তারি—n loud and great throbbing or palpitation
ধল্লন—dual corrup of ধল্লন
dল—n loin-cloth, a piece of scanty loin-cloth (as worn by an ascetic or a wrestler), a piece of old or worn-out cloth rag
ধর—n the body apart from the head and legs or limbs the trunk, the torso, a truncated body (হেঁশে এর অংশ ফিক) to recover or regain mental composure (as after a deadly or severe shock)
ধয়না—alt spell of ধয়ন
ধয়না—alt spell of ধয়ন
ধর—n loin-cloth ধর্মন্ত্র—n loin-cloth and head-dress (esp as worn by Krishna), (sarcas or hum) official dress (esp one in European or English style)
ধমম—int expressing a heavy thudding noise as of a fall, thud, a loud banging noise as of opening or closing a door violently, bang, a sudden impetuous throb (হেঁথে ধমমা করে উল্টো) ধমম—ধমম—int expressing repeated thuds or bangs or impetuous throb ধমম—ধমমনা—n to make thudding or banging noise repeatedly, to throb or palpitate impetuously
ধর্ষাবশ, (rej) ধর্ষাবশ—a guileful, deceitful, tricky, cunning, full of ruses
ধর্ষাবশ, (rej) ধর্ষাবশ—n guilefulness, deceitfulness. trickiness, cunning, guile, deceit trick, cunning ধর্ষনাভ—n a
trickster: a cunning or deceitful or wily fellow

বন্ধন করা—int expressing restlessness or palpitation বন্ধন করা—v to be restlessness or nervous, to palpitate বন্ধন করনির্মাণী—n restlessness, trepidation, palpitation

বন্ধন করা—int expressing sudden bustle or flutter or hurry

বাণি—n money (বয়বিকাল), riches wealth (বর্তন), treasure (সুদীর্ণ), a highly valued thing (বাণী), a dearly loved person or thing, a darling (আরাম), (math) the plus sign বাণীকরণ—n a man as wealthy as the god of wealth an extremely or fabulously rich man a millionaire, a billionaire বাণীকরণ—n loss or waste of money, impoverishment বাণীকরণ—n insolvency from wealth বাণীকরণে—a insolvent from wealth, arrogant through wealth, purse-proud বাণীকরণ—n eagerness or anxiety about how to acquire wealth concern for acquisition of wealth or property mammonism বাণীকরণে—n (math) a plus sign বাণীকরণ—n wealth and one's own people men and money বাণীকরণ—n capitalism বাণীকরণে—n a capitalistic capitalist (2) n a capitalist বাণীকরণ—n thirst or great desire for wealth avarice, cupidity বাণীকরণ—n one who or that which gives wealth, money-giving বাণীকরণ—n an appellation of Kuvera (কুবের) the god of wealth বাণীকরণ—(1) a fem of বাণী (2) n an appellation of Lakshmi (লক্ষ্মী) the presiding goddess of wealth বাণীকরণ—n one who gives money or wealth fem বাণীকরণী—n act of giving money or wealth (esp in charity) বাণীকরণ—n one who is ready to undergo all sorts of humiliation and privation for the sake of money-making, a hateful servant of Mammon an extremely avaricious man, an "averted miser বাণীকরণ—n the god of wealth, Kuvera (কুবের), (cp) Plutus, Mammon বাণীকরণ সমান—n wealth and crops, abundance of wealth or affluence বাণীকরণূপ—n full of wealth and food, full of milk and honey, affluent বাণীকরণ—n (phys) a positive pole (of electricity) বাণীকরণূপ—n same as বাণীকরণূপ—n the god of wealth, Kuvera (কুবের) (cp) Plutus, Mammon, an extremely rich man

বাণীকরণূপ—n same as বাণীকরণূপ—n one who is ready to do any heinous act for the sake of money, a sordid miser বাণীকরণূপ—n a replete with wealth বাণীকরণূপ—n distribution or apportionment of wealth বাণীকরণূপ—n fem of বাণীকরণূপ—n opulence বাণীকরণূপ—n opulent, wealthy, rich বাণীকরণূপ—n political economy, economics বাণীকরণূপ—n money bill বাণীকরণূপ—n investment of money বাণীকরণূপ—n to invest money বাণীকরণূপ—n division of money or wealth distribution or apportionment of property বাণীকরণূপ—n multiplication or increase or growth of wealth বাণীকরণূপ—n (chiefly astro) luck for earning money বাণীকরণূপ—n a treasury a (public) fund বাণীকরণূপ—n same as বাণীকরণূপ—n same as বাণীকরণূপ—n wealth and honour or dignity বাণীকরণূপ—n save-keeping or preservation of wealth বাণীকরণূপ—n (math) a positive quantity বাণীকরণূপ—n the goddess of wealth বাণীকরণূপ—n অলোপিকা, বাণীকরণূপ—n greed for wealth avarice cupidity বাণীকরণূপ—n, বাণীকরণূপ—n greed of wealth, avaricious বাণীকরণূপ—n a wealthy rich, moneyed affluent opulent বাণীকরণূপ—n wealthlessness affluence বাণীকরণূপ—n an Indian musical mode বাণীকরণূপ—n accumulation or saving of money or wealth বাণীকরণূপ—n wealth and property riches and wealth বাণীকরণূপ—n a poor indigent fem বাণীকরণূপ—n

বাণীকরণ—n income earning, acquisition or acquisition of wealth বাণীকরণ—n earnest desire for earning money, thirst for money or gold বাণীকরণ—n a treasury, a (public) fund বাণীকরণ—n same as বাণীকরণূপ—n wealth বাণীকরণ—n act of stealing money, misappropriation of money, defalcation, embezzlement act of depriving one of one's money বাণীকরণ—n
rob money, to misappropriate money, to defalcate, to embezzle, to deprive one of one's money বর্ণাখারী—a one who robs or steals or misappropriates money

ধারণ—n earning of money, acquisition of wealth

ধারণার—a desirous of obtaining or earning money, seeking money

ধারণা—n desire for wealth, longing or craving for wealth

ধরিত—int (in addressing a woman esp a young woman) O thou blessed one

ধরিত—(1) n (poet & obs) a beautiful young woman or damsel (2) a (poet & obs) beautiful and young

ধরিত—(1) a moneyed, wealthy rich affluent, opulent capitalist capitalist (2) n one who invests money in a business

an investor a capitalist, a rich merchant, a merchant prince, a money-lender, a rich man দারিতা—a rich man's wife, a young and beautiful woman বিবাহিতা, ধারিতানা, ধারিতাসাহা—n the moneied class, the capitalist group, the capitalist world ধারিতাজন—n capitalistic or capitalist government, capitalism

ধরিত—n a jute-like fibrous plant

ধরিতা—fem of ধরিত

ধরিতা—n coriander-seed coriander

ধরিত—n (astro) the twenty-third of the twenty-seven stars according to Hindu astronomy

ধরিতী—alt spell of ধরিত

ধরিতী—(1) a, rich, wealthy moneyed affluent opulent (2) n a rich man

ধরিতী, (pop) ধরিতী—n a bow a linear measure equivalent to four cubits, an arc or arch, anything arch-shaped (দ্যাকার), (astrol) the ninth sign of zodiac the Sagittarius ধরিতী—n bow a bow-like device for carding and cleaning cotton, (cp) a cottingon, a bow of a violin or any other musical instrument ধরিতীকার—n a bowman, an archer ধরিতীকৃতি —a bow-shaped arched arch ধরিতীপুঞ্জ—n a bowstring ধরিতী কৃপণ কলাম—to string a bow ধরিতী ঠাকরো ধরিতী—n state of having nothing to eat (this day), utter poverty ধরিতী—n an archer a bowman, (sarcas & hum) a very capable or efficient man (মানুষের ধরিতী ধরিতীরা—n an archer, a Bowman ধরিতীজ্ঞান—n (math print etc), braces the second bracket ধরিতী—n bow and arrow ধরিতীকর—n the art and science of archery, archery ধরিতীকর—n an ancient treatise on archery written by Viswamitra (বিশ্বমিত্র) the sage, any treatise on archery the art and science of archery ধরিতীকর—n act of splitting a bow into two ধরিতীকর—n (fig) an irrevocable or unalterable determination or resolve, a grim or inflexible resolution ধরিতীকর—n an end or tip of a bow, a Hindu holy place in South India ধরিতীকর—n the twang of a bow, (med) tetanus convulsion, spasm, lock-jaw

ধরন—coll corrupt of ধরনা

ধরন—(1) n the lord or god of wealth an appellation of Kuvera (কুর্বের), (cp) Plutus, Mammon a beautiful long-billed bird the hornbill (2) a very rich or wealthy affluent opulent

ধরনশালী—n same as ধারণার

ধরন, ধরনা, ধরন—n (now obs) confusion or dazzlement of eyesight, confusion, bewilderment suspicion

ধরন—coll corrupt of ধরনা

ধরন, ধরনা—n (chiefly used in comp) a bow (ধরন)

ধরন্তিরী—n (Hindu myth) the name of the physician of heaven, (fig) an excellent physician

ধরন্তি—a carrying a bow armed with a bow versed or efficient in archery

ধরন্তি—(1) a fortunate or gratified (ধরন্তি, ধরন্তি হওয়া), blessed (গোড়া গোড়া হওয়া), praise-worthy or admirable (ধরন্তি সাহস) virtuous or holy (2) n thanks or thanksgiving (ধরন্তি তাকানো) fem ধরন্তি—n thanksgiving, thanks ধরন্তি নেওয়া—v to thank to give thanks

ধরন্তীক, (rare) ধরন্তী—n coriander-seed, coriander

ধরন্তী—alt spell of ধরন্তি

ধরন্তি সাহস—same as ধরন্তি

ধরন্তিল, ধরন্তি—int expressing a succession of thudding or thumping noise as of heavy bodies falling one after another ধরন্তি—with thuds

ধরন্তি—int expressing a loud thud or thump as caused by the fall of a heavy body ধরন্তি—with a thud

ধরন্তি—int expressing brilliant whiteness or tidiness ধরন্তি, ধরন্তি—v to appear brilliantly white or tidy ধরন্তি—a brilliantly white (ধরন্তি কাপড়), luminous (ধরন্তি কোষাকৃত), immaculately tidy (ধরন্তি ভূমি), brilliant or dazzling (ধরন্তি নাযা)
বরবেহ—alt spell of বরবেব।
বরবে—(1) a white (বরবেলিন, বরবেন আকাশ),
grey (বরবে কেশ) (2) n the white colour
the grey colour leucoderma বরবেলিন—(1) a fem of বরবে (2) n a white cow, বরবেলুক
—n leucoderma, white leprosy বরবেলুক, বরবেলুকতি—a looking white white বরবেলুক
—a made or turned white, whitened,
turned grey (বরবেলিন কেশ) বরবেলুকতি—n whiteness, whitenessness বরবেলুকন—n a white cow
বরবেলুকতৃত্ব—a made white, whitened বরবেলুকতৃত্ব
—a turned white or grey
বরবেন—var of বরবেন।
বরবেন বরবেন—n a rebuff, a snub a
scolding, a reprimand, threat intimidation
বরবেন বরবেন, বরবেনন—n to rebuff, to
snub, to scold to reprimand to threaten
to intimidate বরবেনন—n mild reproof
expression of blame or disapproval
বরবেন, বরবেন—n an artery, a vein, the
pulsating vein palpable at the wrist
বরবেনন, বরবেনন—n pulse-beat pulse
arterial throbbing
বরবেনন—n (of a human being) a bun, (of
a bird etc) a hairy crest
বরবেন—n used as a sfx, bearing, carrying,
holding (বরবেন, বরবেন বহন)
বরবেড়—rej spell of বরবেন।
বরবেড়—n act of holding or bearing or
carrying or assuming.
বরবেন (rare) বরবেন—n the earth, the
world বরবেনবেন—n the surface of the
earth, বরবেনবেন—n the lord of the earth, a
king a mountain বরবেনবেন, বরবেনবেন—n
a king বরবেনবেন—same as বরবেনবেন
বরবেনবেন—n the terrestrial globe, the whole
earth
বরবেন (comm) an extra amount given
by the seller to the buyer to guard against
any possible shortage during weighing
a word or words sung by the leading singer
used as a cue for an associate singer or
singers of a chorus-song
বরবেন (comm) an extra amount given
by the seller to the buyer to guard against
any possible shortage during weighing
বরবেন—n manner, method (কাজের
ধরন), condition, state (ব্যবসায়ের ধরন), working,
behaviour (কাজের ধরন), appearance,
look, cut (ছানার ধরন), the style, fashion
(পোশাকের ধরন), bearing, deportment
(চোখের ধরন সজ্জনতা) বরবেন-বরবেন—n. pl
or collect. form of বরবেন
বরবেন—n. act of lying obstinately at one's
door or at the temple of a deity soliciting or
implouning something বরবেন বরবেন—n
to lie obstinately at one's door or at the
temple of a deity soliciting or implouning
something
বরবেন—n extensive or collective
arrests (as by the police), incessant solici-
tation (চালকর নিত্য ধরাপান্ন) বরবেন বরবেন—
—n to arrest extensively or collectively to
round up, to solicit incessantly
বরবেন—obs poet corrup of বরবেন।
বরবেন—poet corrup of বরবেন।
বরবেন—n the earth the world ধরাবেন
—n the surface or floor of the earth, the
ground (দুীত হইয়া ধরাবেন পতান) ধরাবেন—n
a mountain ধরাবেন—n earthly abode, the
earth as an abode the earth, the world.
ধরাবেন—n a king ধরাবেন—n same as বরবেন
ধরাবেন—n a mountain ধরাবেন, ধরাবেন
—n the ground or the floor of the earth
as bed the bed of the earth or ground
নরবেন—a lying prostrate on the ground,
floored knocked down
বরবেন—(1) v to hold with the hand
(বইযুক্ত হইল) to catch (বলাই বহন বিষ্ণু—বর),
to hold to seize to take (এই পতান পিলাম—
বর), to touch (চোখের বহন নিয়ম বর, রাখাটান
নেহি গণনা বহন না হবে), to reach (মাহা মিলে
টাইলা বর) to overtake (কতবই অজেতের বরে—
জোটাকে ধরবে), to arrest to apprehend, to
capture (চোখের বর), to entrap to catch
(যখন হাঁচি বর), to restrain, to check to hold
(পাকটাকের হাঁচি নাইলে পালিবে হাঁচি) to contain,
to hold to accommodate (অাইলে টাইলা বর, হাঁচি
লোক বর), to bear (বাড়ি জাল বর) to carry
to bear (বাড়ি হাঁচি), to cherish (আর্দ্র পৌষ্প
ধন) to wear, to put on (পৌষ্প ধন), to
assume (অাইলে ধন) to take to to resort to
(লাই ধন), to be obstinate about (পৌষ্প ধন),
to take up (অাইলে ধন), to follow (পৌষ্প ধন),
to give support to (কোন হাঁচি নাইলে গড়ে যায়) to
attack (চোখে বরেন বহন হাঁচি), to affect or
infect (চোখে চালে ধরন, বরবেন ধরন), to
ache (মাহা ধরন) to be dared (চোখে ধরন), to
be numbed (সেরাইলে নেহি পায় পা বর), to
infect or attack or damage or contact
(পাকলেন ধরন বহন হাঁচি), to accept to take
in (বহিত হীন ধরন), to act upon successfully,
to work (অাইলে ধরন), to start practising
(পৌষ্পচুরি ধরন), to be accustomed or
addicted to (পৌষ্প ধরন), to be under the
influence of (পাকলেন ধরন), to be stricken
or affected with (চোখে না আছে ধরন), to
catch or board or embark (তিনি পোকাই
ascertain or run hoarse or choke or ignite or be set or adopt or test or be pleasing or acceptable to or turn or be under to set to (রাখেন ধরা) ধরা—বিধান—a rigidly fixed, hard and fast, rigid, fixed
বরাদ্দ—n. (comm) discount
বর্ষ—n the earth the world
বর্ষণ—(I) prep during or covering or extending over (অনেক দিন পরাইয়া, সমগ্র পশ্চিম পরাইয়া) (2) a slowly and cautiously (হিংসা লেখা) (3) pr part of বর্ষণ বর্ষণ—slowly and cautiously
বর্ষণ—a লে (n used as a sfx) one who holds or catches or captures
বর্ধন—a worthy of being taken into consideration, countable
বর্ধন—n religion, faith creed, piety, virtue (আস্তান পরাইয়া), scriptural laws or directions (ধর্মবাদ), a form of worship (পার্থিক ধর্ম), theology (পন্থাবৃত্ত), natural quality or behaviour or disposition, property or function (চারবাহ, কারণ, আবাসন ধর্ম), virtuousness righteousness, morality (ধৃতি আচরণ) law (নিয়ম), justice (বুদ্ধিবিদ্যা), holiness sacredness (ধর্মের সারাত পাপ), Yama (ধর্ম) the god of piety and death, a popular god of Bengal (ভারতীয়) chastity (হিংসা) (ফোনিন), (astro) the ninth house from the house of birth in the zodiac প্রথম সংখ্যা—v (of a sin misdeed etc) to be tolerated by God or the Divine Judge প্রথম বল ভানো হয়, প্রথম বল অপনি বলে—(fig) truth cannot be kept concealed truth must come out the irrevocable rod of Nemesis is sure to strike in course of time প্রথম বাণি—(fig) a wildly wayward man allowed to move scot-free প্রথম সংখ্যা—a family practising virtue a pious family প্রথম-কর্ম-স্থায়—n the four principal aims of human life piety, wealth, love or fulfilment of desire and salvation of the soul প্রথমকন্যা—n fem one solemnly accepted as a daughter by a person other than one's parents, (loos) a god-daughter প্রথমকন্যা—n religious practices (esp as enjoined by scriptures) প্রথমকন্যা—a desirous of attaining virtue through religious practices প্রথমকন্যা, প্রথমকন্যা—same as প্রথমকন্যা—n a holy or consecrated place, a place of pilgrimage প্রথমকন্যা—a pious, virtuous, concerning or pertaining to religion, religious প্রথমকন্যা—a having one's life devoted to
religion or piety, very religious-minded, profoundly or deeply pious धर्मम्—n a holy book or text, a scripture, a religious book, a theological treatise धर्महर्षिन्—n (or) a religious practice consisting in giving away alms given filled with holy water, (pol & pop) cessation of work as a means of putting pressure on employers, a strike. धर्मसंचालन भाषा—strike-pay धर्मश्री—n (pol) a striker धर्मकान—n the four laws or directives of Buddha conducive to attaining final salvation धर्मकान—n religious discussion or practice धर्मकान—n observance of religious rules and rites religious practice, practice of virtue धर्मकान—n observant of religious rules and rites, devoted to religious practices virtuous, pious धर्मसर्वत्र—n religious meditation, spiritual meditation, theological meditation, spirituality धर्मसाधन—same as धर्मसाधन धर्मसाधन—n one who is solemnly accepted as a son by a person other than one's parents (loos) a godson धर्मसाधन—n a legitimately born धर्मसाधन—n religious inquiry spiritual inquiry धर्मसाधन—n a seeker after or inquisitive about religious or spiritual truths धर्मसाधन—n religious or spiritual life pious or virtuous life, ecclesiastical life धर्मसाधन—n a conversant with religious rules and duties, conversant with religion, pious virtuous religious धर्मसाधन—n religious knowledge, religious-mindedness, deep sense of piety धर्मसाधन—n a popular god of Bengal named Dharma (धर्म) धर्मसाधन (pop) धर्मसाधन—n adv in the eye of righteousness or piety, according to or conforming to righteousness piously धर्मसाधन—n the mysteries of religion, theology, theosophy, a religious doctrine धर्मसाधन—n one conversant with the mysteries of religion, a theologian, one conversant with a religious doctrine धर्मसाधन—n abjuring the mysteries of religion, religious, theological, concerning a religious doctrine धर्मसाधन—n abandonment of one's religion adoption of another religion apostasy धर्मसाधन—n to abandon one's religion to adopt another religion धर्मसाधन—(1) a abandoning on a religion (2) n an apostate, a renegade धर्मसाधन—n a revolting against or hostile to religion, irreligious, impious, ungodly fem धर्मसाधनी, धर्मसाधनी धर्मसाधन, धर्मसाधन—n revolt against or hostility towards religion, irreligion, impious, ungodliness धर्मसाधन—n (1) a simulating piety or virtuousness, sanctimonious, hypocritical (2) n one simulating piety or virtuousness a religious impostor धर्मसाधन—n ravishment of one's chastity, rape, profanation or defilement of one’s religion or idol धर्मसाधन—n to ravish or outrage one’s chastity to rape, to profane or defile one’s religion or idol धर्मसाधन—n disparagement of religion, blasphemy धर्मसाधन—n to disparage religion, to blaspheme धर्मसाधन—n irrespective of creed धर्मसाधन—n secular धर्मसाधन—n a religious principle or principles a principle or principles of virtue, a moral principle or principles ethics धर्मसाधन—n a lawful wife a lawfully married wife धर्मसाधन—n the path of virtue or piety धर्मसाधन—n to follow the path of virtue or piety, to practise virtue or piety, to walk in the presence of God धर्मसाधन, धर्मसाधन—n same as धर्मसाधन धर्मसाधन—n a defender of religion (Christ), a bishop धर्मसाधन—n one who observes religious rites and practices a defender of religion or faith धर्मसाधन—n observance of religious rites and practices defence of religion धर्मसाधन—n one solemnly accepted as father by a person other than one's children, (loos) a godfather धर्मसाधन—n a strong desire for learning religious truths, thirst for religion धर्मसाधन—n a desire of learning religious truths thirsty of religion धर्मसाधन, (coll corrupt) धर्मसाधन—n one solemnly accepted as a son by a person other than one's parents, (loos) a godson, a son of Yama (यम) the god of piety, an appellation of Yudhishthira of the Mahabharata, (sarcas) a profoundly pious or truthful man, sanctimonious धर्मसाधन—n a profound pious or truthful man, a sanctimonious person धर्मसाधन—n preaching of religion, religious preaching or propaganda, evangelization, evangelism धर्मसाधन—n to preach religion, to evangelize धर्मसाधन—n a preaching religion, evangelizing (2) n a reli-
igious preacher, an evangelist धर्मचारी—a chiefly guided by religion or religious principles, religious-minded, devout धर्मचारी—n a prophet धर्मसाधक—n having propensity towards religion, religious-minded धर्मसाधक—n leaning towards religion, religious-mindedness धर्ममत्ता—a counting or regarding religion as precious as one's life, profoundly devout धर्मसाधक—n act of counting religion as precious as one's life, profound devoutness धर्मसाधक—n the bond of religion, a sacred or solemn bond or tie, the holy bondage of being members of the same religious community धर्मवाचु—n a friend or servant of religion a friend or helper in religious matters धर्म—n force of piety or virtuousness धर्मवाचु—n a word or teaching of religion, a holy word an evangel, a gospel धर्मसाधक—same as धर्मसाधक, धर्मवाचु—n a religious law or rule, a sacred law, a scriptural injunction or prescription धर्मसाधक—n a revolution in the world of religion, a great religious change, a religious revolution धर्मसाधक—n hostile to religion or piety धर्मसाधक—n a religious faith a creed, faith in religion धर्मवाचु—n having faith in a particular religion or creed, following a particular creed having faith in religion, virtuous pious धर्मसाधक—n virtuous or pious of just thought or intention, conscientiousness, conscientiousness, good conscience धर्मसाधक—n a religious or ecclesiastical elder, a member of a priesthood, a father धर्मसाधक—n fear of God, religious qualm धर्मवाचु—n one solemnly accepted as a sister by a person other than one's brother or sister a female disciple of the same teacher, a member of a sisterhood, a nun धर्मवाचु—n a religious or ecclesiastical elder, a member of a priesthood, a father धर्मसाधक—n God-fearing धर्मसाधक—n God-fearing conduct or nature धर्मसाधक—n gone astray from the religious or righteous course, fallen from one's religious belief धर्मसाधक—n one solemnly accepted as a brother by a person other than one's brother or sister a disciple of the same teacher or preceptor, a member of a brotherhood of sect or faith, a brother धर्मसाधक—n a long poem narrating the glory of Dharmathakur (धर्मकु) धर्मसाधक—n a religious tenet or doctrine धर्मसाधक—n a house of worship, a temple, a shrine धर्मसाधक—n a full of piety, devout or pious धर्मसाधक—n one solemnly accepted as mother by a person other than one's child धर्मसाधक—n concerning religion, religious धर्मसाधक—n an ecclesiastic, a priest धर्मसाधक—n a war for the cause of religion, (cp) a crusade, a holy war धर्मसाधक—n one fighting for the cause of religion, (cp) a crusader, a holy warrior धर्मसाधक—n defence of religion, preservation of one's religion or piety, preservation of chastity धर्मसाधक—n the lord of justice, an appellation of Vadhishthira of the Mahabharata or that of Yama (यम) or Dharmathakur (धर्मताकु) or Buddha धर्मसाधक—n a state or kingdom administered with scrupulous justice a realm of justice, a state or kingdom founded on religion or piety, a holy state धर्मसाधक—n a theocratic state धर्मसाधक—n any one of the (ten) characteristic signs of piety or virtuousness धर्मसाधक—n destruction or extinction of religion or piety, profanation of one's religion, ravishment of (a woman's) chastity धर्मसाधक—n a guesthouse where pilgrims and travellers are accommodated temporarily free of cost, (on) a court of justice धर्मसाधक—n a religious or scriptural edict, administration of justice, lawful judgment, rule of the ecclesiastics, theocracy धर्मसाधक—n scripture धर्मसाधक—n a dealer in religious books and scriptures an expounder and teacher of scriptures, a scribe धर्मसाधक—n a conforming to or as prescribed by scriptures धर्मसाधक—n a religious teacher or preceptor धर्मसाधक—n religious education or teaching धर्मसाधक—n pious, virtuous, संस्कार धर्मसाधक—n religious reformation, a holy sacrament धर्मसाधक—n a religious reformation धर्मसाधक—n introduction or founding of a religion firm establishment of a religion, rejuvenation or reinforcement or restoration of a religion धर्मसाधक—n a religious code, a book of holy laws धर्मसाधक—same as धर्मसाधक धर्मसाधक—n a devotional song or hymn, a psalm धर्मसाधक—n a religious gathering or congress or convention or congregation or society धर्मसाधक—n a religious community, a religious group or sect धर्मसाधक—n a conforming to the rules and prescription of religion or piety, pious, virtuous, rightful, just धर्मसाधक—n (1) a having or claiming the god of piety as witness, (2) n an oath in the name
of the god of piety. धर्मालीक्षः करिया बना—
to take an oath in the name of God, to take a solemn oath धर्मालिक्षः—n practice of virtue or religion धर्मालिक्षः—same as धर्मान धर्मालिक्षः—a godless, ungodly, irreligious, impious, blasphemous धर्मालिक्षः—n ungodliness, impiety

धर्माचार—same as धर्मालिक्षः (see धर्म)

धर्मालिक्षः—a profoundly virtuous or pious godly

धर्मालिक्षः—n virtue and vice, piety and sin, right and wrong धर्मालिक्षः—a not discriminating between right and wrong, regardless of right and wrong, (loos) unscrupulous

धर्माविकल्प, धर्माविकल्प—n a court of justice, a judge

धर्माविकल्प—n authority to act as a judge, jurisdiction of a judge धर्माविकल्प—n a judge

धर्मालिख—n an official superintendent of matters concerning religion, a religious head, a chief judge

धर्मालिखः, धर्मालिखः, धर्मालिखः—same as धर्मालिखः (see धर्म)

धर्मालिखः—n performance of a religious or scriptural rite, rituals practice of virtue, an act of piety धर्मालिखः—n a performer of a rite, a ritualist, a virtuous or pious man धर्मालिखः

धर्मालिखः—n another religion, a different religion धर्मालिखः—n adoption of or conversion to a different religion धर्मालिखः—n to adopt a different religion, to be converted to a different religion धर्मालिखः—a converted to a different religion धर्मालिखः—a religious convert धर्मालिखः—n conversion to a different faith or religion, proselytism

धर्मालिखः—n a religious or theological movement, a religious or theological discussion or consideration, (loos but pop) a religious or theological dispute or agitation

धर्मालिखः—a fanatical, fanatic, bigoted धर्मालिखः—a fanatic, a bigot धर्मालिखः—n fanaticism, bigotry

धर्मालिखः—n virtue or piety or justice incarnate (used in addressing a judge, a king, a patron etc.)

धर्मालिखः—n practising a religion, adoption of a religion धर्मालिखः—n to practise or follow a religion or creed, to

adopt a religion धर्मालिखः—a following or practising a religion धर्मालिखः—n hermitage

धर्मालिखः—n acquisition of virtue or piety, धर्मालिखः—n virtue and piety and wealth.

धर्मालिखः—(2) adv for the sake of religion or faith धर्मालिखः—same as धर्मालिखः (adv)

धर्मालिखः—n a judgment-seat, a seat of justice, the bench

धर्मालिखः—a profoundly pious or virtuous or righteous धर्मालिखः

धर्मालिखः—a (chiefly used as a sfx) having a particular property or quality धर्मालिखः, धर्मालिखः (rare) pious, virtuous

धर्मालिखः—n advancement of religion धर्मालिखः—a having a religious craze, fanatical

धर्मालिखः—n religious craze, fanaticism धर्मालिखः—n religious instruction, a sermon धर्मालिखः—n to impart religious instruction, to sermonize धर्मालिखः, धर्मालिखः—(2) n a religious instructor, a sermonizer धर्मालिखः—(1) a devoted to or following a religion, (2) n a devotee of (a religion)

धर्मालिखः—n religious worship or prayer धर्मालिखः—n to observe religious rites, to pray धर्मालिखः—n of धर्मालिखः

धर्मालिखः—a virtuous, righteous, right, just lawful, rightfully or lawfully obtained

धर्मालिखः—n oppression, act of forcing, ravishment, outrage, rape, subdual, act of defeating धर्मालिखः—n to oppress, to force, to ravish, to outrage, to rape, to subdue, to defeat धर्मालिखः—n one who or that which oppresses or forces or ravishes or outrages or subdues or defeats धर्मालिखः—a fit to be or capable of being oppressed or forced or ravished or outraged or subdued or defeated. धर्मालिखः

धर्मालिखः—a oppressed, forced, ravished, outraged, reped, subdued, defeated, धर्मालिखः

धर्मालिखः—a (usu dial & vul) white, fair, fair-complexioned धर्मालिखः—n a landlp धर्मालिखः—n that which may easily come down, loose (धर्मालिखः दाई), hanging loosely;
easily indisposed, unfit for hard work (দহকা শীর্ষ) হসনাত—ν to become so loose that it may come down (লৌরেশ হসনী), to become weak or enfeebled (শীর্ষহসনাত)
ধন্ত—(1) ν to come off and fall down (লৌরেশ হসনী), to collapse (রাত্রির ফাল্ল ধন্ত), to weaken or deteriorate (রাত্রি শীর্ষ ধন্ত)
(2) a that which has come off and fallen down; collapsed, weakened or deteriorated ধন্ত—ν to cause to come off and fall down, to loosen and throw down, to cause to collapse, to make weak or to impaγ
ধস্‌—ν expressing a falling sound as of a landslide
ধস্তর্ব—ν a scuffle, tussle, fray, a hard effort or struggle (অপন ধস্তর্বের পর মাইন ফাংডাল) ধস্তর্বকৃতক—ν to scuffle, to try or struggle hard
ধাঃ—ν (musc) the natural B sound
-ধাঃ—sfx meaning ways, means etc., -ধাঃ (ধাঃ, ধাঃ)
ধাটে, ধাটে—ν a nurse, nurse-mother, a wet-nurse, a midwife, a foster-mother
ধাতু—ν a swindler, a crook, a cheat
ধাতুকেন—ν an errant-boy, a fast messenger
ধাতুস—var of ধাতুগুলো—ν an accommodation or quarters usually mud-built for labourers
ধাতুগুলো—ν to run, to run after, to chase hotly ধাতুগুলো—ν to cause to run or chase, to chase away, to give a hot chase.
ধাঃ—ν expressing suddenness (ধাঃ) কের ধাঃ (ধাঃ) or quickness (ধাঃ কের ধাঃ) or noisy abruptness (ধাঃ কের ধাঃ) ধাঃ
করে—suddenly, quickly, abruptly with a noise, straightway
ধাঁচ, ধাঁচ, ধাঁচ—ν shape, form, cut, type, manner, pattern, semblance of shape
ধাঁচ—(1) ν dazzlement of sight, optical illusion, confusion, bewilderment, daze, an intricate problem a riddle, a puzzle, a maze, a tricky but interesting question or problem, a poser, a search (কাবরেশ ধাঁচ), cause or demand (প্রকৃতপক্ষে ধাঁচ)
(2) ν (usu. in poet.) to dazzle the sight of, to have one’s sight dazzled, to daze. ধাঁচের উত্তর—ν the solution of a puzzle. ধাঁচের উত্তর—ν to hoodwink, to confound, to bamboozle ধাঁচের উত্তর—ν to daze the sight of, to daze, to confound, to bewilder, to puzzle, to hoodwink, to bamboozle. ধাঁচের উত্তর—ν to have one’s sight dazzled, to be dazed, to be confused or puzzled।
ধাঁচ—ν a push a shove, a driving force or action (প্রাতিলিপির ধাঁচ) an impact, a collision (কাওয়ে কুটানে ধাঁচ), pressure or attack (কাওয়ের ধাঁচ, রোগুর ধাঁচ), a shock (সন ধাঁচ লাগা)। ধাঁচ ধাঁচ—ν to be shocked, to be pushed or shoved to be driven on, to collide or dash against, to be impeded or hindered usu suddenly, to get a set-back (পাহা ধাঁচ খেয়েছে)। ধাঁচ ধাঁচ—ν to give a push to push to shove, to collide or dash against, to shock, to impede or hinder usu suddenly, to check progress of।
ধাঁচ লাগা—ν to have a collision, to dash or collide against to be shoved or pushed, to be shocked, to get a set-back ধাঁচ লাগা—ν mutual or continuous pushing or shoving or elbowing ধাঁচ লাগা—ν to push to shove, to elbow
ধাঁচ, ধাঁচ—ν a sweeper (by caste or trade)
ধাঁড়ি, ধাঁড়ি—(1) ν fem a dam of beasts (ধাঁড়ি ও ধাঁড়ি), (chiefly hum) a mother of many children (2) n (usu masc) (দেরো) a leader or ringleader (চেফের ধাঁড়ি) (দেরো) a a grown-up person or child (দাবিত যাকান সহিব নাকি ?) (3) a grown-up (ধাঁড়ি ছোলো), in-veterate (ধাঁড়ি লোকন)
ধাতন—ν mettle, temperament, disposition, spirit, nature (লোকের ধাতন তুমি চলা), (physiol) any one of the four fluids of the body humour (সাদির জোবাণীর ধাতন), pulse (ধাতন ঢেলে ধাতন), semen, seed (ধাতনের শাক্ত) ধাতন ঢেলে
ধাতন—ν failing of pulse, stopping of heart beats, to be in a state of collapse ধাতনের সরগ—spermatorrhoea (loos) gonorrheoa।
ধাতন—a in accordance or agreement with bodily condition or constitution or temperament or nature।
ধাতন—a one who is enjoying or has regained one’s mental calm, in a state of composure, one who is in his humour, one who has come round or recovered, acclimatized, accustomed
�াতন—a of or made of or caused by metal metallic, mineral, (rare) concerning semen।
�াতন—metallc lustre।
�াতন প্রেম—a mineral spring ধাতন প্রেম—
a disease or disorder of semen, spermatorrhoea, (loos) gonorrheoa।
ধাতন প্রেম—see ধাতন।
ধাতন—(1) ν God, Brahma (ধাতন) father.
(2) a n one who contains or bears or protects or creates or builds.


dhāna—v to scold soundly, to reprimand
dhānak—n a sound scolding, reprimand

dhāta—n a metal, a mineral, mettle (লোকান্তর মান মান মান মান) temperament, disposition (শিবানাথ বাহাদুর বাহাদুর), (physiol.) any one of the four constituent fluids of the body, a humour, semen, sperm (বোঝা দেখা), any one of the principal constituents of the physical world (namely, earth, water, fire, air, and atmosphere), an element (গুণ) a verbal root অবশ্যই—a base metal অবশ্যই—a noble metal অবশ্যই—a metallic অবশ্যই—n (passive) loss of seminal fluid, seminal emission, (Rare) abrasion of metal অবশ্যই—a temperamental constitutional characteristic seminal (Rare) metallic অবশ্যই—a impregnated with minerals or metals, mineral, (of a Buddhist temple) containing the remains of a holy person's corpse অবশ্যই—a of or made of metal, metallic mineral (of medicine) having metal as a constituent, concerning semen অবশ্যই—n spermatorrhea অবশ্যই—n borax অবশ্যই—n a flowing out of molten metal, lava a flowing out of semen অবশ্যই—n a metal vessel অবশ্যই—n nourishing, nutritive অবশ্যই—n borax অবশ্যই—, অবশ্যই—n metallurgy অবশ্যই—n a metallurgist অবশ্যই—a full or made of or impregnated with metal or metallic or mineral অবশ্যই—n rust অবশ্যই—n sulphate of iron or pyrite অবশ্যই—n conjugation অবশ্যই—n plating

dhāra—(1) n a progenitrix, a progenitress, a mother, a nurse-mother, a wet-nurse, a foster-mother, a mid-wife, a nurse, the earth (esp as conceived as mother of all created beings) (2) a fem one who carnes in the womb, one who bears ধারাপুত্র—n a son of a nurse-mother or wet-nurse
dhārāvitra—n midwifery ধারাপিত্য—n midwifery
dhārāvitra—n a midwife, a gynaecologist and obstetrician
dhārāvitra—n a nurse-mother a wet-nurse a foster-mother, a midwife, a nurse
dhāt—n paddy, rice ধাতু—n measure of weight (=nearly 1 grain) ধাতু—n autumn rice ধাতু—n winter rice ধাতু—n paddy-seed ধাতু—v to reap or harvest paddy-crop ধাতু—same as 

dhātā—v to thresh paddy, ধাতু ধাতু ধাতু ধাতু—n (fig.) to spend little for one's education (fig.) to receive indifferent or scant education 

বর্ষিতা—n to re-sow or transplant paddy-shoots in well-arranged lines, to stir paddy when it is husked by a husking pedal বর্ষিতা—v to sow paddy-seeds 

বর্ষিতা—v to husk paddy 

বর্ষিতা—v a husking machine 

বর্ষিতা—v to transplant paddy shoots 

বর্ষিতা—n a state or correct information, knowledge of what comes out of what, (fig.) consequence 

বর্ষিতা—n to do (one) irreparable harm (fig.) to blast one's hopes when they are about to be realized 

বর্ষিতা—same as বর্ষিতা 

বর্ষিতা—n a paddy-plant 

বর্ষিতা—n a plank of grass, an impossible thing বর্ষিতা—n a paddy-shoot 

বর্ষিতা—n a paddy-field, a paddy-land 

বর্ষিতা—n paddy-grains and grass (used as auspicious articles in blessing)

বালী—n loan of paddy on interest 

বালী—n Indian musical mode

বালী—n irrelevant talk or excuse

বালী—n (used chiefly as a sfx) a place or residence or seat 

বালী—a green as unripe paddy, paddy-green (বালী—) very small puny (বালী—) containing or yielding paddy (বালী—)

বালী—wine of inferior quality distilled from rice

বালী—v to reap or harvest paddy-crop 

বালী—v to plough a paddy-field in order to remove weeds, 

বালী—n paddy বালীকরণ—n same as বালীকরণ 

বালীকরণ—n a paddy-field a paddy-land 

বালীকরণ—n act of reaping or harvesting paddy-crop 

বালীকরণ—n act of sowing paddy-seeds 

বালীকরণ—n paddy-seed 

বালীকরণ—n act of transplanting
paddy-shoots—n an awn or beard of paddy

ghosha—n coriander coriander

ghosha—n acetic acid

gosha—n (facet & dero) an inferior wine prepared from rice

gho—n a step (as of a staircase), a stratum, a leap (গোষায়ত্ব) at every step, step by step, in a stratiﬁed manner, by degrees

ghosha—n an obscure contemptible and remote place, an out-of-the-way place

gho—n a low and usually marshy land where rubbish and ﬁlth are deposited (also ghesa)

gho—n a bluff, a hoax (গোড়া ফেঁদা) to bluff to hoax (গোড়া ফেঁদা) (1) a given to blustering or hoaxing, (2) a blunter or a hoaxer (গোড়া ফেঁদা) practice of blustering or hoaxing (গোড়া ফেঁদা) to practice blustering or hoaxing (গোড়া ফেঁদা)

ghosha—n a one who runs or ﬂies one who cleanses or washes, used in cleansing or washing (গোষাকরণ) carrying a message or letter (2) a washerman, a runner (গোধী) a cobber, a courier, a runner, a messenger

ghosh—a—(1) an ugly extensive mark or impression, an ugly patch, (2) a patchy and ugly (গোষার গাঁথাক)

ghosh—n to scatter in an ugly patch or to overlay with an ugly patch (2) a scattered in or overlaid with an ugly patch

ghosh—n var of ghosh—n

ghosh—n act of running, a run, a race, a ﬂight, act of cleansing or washing (ghosh—n) air-strip

ghosh—n a running, a ﬂying, a ﬂeeting

ghosh—n a running, a ﬂying, a ﬂeeting, ﬂy in a ﬂight, washed (ghosh—n) to cause to run or ﬂy, to wash (ghosh—n) to run or ﬂy, to take to one’s heels, to wash or be washed

ghosh—n (mostly used as a sfx) a dwelling-house, a residence, an abode, an address (ghosh—n), a place, a seat (ghosh—n), a holy place, a place of pilgrimage

ghosh—n a repository (ghosh—n), a receptacle, a container

ghosha—n a arterial nervous

ghosha—n (1) to trample to knead with hands and feet (2) a trampled, kneaded with hands and feet

ghosh—n a hemispherical rattan-basket having no lid (ghosh—n) a concealed, hushed up sheltered (ghosh—n) to conceal to hush up, to shelve (ghosh—n) to bluster, vaunt, a hasty disclosure (ghosh—n) to fawn or cajole (upon) (ghosh—n) a cringing fawning, (2) a servile flatterer or sycophant or toady

ghosh—n an Indian musical measure or mode

ghosh—n a stream or ﬂow (ghosh—n)

ghosh—n an edge, a border, a brim, a brink, a brow (ghosh—n) a, a brim, a brink, a brow (ghosh—n) a side or face (ghosh—n) a proximity approach, contiguity, vicinity (ghosh—n) sharpness, edge (ghosh—n) keenness (ghosh—n) intelligence or wit, light, an edge (ghosh—n), concern, connection (ghosh—n) (ghosh—n) to borrow, to sharpen to what (ghosh—n) to lend, to sharpen to what (ghosh—n) to be indebted to, to have any concern with to care for to pay heed to (ghosh—n) to be outstanding (ghosh—n) to be in debt (ghosh—n) to buy or sell on credit (ghosh—n) buying and selling on credit (ghosh—n) to count (ghosh—n) (ghosh—n) to pass or be counted highly on account of merit or prestige and position or weight and importance (ghosh—n) (ghosh—n) to be deeply involved in debt, to be over head and ears in debt

ghosh—n a one who or that which holds or contains or bears or carries one who assists and corrects a reader of scriptures at a ritual, one who make another recite mantras, that is, scriptural verses, (an) astringent

ghosh—n capacity, astringency

ghosh—n act of holding or catching, act of assuming (ghosh—n), act of putting on or wearing, (ghosh—n), act of bearing (ghosh—n), act of carrying,

For words in গোষ্ঠ, not given separately, see গোষ্ঠ
carriage (রাই রাণ), act of carrying in the womb (সরণিকরণ), act of placing (স্থাপন রাণ), act of retaining in mind, remembrance ( উপানন্তরণ), acceptance, retention or restraint (সমর্পণের নেড় রাণ) রাণ করা—v to hold, to catch to assume, to wear to put on, to bear, to carry, to carry in the womb, to place or put, to retain in the mind to remember, to accept, to retain or restrain রাণকারী—same as রাণিকা।

রাণা—n conception, realization or comprehension, feeling or impression, supposition, surprise, a notion, an idea, belief or faith, remembrance or memory, intelligence, rapt attention, রাণা করা—v to conceive to realize or comprehend to feel, to have an impression (of) to suppose, to guess, to form or have an idea (of) to believe, to think রাণীকরণ—a inconceivable incomprehensible, (loos) unthought of unexpected রাণান্তরণ—n ability to conceive an idea power of comprehension, intelligence, retentive capacity or power

রাণীী—a capable of being or fit to be held or caught or assumed or worn or put on or borne or carried or placed or retained in the mind or accepted or retained or restrained

রাণিকা—n one who or that which holds or catches or assumes or wears or puts on or bears or carries or places or retains in one's memory or remembers or accepts or retains or restrains রাণীকরণ—(1) a fem of রাণীকরণ (2) n the earth (esp when conceived as the progenitor of all creatures)

রাণিকৃত—a one who or that which holds or bears or carries or wears

রাণীী—v to owe (টাকা রাণী), to have any connection or concern with (বাণী বা কিছু দার রাণী।)

রাণীী—n a stream, a flow (রঞ্জারাণী, ভালোবাসা), a current (প্রাঙ্গণারাণী), a shower of rain, rain (রাণীর রাণী), a shower (রাণীর রাণী), a stream or shower of any liquid (জলরাণী নরমরাণী), a spring, a fountain, a waterfall, a cascade (মহারাণী), a system, a method, a way (লামীর রাণী), a rule or go (রাজত না হুমিয়ার রাণী), succession, serial order, train (গাথারাণী), fashion, manner (অনুপরাণী), (law) a clause or section (আইনের গাথারাণী) রক্ষণাবেক্ষণ

রাণী—order of the day, prevailing state of things রাণকরণ—n a kind of tree yielding beautiful flowers of globular shape রাণকরণ—adv in or like a stream, streamingly, profusely in numerous streams রাণকরণ—adv according to system or method, systematically or methodically according to rule, successively serially রাণকরণ—n a bath-room fitted with a shower-bath রাণকরণ—n a drop of water or rain, hail রাণকরণ—n the cloud রাণকরণ—n a stream of water from above (as from a shower-bath) রাণকরণ, রাণকরণ—n, heavy and incessant rain or downpour রাণকরণ, রাণকরণ—n, continuous, serial, successive রাণকরণ, রাণকরণ—n, continuity, seriality, succession রাণকরণ—adv continuously, serially, successively রাণকরণ, রাণকরণ—adv (law) according to a particular section or clause of an act রাণকরণ—n a fountain a syringe, a spraying apparatus a shower-bath a shower রাণকরণ—n the month of Shravan (July-August) when there are heavy showers or when it rains heavily রাণকরণ, রাণকরণ—n heavy and incessant rain, torrential rain or downpour রাণকরণ—n, heavy and incessant rain, a book of arithmetical enumeration রাণী—a sharp keen রাণী—n a narrow verandah or gallery of a mud built house, a brim a margin, an edge, a brink

রাণী—(1) a fem of রাণীী  (2) n fem the earth

রাণীী—n a stream, a flow, carrying, bearing, wearing, assuming (অন রাণী, রাণীী)

রাণীীকরণ—a (chiefly used as a sfx) holding, of milk esp of bovine animals, lukewarm because of being drawn from the udder

রাণ্ডারিনী—n a son of King Dhritarashtra of the Mahabharata.

বাণিক—a pious righteous, virtuous, godly, religious-minded fem (rare) বাণিকী, (loos but pop) বাণিকী বাণিকী—n piety, righteousness, virtuousness, godliness, religiosity

রাণী—a (or but obs) রাণীী—n fem holding or bearing or putting on (pop) fixed, settled; (of taxes etc.) imposed রাণী়—to im-
pose a tax হিন্দু দায়কৃত— to fix a date হিন্দু বিনশ— a that which is being fixed or settled or imposed
dায়কৃত, হিন্দুদায়কৃত, হিন্দুদায়কৃত— n imperotence, sauciness pertness, insolence, knavery হিন্দু দায়কৃত— v to behave imperimently, to be saucy or insolent, to behave knavishly
dিক্তিকিরকে— (1) adv suppressedly and continuously (dikti kirako), burning continuously in a suppressed manner, simmeringly (dikti kirako) (2) a burning continuously in a suppressed manner, simmering smouldering (dikti kirako)
বিহার— int lie
বিহার, বিহার— n act of crying lie upon
বিহার পছন্দ— v to cry lie upon, to hoot
বিহারু, বিহারু— a hooted
বিহারুকি— rather a harsher var of বিহারুকি
dিক্তিকিরকে— milder var of বিক্তিকিরকে (see বিক্তিকিরকে)
বিক্তিকিরকে— a fem wayward, self-willed, undisciplined, untruth, romping, unmannishly, immo deste, বিক্তিকিরকে— a wayward or somewhat wild or romping or unmannishly or immo deste girl a tomboy
বিনীত্নীত, বিনীত্নীতন— int key words indicating the measure of a dance
বিনীত্নীতন— var of বিনীত্নীত
বেন— n intellect, intelligence, cognition, comprehension, knowledge, wisdom, talent aptitude বেন— a intelligent, capable of comprehending, capable of quick appreciation, talented, having aptitude, wise fem বেনীচা বেনটি— same as বেনীচা
বেনটিন— বেনটিন— same as বেনীচা
বেনটীন— n fisherman (by trade or caste), a fisher fem বেনটীন— n a fisher-woman, a fish-wife, a fish-woman
বেনটীন, বেনটীন— see বেন, বেন— a slow, tardy (বেনিন), unperturbed, calm, composed (বেনিন), gentle or modest or mild (বেনিন), grave (বেনিন), firm steady (বেনিন), judicious or considerate (বেনিন), বেনিন— n slowness, unperturbedness, calmness, composure, gentleness, modesty, mildness, gravity, firmness, steadiness, judiciousness, considerateness, বেনিন— a gentle or modest by nature বেনিন— n (rhet) a type of hero endowed with various good qualities বেনিন— adv. slowly, mildly, gently, calmly বেনিন— n. (rhet) a type of hero who is gentle by nature and of calm disposition and proficient in music and dance বেনিন— same as বেনিন
dীবর— (1) a fem of দীবর (2) n fem (rhet) a type of heroine whose anger is never exhibited. দীবর— n fem (rhet) a type of heroine whose anger or resentment is partially exhibited
dীবর, দীবর, (poet) দীবর, (poet.)
dীবরিন— adv. slowly, tardily, leisurely, softly gently, by degrees দীবরিন— adv in a leisurely manner
dীবরসার— n (rhet) a type of hero who is calm and modest and is unmoved by reverses of fortune and who protects others
dীবরসার— n (rhet) a type of hero who is resourceful and usually gentle-natured but at times arrogant and vain
dীবরসার— see দীবর
dীবরি— n a spell or act of panting for breath, palpitation, throbbing
dীবরি— v to pant or gasp for breath, to palpitate, to throb (দীবরি হলো)
dীবরি— n pop var of দীবরি
dীবরি— n coll corruption of দীবরি
dীবরি— n var of দীবরি
dীবরি— n expressing the sound of palpitating or throbbing
dীবরি— n to palpitate, to throb
dীবরি— n palpitation, throbbing
dীবরি— n a locket or pendant worn on the bosom in a necklace
dীবরি, দীবরি— n a wicker-basket for washing rice fish etc
dীবরি— n a straw-hat shaped like a wicker-basket
dীবরি— a caused to tremble or quiver, shaken, sounded or played (as a stringed musical instrument), expelled, removed, driven away, scolded, reprimanded
dীবরি, দীবরি— coll. corruptions of দীবরি
dীবরি— n a loin-cloth for men, dhoti, dhothee, দীবরি— see dhoti
dীবরি— n the thorn-apple or its fruit or flower, the datura. দীবরি— n daturine.
dীবরি— n a sound expressing repulsion, aversion, slight mistrust etc, sb, push, push, bosh
dীবরি— stronger var of দীবরি
dীবরি— int expressing state of burning or
flaming strongly (গুল্মু কৃত্ত ফলা), desolation
ness or voidance (সম গুল্মু কৃত্ত), vast expand
e (পূর্ণ ফলযুক্ত), strong heat (গুল্মু রোগ)

ধৃষ্টি—pop var of ধৃষ্টি

ধৃষ্ট—n act of shaking, a shake, act of
sounding or playing (as a stringed musical
instrument), act of cleaning cotton by
shredding it with a bow or cotton-gin,
ginning and carding (cotton wool etc)

ধৃষ্টি—pop var of ধৃষ্টি

ধৃষ্টি—n resin, incense

ধৃষ্টি—v to clean cotton by shredding it
with a bow or a cotton gin (sl) to give a
sound drubbing

ধৃষ্টি—same as ধৃষ্টি

ধৃষ্টি, ধৃষ্টি—n one who cleans cotton
by shredding with a bow or cotton-gin, a
cotton-cleaner

ধৃষ্টি—n a (sacrificial) fire enkindled by
ascetics

ধৃষ্টি—n (chiefly used as a sfx) a
river (হেসন্টি)

ধৃষ্টি—pop var of ধৃষ্টি

ধৃষ্টি—n a kitchen-vegetable
cylindrical and tapering at both ends

ধৃষ্টি—n a mythological king fa
mous for his valour, uproar tumult,
a tumultous or terrible affair (2) a tumul
tuous or terrible

ধৃষ্টিল—n sunlight, the sun

ধৃষ্টি—n an incense-burner, an incenser
a censer, a thurible, an incensory

ধৃষ্টি—n a mixture of blue and light
violet peacock-k-blue (loos) light-and-shade
colour (loos) chiaroscu

ধৃষ্টি—n a peacock-
blue (loos) light-and-shade (loos) chiaros

ধৃষ্টি—coll corrupt of ধৃষ্টি

ধৃষ্টি—lighter var of ধৃষ্টিল, ধৃষ্টি

ধৃষ্টি—n overmuchness, abundance, exces
wagon, redundancy surfeit (পূতা
নামের ধৃষ্টি, রিষ্ট্যাক্টার ধৃষ্টিত ফুল),
eclat, pomp (বাস পুরস্কার ফুল) (2) a terrible, hard,
thick (ধৃষ্টিতাধার)

ধৃষ্টিনী—n fem a corputulent (and usu lazy)
woman

ধৃষ্টিতাকা, ধৃষ্টিতান—n great or tumultuous
erat or pomp, grand pageantry

ধৃষ্টিতা, (pop) ধৃষ্টিতান—a extremely dark
complexioned and corputulent. fem ধৃষ্টিতী

ধৃষ্টি—var of হল

ধৃষ্টি—n a tall and corputulent, hefty,
fem ধৃষ্টিতী
purple colour (2) a smoke-coloured, dark purple (ব্যাপ্তদী) a smokeless, free from vapour or smoke (রাসিয়ান) a smokelessness

পুরুষকার—a shaped like or looking like smoke fume vapour, gas etc (পুচ্ছল্লেপন) a covered with or enveloped in smoke, fume vapour gas etc

পুরুষ মূর্ত্তি—same as পুরুষ (see পুরুষ)

পুরুষকার—a emitting smoke, fume, vapour, gas etc, fuming, smouldering (পুষ্পাঙ্ক্রোত) a full of or emitting smoke fume vapour gas etc fumigated

পুরুষোত্তপ্ত—n smoke nuisance (পুষ্পরান্ত) n discharge or emission of smoke fume, gas etc

পুরুষাশ্মোচ্ছল, পুরুষাশ্মীকরণ—n emission of smoke, fume vapour, gas etc, পুষ্পাবীর করা—v to emit smoke, fume vapour gas etc

পুষ্প—(1) n a same as পুষ্প (see পুষ্প) (2) n (inc) smoke, fume, vapour gas পুষ্পবর্ণ—a smoke-coloured, dark purple (পুষ্পবর্ণ) a having dark purple eye

পুষ্পস্তিন—a name of Shiva (পুষ্পস্তুত)

পুষ্প—(1) a sly, wily, knavish, deceitful (2) n a trickster, a gambler, a knave, a cheat (পুষ্পবিষ) (রামশীতি) n slyness, wiliness, knavery, deception, deceit

পুষ্পস্তীক—alt spell of পুষ্পস্তীক

পুষ্পঞ্জয়—alt spell of পুষ্পঞ্জয়

পুষ্পী, পুষ্পী—n fine particles of dry earth, dust, (of flower) pollen পুষ্পী কাঁটা—v to shake off or brush off dust to dust পুষ্পী চাঁদ্যা—v (fig) to fling or throw mud (at) to scoff পুষ্পী চাঁদ্যা—v (fig) to throw dust in one s eyes to hoodwink to deceive (পুষ্পকক্ষ) n a particle of dust পুষ্পকক্ষ, পুষ্পলক্ষিত—n made grey with dust, dusty পুলিসটন—n a cloud of dust (পুলিসটন) a full of dust dusty পুলিসটন—n a cloud of dust (পুলিসটন) a full of dust dusty পুলিসটন—n a cloud of dust (পুলিসটন) a full of dust dusty পুলিসটন—n a cloud of dust (পুলিসটন) a full of dust dusty পুলিসটন—n a cloud of dust (পুলিসটন) a full of dust dusty পুলিসটন—n a cloud of dust (পুলিসটন) a full of dust dusty পুলিসটন—n a cloud of dust (পুলিসটন) a full of dust dusty পুলিসটন—n a cloud of dust (পুলিসটন) a full of dust dusty পুলিসটন—n a cloud of dust (পুলিসটন) a full of dust dusty পুলিসটন—n a cloud of dust (পুলিসটন) a full of dust dusty পুলিসটন—n a cloud of dust (পুলিসটন) a full of dust dusty পুলিসটন—n a cloud of dust (পুলিসটন) a full of dust dusty পুলিসটন—n a cloud of dust (পুলিসটন) a full of dust dusty পুলিসটন—n a cloud of dust (পুলিসটন) a full of dust dusty পুলিসটন—n a cloud of dust (পুলিসটন) a full of dust dusty পুলিসটন—n a cloud of dust (পুলিসটন) a full of dust dusty পুলিসটন—n a cloud of dust (পুলিসটন) a full of dust dusty পুলিসটন—n a cloud of dust (পুলিসটন) a full of dust dusty পুলিসটন—n a cloud of dust (পুলিসটন) a full of dust dusty পুলিসটন—n a cloud of dust (পুলিসটন) a full of dust dusty 

ক্লিনিক—n a point of support, support (বর্ণপদ) n a sacramental sacrifice done at a wedding

পুষ্পকত্র—n arrogant haughty, insolent, impertinent, audacious saucy pert, (coll) cheeky talkative garrulous, impudent shameless, lascivious lewd (মেটন পুষ্পকত্র) n arrogance, insolence, impertinence audacity sauciness pertness, (coll) check, talkativeness, garrulity improvidence shamelessness, lasciviousness lowliness, lasciviousness

পুষ্পভূঃ n assailable, subduable

চেঞ্চিড়—n the style or cue-words of the (রান্ডে) dance or the dance of extensive annihilation, a wild dance or movement

পুষ্পভূঃ—v to soil clothes by failing to retain motion of stool or urine, (fig) to make a mess of, to bungle

পুষ্পভূঃ—n the otter

পুষ্পভূঃ—a grown-up, big

পুষ্প—n the otter

পুষ্প—a grown-up, big

পুষ্পভূঃ—n a cow that has recently calved, a milch cow (পুষ্পভূঃ) n a herd of cows

পুষ্পঞ্জয়—n a produced from paddy (পুষ্পঞ্জয়), paddy-growing (পুষ্পঞ্জয়), yielding paddy (পুষ্পঞ্জয়) paddy-like (পুষ্পঞ্জয়) resembling a paddy-growing peasant, boorish
clodhopping (ঘুঁটি বুটি) (2) n an inferior wine prepared from paddy, rice-grog

d petrol—pop var of ঝিক্কাঃ
d petrol—a worth holding or taking, acceptable, knowable cognizable.

d petrol, (pronut (খোরাঃ))—v (poet or coll) to meditate to reflect to recollect.

d petrol, (pronun খেনাঃ), হেলাঁনী—vul.
corruptions of কাঞ্চন and কাঞ্চনী respectively.

d petrol—n (mus) the sixth note of the gamut.

d petrol—poet corrupt of রিক্ষন.

d petrol—n patience, fortitude, endurance, forbearance, composure (কেশর ধৃত), (Vaishnava phils) disinterestedness indifference, apathy. রিক্ষন—v to have patience রিক্ষন করা—v to forbear or endure, to contain oneself, to keep calm, to have patience অচিন রিক্ষন—endless patience.

The patience of Job রিক্ষনাধুন্তাক—a out of patience, impatient, failing to contain oneself রিক্ষনাধুন্তি—n loss of patience impatience রিক্ষনাধার—n act of keeping patient act of containing oneself, forbearance.

রিক্ষনী, রিক্ষনাপী, রিক্ষনাসানী, রিক্ষনাধায়ী—a patient, enduring for bearing for bearing fem রিক্ষননী, রিক্ষনাপী, রিক্ষনাসানী, রিক্ষনাধায়ী—a patient, enduring for bearing fem রিক্ষননী, রিক্ষনাপী, রিক্ষনাসানী, রিক্ষনাধায়ী—n patience, endurance, calmness.

রিক্ষনাধুন্তাক—n the same as রিক্ষনাধুন্তাক রিক্ষনাধায়ী—a lacking patience devoid of patience, impatient, out of patience fretting, restless fem রিক্ষনাধায়ী—n impatience, impetuousness, restlessness. রিক্ষনাধায়ী—same as রিক্ষনাধায়ী.

d petrol—var of ঝিক্কাঃ
d petrol—n pop var of ঝিক্কাঃ

d petrol—n a kind of pie-curry prepared with pulped pigeon-pea.

d petrol, n double, suspicion (ঝিক্কার পড়া), bewilderment, puzzle (ঝিক্কার লাপাম), Hoax.

d petrol, n deception, dodge (ঝিক্কার ঝিক্কাঃ)

d petrol, v to hoax, to hoodwink, to deceive, to dodge, to elude, to have doubt or hesitancy, to be dazed or bewildered or puzzled.

d petrol, v to be in doubt or suspicion, to be in a fix or dilemma, to be non-plussed.

d petrol, v a given to hoaxing or hoodwinking or deceiving or dodging.

d petrol, n practice of hoaxing or hoodwinking or deceiving or dodging.

d petrol, v to hoax, to hoodwink, to deceive. to dodge, to practise hoaxing or hoodwinking or deception or dodging.

d petrol, n smoke, fume, vapour, steam, gas (loos) mist, fog, (fig) anything intangible or obscure.

d petrol, v to emit, smoke, to puff, smoke, emit.

d petrol, v to try to awaken one's dormant intelligence or devise plans by means of smoking.

d petrol, v a smoke-like, smoky, vapoury, (loos) misty, foggy (fig) intangible, unintelligible, woolly, confused, obscure.

d petrol, v a chimney.

d petrol, n rag, coarse cloth, a sack.

d petrol, v a chatter-box.

d petrol, v a lilt a spider when killed becomes a piece of rag.

d petrol, v what is a mortal sin for others is a venton offence for one's own self.

d petrol—pop var of ঝিক্কাঃ

d petrol, n washing, bleaching.

d petrol, v to wash and bleach (as of clothes).

d petrol, v to wash and bleach.

d petrol, v to put washing to wash.

d petrol, v to stand wear and tear.

d petrol, v to stand a test or trial.

d petrol, v to wash and bleach.

d petrol, v to wash and bleach and polished elegant.

d petrol, v a washerman by trade or caste.

d petrol, v a washerwoman.

d petrol, v to send (clothes) to the washerman for washing.

d petrol, v to send (clothes) to the washerman for washing.

d petrol, v to boycott socially by depriving a person of the services of the washerman and the barber.

d petrol, v to wash, to cleanse or scrub or scour with water, to wash and bleach.

d petrol, n an alluvial deposit.

d petrol, v covered with alluvial deposit.

d petrol, v a cause to wash, to cause to cleanse or scrub or scour with water.

d petrol, v to wash and bleach.

d petrol, v a kind of coarse woollen wrapper, a kind of South India food.
a washed cleansed or scrubbed or scoured with water, washed and bleached, inundated to wash to clean

वैधिक—n washing and cleaning, a method of cleaning entrails or intestines with water (a practice in धातुचिक)

अंशवन—n destruction, annihilation, wreck, wreckage, ruin death act of killing slaughter (स्वर्गवन), loss, obliteraton, effacement (लक्षीवन), waste or squandering (अखिलवन), undeserving consumption (अन्यवन), demolition fall devastation (सुभाषवन बारतवन, नारायणवन) depravation or corruption (चंद्रवन एकर वन) चंढवन—v loss of memory, amnesia अंशक करा—v to destroy, to annihilate to ruin, to kill, to slay, to obliterate or efface, to impair to waste, to squander, to consume undeservingly, to demolish or devastate, to deprave, to corrupt अंशवन—v to be destroyed or annihilated to perish, to be ruined, to die, to be killed or slaughtered to be lost, to be obliterated or effaced, to be impaired, to be wasted or squandered, to be consumed undeservingly, to be demolished or devastated, to be deprived or corrupted अंशक—n one who or that which destroys or annihilates or ruins or kills or slays or obliterates or effaces or impairs or wastes or squanders or consumes undeservingly or demolishes or devastates or depraves or corrupts अंशवन—same as अंशक अंशवनी—n a destructible perishable. अंशवनी—a destroyed, annihilated, wrecked ruined, dead gone to one's death, killed, slaughtered, obliterated effaced, lost, impaired wasted, squandered, demolished fallen devastated, depraved corrupted अंशवस्—n jaws or verge of destruction or annihilation or wreck or ruin or death or impairment or fall or devastation or demoralization or corruption अंशवनी—n the sport of destruction or annihilation or wreckage or running or killing or demolition or devastation अंशवस्—n a pile of ruins wreckage, debris

अवित, (poet) अवन्—v to destroy or devastate (प्रत्यक्ष अवं), to cause waste or useless expenditure, to waste (उपकर अवं), to consume undeservingly (अन्य अवन्त)

अंशवनी—n ruins, wreckage, relics अविसिक—n destroyed, annihilated, perished, wrecked, ruined, killed impaired, wasted, squandered, undeservingly consumed demolished, fallen, devastated

अंशवनी—n destroying annihilating, ruining, wrecking, killing, obliterating, impairing, uselessly spending squandering wasting, consuming undeservingly, demolishing, devastating depraving, corrupting destructible, perishable, decaying

अंशवस्—n a about to fall into a ruined state about to go to rack and ruin, on the point of destruction

अंश—n a flag a banner a standard, an ensign, the penis अंश—(1) n a flag a standard (2) a (bot) vexillary अंश—n : flag-staff अंशपट्ट—n the bunting of a flag अंशवस्त्र—n three marks resembling a flag a thunder and a goad, imprinted on the sole of Vishnu (विष्णु), (astrol) a birth-mark indicating the chance of becoming a king अंशवस्त्र—n a standard-bearer (mil) an ensign अंशवस्त्र—n a carrying a flag or standard अंशवस्त्र—n loss of sexual power of males, impotence, impotency

अंशवनि—n a flag a banner a standard, an ensign, (sarcas & dero) a simulacrum, a pretender (विद्यारंभ अंशवनि) (bot) a vexillum अंशवस्त्र—n bearing a standard, (sarcas) one who keeps a tuft of hair uncut on one's crown as a mark of one's holiness or piety (sarcas) hypocritically upholding or defending (पद्म अंशवस्त्र)

अंशवस्त्र—n a bearing a standard, (sarcas) hypocritically upholding or defending (पद्म अंशवस्त्र)

अंशव—n act of making suppressed noise (esp us vocal one), humming, act of sounding of ringing or playing (as a musical instrument etc), (rhet) suggestion

अंश—n sound, noise, report, note, tone, voice (rhet) a suggestion अंशिकाण—n (rhet) poetry that suggests a meaning beyond the stated meaning अंशिका—a sounded, rung or played, voiced in the process of being sounded or rung or played or voiced, (rhet) suggested अंशिका—v to sound, to ring, to play, to voice अंशवस्त्र—n grammar of literary appreciation, philosophy of rhetoric, poetics, theory of imagination as positing a secondary meaning beyond the primary meaning, अंशवस्त्र, अंशिका—n phonetics, phonology,
the science of sound (অনিন্দ্যশ্চ—n (rhet.))
onomatopoeia (অনিমর্থচ) the mark of
sound-wave, sound-line, line of vibration

অন্তান্ত—a (rhet.) onomatopoeic
অন্তান্ত to crumble down (ঠাণ্ড ফির) to
get detached and fall down (পাটাণ্ড থেকে পাটাণ্ড ফির)

অক্ত—a destroyed annihilated, perished
wrecked ruined, impaired run down
devastated, demolished, fallen vanquished
অন্তর্বুদ্ধ—alt spell of অবাদিত

অবসর—n darkness, gloom অস্তাব্দি—n the
sun (লুপ্তোঁ প্রকৃতি) (Cop) Sun

অবাচু—a meditated upon, recollected,
remembered অবাচু a deserving or fit to
be meditated upon or recollected or remembered
অবাচু—a n one who meditates or
recollects or remembers

অবাধন—n meditation, absorbing religious
meditation, recollection, remembrance
অপরাধার অবাধন—v to meditate (upon),
to be absorbed in religious meditation, to recollect,
to remember অবাধনের—a grave
and silent on account of absorption in
meditation consecrated or sanctified with
holy meditation solemnly absorbed in
(spiritual) meditation (হৃদে অবাধনের ঐ (টা টাঁচ)
অবাধননাম, অবাধনগুচ্ছ—a comprehensive or
cognizable or attainable (only) through
(deep) meditation অবাধননাম—n meditation
and cognition, thought and feeling (loos
sole occupation or absorption অবাধনপত্র—
a given to meditation, capable of being
absorbed in meditation, capable of absorbing in
meditation.
অবাধননাম—n meditation and impression thought and
perception অবাধনিন—a meditative
অবাধন—n interruption or break of meditation
(esp a spiritual one) অবাধন—n absorbed
or engrossed in meditation অবাধন, অবাধন—
a engaged in meditation

অবাধনী—a (also n) one who is engaged in
meditation one who is capable of meditation

অবাধনী—alt spell of অবাধনী
অবাধনী—same as অবাধনী (ইe. অবাধনী)

অবহিষ্কার—a that which is being put on or
worn or assumed or held or touched or
caught

অবহিষ্কার—n a style of Indian classical song
অবহিষ্কার—n a n one who sings or is versed
in singing dhrupada (ধৃপদ) songs (২) an aristorcrat, elevated, excellent, illustrious
অমৃত—(১) n (myth.) a prince famous for
his incomparable devotion to God Hari
(হারি), the Pole Star, the Polaris, the North
Star, the cygnus (২) a sure, certain,
fixed, firm, deep-seated (শিবিভব) constant;
actual, real (সত্য নাথ) (৩) adv. surely, certainly
(সে কথা আগে), for sure, for certain (স্ত্রে জন) অমৃত—n (alg) a constant quantity, a
constant অমৃত—n sureness surety, certainty
likeness, firmness, constancy, actuality,
reality অমৃতার্থী, অমৃত্যু—n the Pole
Star the North Star the Polaris the cyno-
sure the constant or firm goal or guide
(স্ত্রেনেত্রার্থী অমৃত) অমৃত—n, a style of Indian
classical song, dhrupada (ধৃপদ), a constant
note (হৃদে অমৃত লিচে হাতি বিষন্ধী) অমৃতার্থী—firm faith or belief or conviction অমৃতার্থী—n (geon) the equator, the equinocial
line অমৃতোকান—n (myth.) a separate
heaven created for Dhruba (ধৃব) to live in
after his ascension to heaven. Paradise
অমৃত—n burden or refrain (of a song)
অমৃতকর—n (স্ত্রী) the Polar axis.

অমৃত—n (alg) a constant quantity, a
constant

—

অমৃত—n the twentieth letter of the Bengali
alphabet
অমৃত—n (ori & obs) new, (pop) fourth in
renown (নামাধ্যম নামে নামাত্ম নামাত্ম)
অমৃত—pfx indicating, negation, opposition
etc (নঘে, নতিতীর, নঘেৎ)
অমৃত—n pop corrupt of অমৃত
অমৃত—n pop corrupt of অমৃত
অমৃত—n male অমৃত-সাগর—n a cow-calf
অমৃত—n pop corrupt of অমৃত
অমৃত—n pop corrupt of অমৃত
অমৃত—n a female অমৃত-সাগর—n a cow-calf
অমৃত—n pop corrupt of অমৃত
অমৃত—n pop corrupt of অমৃত
অমৃত—n a hero, a young man, (collect) youths of a country.
অমৃতকার—n an orchestra in which the
সনাতন (সনাতন) is the chief instrument অমৃতকার—n a room or platform where the
aforesaid orchestra is played.
naksha—n a rough sketch, a sketch of a rough cast, a plan or design in outlines, a plan, a sketch, a draft, an outline, a map, an artistic design, an engraving, an embroidered design, a literary burlesque, a sketch, the drawing of a sketch, the drawing of a map or plan in outlines, a plan, a sketch, an artistic design, an engraving, an artistic design, a drawing, a sketch, a map, a plan, a design, a border, a design, a pattern.

nakshi, nakshin—a having an artistic design.

nakshir, nakshi—n carving, engraving, painting or designing on metal vessels.

nakshir, nakshir—a one who is employed to announce the glory of one's prince and the advent of a person to the prince's court, (cp) an usher.

nakul—n the mongoose, the ichneumon, Shiva (শিব)

nakulain—a kind of roundish toffee or sweet drop.

nakulay—a given to or expert in copying or mimicry.

nakulay, nakulam—n an angry manifestation of Shiva (শিব)

nakul—n the night, nakul, nakul, nakul—n (1) a active by night, wandering by night, nightfaring, noctivagant (n) the raksas, the homophagite, the bat, a thief, a burglar, a person active by night, a night-bird nakul—n a blind by night, nyctalopic nakul—n nyctalopia.

nakul—n the crocodile, the alligator fem.

nakul—n the shark.

nakul—n a star nakulchita—a star-spangled studded with stars, starry nakulchita—(1) n speed as quick as of a shooting star, meteoric speed, tremendous speed (2) a having such speed nakulchita, nakulchita—n the moon (মুনি) or personified (cp) Luna nakulchita—n fall of a meteor or meteorite (fg) death or downfall of a great man nakul—n a group of stars, a constellation, nakulchita—n the science of stars, astronomy, nakulchita—n an astronomer, a star-gazer nakulchita—n astrology, nakulchita—n same as nakulchita (n) nakulchita—adv with the speed of a shooting star nakulchita, nakulchita—n the stellar region, the sidereal system, the firmament, the sky nakulchita—a same as nakulchita nakulchita—n star-light nakulchita—a star-light.

nakul—n a nail (of a finger or a toe), a talon, a claw (of a bird or a beast) nakul—n to cut or pare nails nakul—n a nail cutter nakulchita, nakulchita—n a painful ingrowing nail, whitlow, nakulchita—n the esoteric power of reflecting unknown or distant things on the face of the nail, (fig) the range of one's cognition (বাজার) the nakulchita—the whole thing is within his command or grasp, the entire affair is at his finger-tips.

nakul—n a talon, a claw (of a bird or a beast), (tact) a nail (of a man) nakulchita—n nail-polish nakulchita—n the tip of the claw nakulchita—n clawing nakulchita—n—n to claw nakulchita, nakulchita—n a mark caused by nail nakulchita—n whittle.

nakul—n the tip of a nail, the tip of the claw, the range of touch, (fig) the range of perception or cognition, nakulchita.